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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to examine the 

effectiveness of the Taba Teaching Model on the growth of 

the higher level cognitive skills of Bahraini academically 

gifted students. The SEA Test, a test of higher level 

cognitive skills, developed by Callahan (1981) was used to 

measure the participants' higher cognitive skills before and 

after the implementation of the recommended Teaching Model, 

four questioning strategies, in enrichment classes. The 

participants were 51 academically gifted students enrolled 

in grades 7, 8, 9 and 10 in three government schools in 

Bahrain. These students were taught by five different 

teachers. The teaching took place in the period between the 

beginning of November 1997 to the end of May 1998. 

The t-test showed significant differences between the 

participants' means on the pretest and posttest (t=10, 

p<.000) . When breaking the total number of participants into 

small groups according to their teachers' levels of Teaching 

Model implementation, grade level and different classroom 

teachers, the Kruskal-Wallis and Mann-Whitney tests showed 

differences between the 7th- and lOth-grade groups {Z=1.907, 

p<.05) and 9th- and lOth-grade groups (Z=2.798, p<.01), the 

groups of Teacher Hana and Teacher Mona (Z=1.907, p<.05). 
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the groups of Teacher Adel and Teacher Mona (Z=2.643, p<.01) 

and the groups of Teacher Mona and Teacher Nadia (Z=2.032, 

p<.05) . 

In concurrence with other studies (Schiever, 1986; 

Brooks, 1987) conducted in the United States of America, 

this study produced evidence to support the use of the Taba 

Teaching Model with academically gifted students. And in 

agreement with both Schiever (1986) and Brooks (1987), to 

obtain better results, the Taba Teaching Model should be 

used more frequently over a long period of time and with 

emphasis on integrating teaching the higher cognitive skills 

with content area curriculum. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

One major goal of any program in education for gifted 

students is to develop higher thinking skills. Some examples 

of higher thinking processes are solving defined problems, 

thinking critically, evaluating, and decision making 

(Schiever, 1991). Research in the arena of education of the 

gifted has shown that these thinking processes need a 

planned and organized intervention program to be developed 

(Sternberg, 1984; Schiever, 1986; & Schiever, 1991). 

One of the teaching models used in the U.S. and 

elsewhere is Taba's Questioning Strategies, which helps 

bright students to reach conclusions about problems through 

answering open-ended questions. Teachers in classrooms apply 

Taba's questioning strategies to assure that their students 

develop thinking strategies that enable them to learn and 

develop new concepts, think about causes and effects of 

concepts, apply generalizations and resolve conflicts 

(Schiever, 1991). Up to now, these higher thinking processes 

have not been introduced and practiced in the regular 

classrooms in the Government Schools in Bahrain. 

In the regular classes, students' cognitive abilities 

differ significantly. Some students lack basic thinking 

skills such as grouping, analyzing, clarifying and reaching 

conclusions, whereas other students have the ability for 
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making inferences, an argument, an evaluation, or creating 

solutions to real problems. When these two types of students 

are joined together in learning experience, significant 

stimulation seldom is provided for either group to 

accomplish goals. However, when students with similar mental 

ability are grouped together, they stimulate each other to 

participate in high level cognitive activities (Cutts, 

1957). This means that the more time gifted students spend 

with each other, the more their higher thinking processes 

will develop. Therefore, gifted students need to be placed 

together in classes organized in a way that does not detract 

from the ongoing regular schedule of classes, so that these 

students can benefit from interaction with each other, learn 

abstract concepts, and use higher mental abilities in a more 

productive way. This type of environment is new to many 

schools in Bahrain. 

In order to convince educators in Bahrain of the 

advantages of creating such an educational atmosphere, 

research is needed that will yield information relating to 

the measurable effects of the use of Taba's Questioning 

Strategies on the cognitive growth of students in enrichment 

classes for the gifted. This research should be designed to 

provide data on student cognitive growth related to Taba's 

Questioning Strategies; and on what differences, if any, the 
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consistent use of these strategies will make in student 

cognitive growth. 

Background 

As in any other society, the Bahraini society foresees 

the need for providing mentally gifted students with 

educative opportunities that allow them to develop their 

mental abilities to their utmost capacity. In the summer of 

1990, the Arabian Gulf University held a three week workshop 

for Bahraini Government School principals and teachers. 

About 100 educators attended this workshop. The main purpose 

of the workshop was to make these educators aware of the 

concept of gifted students and special education for gifted 

students. In addition, these participants were taught how to 

prepare activities suitable for their students based on a 

number of models for teaching gifted students. Some of the 

models were Renzulli's Triad Approach, Taylor's Multiple 

Talents and Bloom's Taxonomy. The workshop was quite 

successful. 

In the same year, the College of Education at Arabian 

Gulf University started a master's program in education of 

the gifted. This program was aimed at preparing curriculum 

specialists and coordinators. Many students from five 

different Arabian Gulf countries, Qatar, Kuwait, United Arab 

Emirates, Saudi Arabia and Bahrain have now graduated from 

this program. 
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In 1992, the Bahrain! Ministry of Education held a 

conference about creativity. Brainstorming was the core 

strategy taught that can be applied in creative thinking. 

Also, a year ago, the Ministry of Education established a 

section under the department of special education that is 

concerned with students who are gifted. All these are a 

reflection that the Arabian Gulf, in general, and the 

Bahraini society, in particular, are interested in education 

of the gifted. 

The educational system in Bahrain lacks the 

appropriate educational setting, well trained teachers and 

an appropriate teaching model for the gifted that can be 

used in Bahraini Government Schools. Since making large-

scale change in the existing education system in the 

Bahraini government schools is difficult, if not impossible, 

a program for the gifted should be started in the form of an 

enrichment activity class. Enrichment "... implies a 

supplementation of the depth, breadth, or intensity of 

content and process as appropriate to the students' 

abilities and needs ... [and is the prevailing practice 

because] ... of the diversity in meeting student needs" 

(Frost, 1981). These enrichment activities also need to take 

place in a resource room. According to Kaplan (1974), a 

resource room is a room that "... provides a learning 
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environment specifically tailored to the needs and 

objectives for educating the gifted and talented." 

The content of the enrichment programs should be 

differentiated from the regular classroom content. A common 

area of agreement among gifted education scholars (Clark, 

1979; Gallagher, 1985; Maker, 1986; Kaplan, 1986; Maker & 

Nielson, 1996; Renzulli, 1981) is that a qualitatively 

differentiated curriculum is necessairy. A differentiated 

curriculum for the gifted should be based on student 

characteristics and needs and it should give evidence of the 

desired cognitive growth in students. The lack of 

appropriate curricular activities contributes to the 

diminution of high thinking abilities among individuals who 

have the potentiality of being bright thinkers and problem 

solvers. At this point, a model must be adopted for teaching 

gifted students that suits the Bahraini educational 

environment and that meets the needs of those students who 

have the thirst for activities that develop their mental 

abilities. From the literature reviewed and personal 

experience, Taba Questioning Strategies (Schiever, 1991) are 

appropriate to be used with Bahraini students for their 

applicability in the regular classes with ease and their 

simplicity; the main factor in these strategies is the 

method of asking questions in ways that stimulate 

respondents' higher thinking processes. Asking questions is 
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a technique used by teachers in their classes regularly. 

Hence, adapting Taba's Questioning Strategies will not be a 

tremendous change in the methodologies which teachers use. 

Nevertheless, the types of questions used in the Taba 

teaching model are not practiced by teachers in the regular 

classrooms (Al-Khaja, 1993). In addition, research done by 

Schiever (1986), Brooks (1987), and Pryor (1994) on American 

students shows that the use of Taba's Questioning Strategies 

enhances the higher cognitive processes of participants in 

their studies. 

Problem Statement 

In the regular education classes in Bahrain, a common 

belief is that students who are academically gifted possess 

mental skills enabling them to produce products reflecting 

higher thinking processes. However, research on gifted 

students has shown that performance on school tests does not 

wholly represent the individual's mental ability (Maker, 

1992). Many factors such as learning habits, the ability to 

memorize, and impressions on teachers influence students' 

academic achievements. To examine whether such students have 

cognitive processes that can be used successfully in 

producing creative behaviors and products, students must 

undergo a program in which they gain experience in higher 

thinking processes and growth in their cognitive abilities. 

The influence of the proposed teaching model is to be 
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examined empirically to demonstrate its effectiveness with 

Bahraini students. 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study is to determine if an 

increase in the higher cognitive processes of Bahraini 

academically gifted students may be expected from the 

consistent use of Hilda Taba Teaching Strategies in 

enrichment sessions enhancing the school traditional 

curriculum. 

Research Questions 

The questions to be answered by this research work are 

the following: 

1. What growth, if any, may be found in the higher 

cognitive processes of academically talented 

students in special classes in which Taba Teaching 

Strategies are practiced? 

2. What are the differences, if any, in higher 

cognitive processes of students participating in 

Taba Teaching Strategies enrichment classes that are 

related to their teachers' quality of implementation 

of Taba's Teaching Model? 

3. What are the differences, if any, in higher 

cognitive processes of students participating in 

Taba Teaching Strategies enrichment classes that are 

related to their grade level? 
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4. What differences, if any, in higher cognitive 

processes of students participating in Taba Teaching 

Strategies enrichment classes can be attributed to 

different classroom teachers? 

Significance of the Study 

The significance of this study rests in the importance 

of the need for having a population of students in Bahraini 

government schools who are able to be independent in their 

thinking when solving problems. This cannot be achieved 

unless schools adopt some programs of teaching higher 

thinking processes. One of the promising models of teaching 

thinking processes is Taba's Teaching Model of thinking 

skills (Schiever, 1991) . This model has been chosen due to 

its practicality and suitability to the existing schooling 

system in Bahrain as well as its demonstrated success with 

students in other countries. In this study, the researcher 

will examine whether a teaching/learning model developed and 

used in the United States is effective in a very different 

cultural setting. 

To test the effectiveness of the use of this model on 

the cognitive ability of some students in schools in 

Bahrain, a quasi-experimental study will be conducted. 

Hopefully, the results of this study will provide educators 

in Bahrain with the adequate evidence of the effectiveness 

of the implementation of Taba questioning strategies on the 
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growth of students' high cognitive processes. It is also 

hoped that some recommendations pertaining to the possible 

adoption of models for teaching high cognitive processes 

will be reached. 

Definition of Terms 

Academically gifted students are students who are 

ranked at the 9Gth or higher percentile on the overall 

academic achievement record of the last academic year 

1996/1997. 

Higher cognitive processes are those thinking processes 

that require the use of information and/or knowledge. 

Critical thinking, creative-productive thinking, inductive 

and deductive reasoning are included in this category. 

Enrichment activities are activities developed for the 

study participants in which they can develop thinking skills 

that are not incorporated in the traditional school 

curriculum. The content of these activities is to be derived 

from various content area classes. 

A resource room is a classroom where a special teacher 

teaches a specially designed curriculum to students 

identified as gifted. Students leave their regular 

classrooms to attend the resource room for varying amounts 

of time that may include a few hours each week, one full day 

per week, or a given period of time each day. Resource rooms 
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may serve only one school or they may serve students from a 

number of schools. 

A teachina/leaming model is a structural framework 

that serves as a guide for developing educational activities 

and environments. Such models have an identified purpose or 

area of concentration; underlying assumptions about 

teaching, learning, and learners; guidelines for developing 

learning experiences; patterns and requirements for these 

learning activities; and a body of research surrounding 

their development or an evaluation of their effectiveness 

(Maker & Nielson, 1995). 

Bahrain Government Schools are the public schools that 

are funded by the government. In these schools, students 

wear uniforms and undergo unified curricular activities. 

Assumptions of the Study 

The researcher makes the following assumptions: 

The SEA Test (Callahan et al., 1981) is sensitive 

enough to measure the growth that may occur in the time span 

of the study. 

Comparing the cognitive changes in enrichment groups of 

students according to the use of Taba's Questioning 

Strategies will provide information as to the effectiveness 

of that model for teaching the higher cognitive processes to 

Bahraini students in special enrichment programs for the 

gifted. 
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Tape-recordings of classroom discussions will indicate 

the teacher's customairy questioning techniques and degree of 

model implementation in the enrichment classes. 

Self-report logs kept by teachers will be an accurate 

representation of model use in terms of the amount of time 

spent and topics covered. 

Limitations of the Study 

The conclusion that Taba's questioning model affects 

the growth of the higher cognitive processes in gifted 

students may be threatened by the following: 

1. The groups included only academically gifted 

students. 

2. The implementation of the teaching model in the 

enrichment class, not in the regular class. 

3. The only expert in this model is the researcher. 

4. The reliance on one measurement to measure the 

development in the participants' thinking 

strategies. 

5. Reliability and validity have not been established 

for the translated version of the SEA Test. 

6. The small number of students in each cell when the 

total number of students was divided into subgroups 

according to teachers' implementation of the model 

and students' grade level. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Introduction 

This study of the effectiveness of Taba's Teaching 

Model on the Bahraini academically gifted students' higher 

thinking skills is based on research in three domains: 

teaching higher level thinking skills, questioning 

strategies, and Taba's Model of teaching thinking skills. 

Each section consists of three parts: (a) an overview, 

(b) related research, and (c) discussion of the research. 

This research review provides a solid theoretical framework 

for this study. Since a lot of earlier research work was 

reviewed by both Schiever (1986) and Brooks (1987) , the 

review of literature in this study concentrated on the 

research work done in the period between 1987 and 1998. 

Teaching Higher Level Thinking Skills 

An Oveirview 

Research findings revealed that existing teaching does 

not develop students' thinking skills (Dhand, 1994; Maker & 

Nielson, 1995). Dhand (1994) stated that "Growing research 

evidence indicates that most high school and college 

students as well as many adults do not perform well on tasks 

that indicate competence in critical thinking" (p. 153). 

Because of the lack of systematic practice for teaching 

thinking skills in the traditional curriculum, many 
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educators have put emphasis on the teaching of thinking 

skills in schools (Hudgins & Edelman, 1986; Gallagher, 1988; 

Parker, 1988; Hudgins, Riesenmy, Ebel & Edelman, 1989; 

Savage & Lombardi, 1993; Dhand, 1994; Gallagher & Gallagher, 

1994; Maker & Nielson, 1995; Zelinski, 1995; Al-Serore, 

1996). These and other educators believe that "Learning is 

learning to think". Smith (1985) and Tyrone (1988) think 

that students should be able to locate and gather 

information, observe detail, translate information from one 

medium to another, organize and express ideas in written 

form, distinguish fact from opinion, analyze information, 

develop criteria for making judgments, use problem-solving 

skills, sequence data and information, draw conclusions and 

perceive cause-and-effeet relationships. These objectives 

are reached through teaching thinking skills and applying 

them to content areas (Sternberg, 1986; Parker, 1988; Ellie, 

1988; Schiever, 1991; Savage &; Lombardi, 1993). Pertaining 

to this, Parker (1988) strongly believes that "Thinking 

cannot be taught in isolation from content" (p. 70). In 

other words both thinking skills and content materials 

should be taught hand in hand. 

Researchers (Ellie, 1988; Parker, 1988; Savage & 

Lombardi, 1993; Zelinski, 1995) recommend that these skills 

be taught within content. Teaching thinking skills involves 

teaching knowledge in various disciplines (Dhand, 1994). 
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Teachers should encourage students to employ thinking skills 

such as reasoning, analyzing, questioning, examining, 

observing, comparing, drawing conclusions, evaluating, 

making comparisons, seeing consequences, and looking for 

relationships in content areas such as math, social studies, 

science, and language arts (Court, 1991, Eulie, 1988) . 

Research has shown that content knowledge is learned better 

when integrated with thinking skills (Niekerk, 1990) . As 

students think about the content materials at hand, it is 

most likely that they master the content knowledge and the 

thinking processes at the same time (Parker, 1988) . 

Based on the research reviewed, Schiever (19 91) sees 

the necessity for the acquisition of "enabling skills" such 

as determining relevance or analyzing data, which lead to 

the developmental processes -- classification, concept 

development, deriving principles, drawing conclusions, and 

making generalizations -- that are necessary for higher 

cognitive thinking processes (evaluating, solving problems, 

thinking critically and decision making). Schiever (1991) 

also points out that the mastery of these skills occurs in a 

spiral. In other words, processes are learned first through 

simpler activities, then higher level processes are learned 

through increasingly complex experience and maturity 

(Schiever, 1991). When teaching higher thinking skills. 

Savage and Lombardi (1993) advise teachers to follow these 
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four steps: (1) introduce the skill; (2) explain the skill; 

(3) demonstrate the skill; and (4) apply the skill. 

Such higher level thinking skills promote the 

acq[uisition of more knowledge, discovery of unknown 

information, and learners' active participation (Niekerk, 

1990). Parker (1988) stated that "When students are engaged 

successfully in thinking about the material at hand, they 

will likely master both the material and the thinking 

process used in the learning" (p. 70). He also strongly 

believes that when students think actively while learning 

content materials, their academic achievement increases. 

Content knowledge is necessary for the application of higher 

level thinking skills (Zelinski, 1995). In this regard, 

Wallace (1992) says that students should be introduced to 

deep content knowledge and cognitive skills enabling them to 

handle complex problems. Eulie (1988) depicts the 

relationship between the content and the thinking skills, 

saying that "Content is the "what" or knowledge of 

education; critical thinking forms the basis of the "how" or 

process of education and is the other side of the coin" (p. 

260) . 

To teach thinking skills in schools, Maker and Nielson 

(1995) instruct teachers to set clear goals and then 

determine appropriate models that fulfill these goals. They 

have mentioned four types of goals: content goals, process 
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goals, product goals and affective goals (Maker & Nielson, 

1996). Furthermore, Maker and Nielson (1996) provide the 

literature with the teaching models commonly used to fulfill 

each type of goals mentioned above. 

(A) Content Goals: Bruner's Structure of Discipline, 

and Taba's Teaching Strategies. 

(B) Process Goals: Guilford's Structure of Intellect, 

Kohlberg's Discussion of Moral Dilemmas, Fames' s 

Creative Problem Solving, Williams's Strategies for 

Thinking and Feeling, Bloom's Taxonomy of Cognitive 

Objectives, Taba's Teaching Strategies Program, 

C. W. Taylor's Multiple Talent Approach, 

Krathwohl's Taxonomy of Affective Objectives, and 

Ennis's Critical Thinking Behaviors. 

(C) Product Goals: Guilford's Structure of Intellect, 

Parnes's Creative Problem Solving Process, 

Renzulli's Enrichment Triad Model, Treffinger's 

Self-Directed Leaiming Guidelines, and C. W. 

Taylor's Multiple Talent Approach. 

(D) Affective Goals: Kohlberg's Discussions of Moral 

Dilemmas, Taba's Teaching Strategies Program, and 

Krathwohl's Taxonomy of Affective Objectives, 

(pp. 276-277) 

Once models are determined, teachers have to select the 

most appropriate and effective ones according to the 
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following criteria suggested by Maker and Nielson (1995) : 

"(a) The clarity of objectives in the model, (b) the extent 

to which the model is oriented toward observable student 

outcomes, (c) the comprehensiveness of the model in meeting 

a goal, and (d) the ease with which the model could be 

combined with others to provide a comprehensive listing of 

student outcomes related to a particular objective" 

(p. 277). 

For the purpose of this study, Taba's Teaching Model 

has been selected to develop Bahraini junior high school 

students' thinking abilities. This model was chosen because 

it meets three of the four types of goals and criteria 

mentioned above: Content, process and affective goals. 

Taba's questioning strategies focus on the importance of 

teaching content areas and thinking skills side by side. 

Through answering the questions asked in each step of each 

strategy, learners' thinking processes such as reasoning, 

making inferences, conclusions and generalizations are 

developed. Finally, the strategies, especially the last one, 

resolution of conflict, emphasize the understanding and 

appreciation of personal feelings and reactions. 

Related Research 

Studies found to be related to this section were three. 

All of them examined the effect of treatment on 

participants' ability to transfer higher cognitive skills 
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acquired to new situations. Since the three studies were 

reported in three different years, they will be summarized 

accordingly starting with the one conducted earliest in 

date -

In his study, Tenenbaum (1986) examined the effect of 

the students' favorable instructional method on their higher 

and lower mental processes related to the content area. To 

achieve this objective, the researcher conducted two 

studies. One involved mathematics as the content area, 

whereas the other one involved science. The classes selected 

for this study were employing the following methods of 

instruction: conventional, enhanced cues, participation, 

reinforcement, feedback-corrective learning; and mastery-

learning (Tenenbaum, 1986). 

Tenebaum's study's participants took pretests in 

content areas and cognitive processes. To measure the 

participants' knowledge of the content areas, the 

Metropolitan Achievement Test was used. And to examine their 

mental processes, a summative test adopted from Wilson's 

study reported in 1971 was used. The test items were divided 

into two categories: lower and higher mental processes 

(Tenenbaum, 1986) . 

To examine the quality of instruction received by the 

participants, Tenenbaum (1986) observed classes and 

administered questionnaires to his participants. Thirty 
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middle-school and thirty elementary school students 

participated in the study. The results of the study showed 

that when appropriate application of the instructional 

method occurs, most of the participants achieved highly on 

mental processes such as application and analysis. The 

researcher concluded that achievement and attainment of 

higher and lower mental processes were affected by the type 

of instructional method. 

Another study conducted by Hudgins and Edelman (1986) 

on 4th- and 5th-grade students divided into experimental and 

control groups who took two tests of critical thinking. Test 

of Critical Thinking patterned and Cornell Test of Critical 

Thinking. Those students who were in the experimental group 

were presented with problems demanding thinking skills 

needed to analyze data, identify the problem, determine 

solutions and select the best solution. 

The materials used in the treatment required different 

kinds of reasoning. The materials were taught in the format 

of small group discussion in which the group defined the 

problem and reached a conclusion about it. The discussions 

were observed and video-taped. 

The major conclusion of Hudgins and Edelman's study 

(1988) was "... that fourth- and fifth-grade children who 

are trained in the self-directed critical thinking roles 

elucidated throughout this paper will, when given a new but 
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similar problem to work on, (a) apply those thinking skills 

to it, (b) use more of the available information, and (c) 

produce a higher quality answer" (p. 271). 

The final study is a report on a project of teaching 

cognitive skills in Alberta, Canada, done by Mulcahy and 

others (1993). In this project, Feuerstein's Instrumental 

Enrichment Program was used for its popularity in teaching 

thinking content focused on deep discussions between 

students and their teacher and designed to enhance learners' 

thinking strategies by leading students through learning 

experiences. The researchers' belief was that children 

internalized the means of interacting rather than the 

content matter. This program was compared with the 

Strategies Program for Effective Learning/Thinking developed 

by Mulcahy, Marfo and Peat (1984) which teaches thinking 

skills with integration in content. The two programs were 

the core of the study. The researchers aimed at assessing 

the effectiveness of the two programs mentioned above on 

gifted, average and learning disabled students' motivation, 

finding out the possibility of implementing the project on a 

larger scale and determining the best methods of teaching 

cognitive skills. 

To achieve all the objectives mentioned above, the 

study was carried out over a period of three years. A 

pretest, a posttest and a maintenance posttest were 
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administered to 900 students. Their cognitive sibilities were 

measured mainly by using multiple-measurements of which 

Heppner and Petersen's Problem-Solving Inventory and Self-

Developed Problem-Solving Tasks were two. 

The results of the study indicated significant changes 

in the performance of the 4th-grade gifted students. They 

showed high evidence of improvement in solving problems. In 

many instances, they used alternative ways of solving 

problems. Mulcahy and others (1993) concluded that "This 

study is a highly conservative one, as in most cases only 

one or two teachers in a school, at one grade and subject 

level, taught either the I.E. or S.P.E.L.T. program. If all 

teachers at each grade level were engaged in the teaching of 

cognitive education procedures, quicker and more 

comprehensive effects would likely have emerged" (p. 23). 

Discussion of Research 

The three studies reviewed above used the experimental 

approach that also was used in the present study. However, 

since the present study did not include a control group, the 

research design used a pre- post-test quasi-experimental 

methodology (Campbell & Stanley, 1963). As in the three 

studies above, the researcher in the present study 

administered pre- and post-tests to its participants to 

examine the effectiveness of the treatment on the 

participants' mental development. 
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Tenenbaum (1986) examined the effect of teaching 

quality and teaching of higher mental processes on 

participants' application of thinking skills to content 

areas. Hudgins and Edelman (1988) examined the effects of 

teaching students to solve problems creatively on their 

performance in real situations requiring these skills. And 

finally, Mulcahy and others (1993) examined the 

implementation of two enrichment programs on students' 

behavior, whereas, in this study, the effects of teaching 

Taba's questioning strategies on students' higher thinking 

skills were examined. Similar to Hudgins and Edelman's 

study, the discussion technique was used because of its 

simplicity and practicality for use in the classroom. It is 

through questioning that participants understand concepts, 

analyze data, justify their choices, clarify their points 

and reach conclusions (Schiever, 1991) . 

Questioning Strategies 

An Overview 

The importance of questioning techniques in teaching 

has received great attention from educators (Pollack, 1988) . 

It has been found that the type of questions asked 

determines the classroom climate: a traditional one is 

focused on memorization or recognition; a more flexible one 

encourages students to use deductive thinking and creativity 

(Beamon, 1990). Many researchers (Barnes, 1979; Brantly & 
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Washington, 1990; Schiever, 1991; Al-Khaja, 1993) have 

observed that the majority of teachers' questions are the 

ones calling for factual answers and requiring one right 

solution. Nevertheless, the common belief among most people 

involved in education is that questioning is a way of 

stimulating thinking (Baimes, 1979; Kitano & Kirby, 1986; 

Beyer, 1990; Savage, 1993) . Fair (1988) describes these 

questions as being open-ended requiring a number of answers 

reflecting uniqueness of thoughts. Answering such questions 

needs thorough research, guessing, evaluating, reasoning and 

making inferences, conclusions and generalizations (Lengel, 

1987). In Bloom's Taxonomy, questions are classified in six 

categories: knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, 

synthesis and evaluation (Maker & Nielson, 1995). Below 

average or average mental ability students tend to answer 

questions of the knowledge and comprehension categories; 

those with higher mental abilities should answer questions 

in analysis, synthesis and evaluation categories (Maker & 

Nielson, 1995). One of the Teaching Models that encourages 

asking questions generating open answers is Taba's 

Questioning Strategies (Taba et al., 1971). 

Gall (1984) argued that both teachers and students 

should be taught and trained on how to ask and answer 

various types of higher level thinking questions. In a study 

conducted by Pryor (1993) on 11 teachers who attended a 
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workshop on divergent questions, the teachers' proficiency 

in asking open-ended questions was improved significantly. 

Pryor (1993) attributed the increase in the teachers' 

proficiency of using divergent questions to the teachers' 

willingness to use the questioning strategies presented to 

them in the workshops. 

In order to create an environment stimulating creative 

responses from students, teachers need to talk less and to 

ask more higher levels of questions (Dillon, 1981; Lange, 

1982; Dillon, 1984; Gall, 1984; Wilen, 1987). In addition, 

A1-Ahmed (1993) advised teachers to provide students with 

opportunities to communicate their ideas, to encourage them 

to come up with many ideas, and to reward students who are 

able to produce original ideas. Once the appropriate 

opportunities are given to the students to be involved in 

the creative discussions taking place in the classroom, 

their higher cognitive processes will be developed. This 

inference is supported by the conclusion of Pryor's study 

(1993) saying that "This practicum demonstrated that 

students could grow in their ability to respond to higher 

level questions when provided with the opportunity to 

practice the skills inherent in higher level thinking" 

(p. 54). 

Also, the literature reveals that acquiring 

information, understanding it, and using it are three major 
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steps in learning (Eulie, 1988). The first step, acquiring 

information, is essential. All students have to obtain 

information from different sources (e.g., books, audio

tapes, photos, video films, computer software and so on). 

This obtained information then can be listed in a 

brainstorming session so that a lot of data are used to 

develop higher level thinking and further applications 

(Eulie, 1988) . 

Because of the above, Eulie (1988) recommends several 

questioning strategies that were developed to help students 

understand the content and develop their thinking skills. 

Schiever (1991) mentions the following strategies as the 

ones commonly used in schools: Hilda Taba Teaching 

Strategies, Bloom's Taxonomy of Cognitive Objectives, 

Kohlberg's Moral Dilemmas, Krathwohl's Taxonomy of Affective 

Objectives, Taylor's Multiple Talents, and Williams's 

Strategies for Thinking and Feeling. 

Furtheirmore, Schiever (1991) suggests that questions 

incorporated in the strategies listed above or other similar 

strategies be based on the following principles: 

1. Questions are focused: When questions are focused, 

the direction of the discussion is clear, leading to 

the application of appropriate higher thinking 

skills. 
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2. Questions are open-ended: This type of question 

encourages divergent thinking. There is no one 

correct answer to such questions. 

3. Quescions require the use of information: Both 

factual and higher-order questions should be asked 

with less emphasis on recall of concrete data and 

more emphasis on synthesizing and evaluating 

abstract ideas and concepts. 

4. Proof or reasoning questions are asked: Questions 

requiring support for conclusions are to be asked 

frequently. 

5. Wait-time should be allowed: Enough time should be 

given to students to respond and react. 

6. Discussion is appropriately paced: Decreasing or 

increasing the discussion pace helps to keep 

students interested in the content being discussed 

and participating actively. 

7. Individual student responses are accepted without 

comment: Teachers should not make any comment on 

students' responses. This will help students respond 

to questions and ideas freely without thinking of 

teacher's expectations. 

8. Student responses should not be repeated: Repeating 

or rephrasing students' answers is seen as a put 

down. 
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9. Teachers should seek a variety of ideas and 

encourage student interaction: Questions should 

demand variety of responses and constructive student 

interaction. 

10. Clarification or extension questions should be 

asked: Students should be asked to clarify their 

responses if they are not clear to other students. 

Also, students could be asked to elaborate on ideas, 

(pp. 79-89) 

Questions and answers interchanged between teachers and 

students in the classroom discussions are categorized by 

Schiever (1991, pp. 99-102) in three types: "free 

discussions," "semi-controlled discussions" and "controlled 

discussions." The free discussions are used to open talk 

about a new topic. Usually, in these discussions, data such 

as facts and ideas are brought up for discussion. The second 

type of discussions is the "semi-controlled" in which ideas 

and thoughts are exchanged after an intake of new 

information either through reading a unit from a book, 

watching a film, listening to a tape or visiting a place of 

interest. In this discussion, knowledge is shared and a 

conclusion about this knowledge is made. The last type is 

"controlled" discussions in which ideas are initiated, 

discussed and generalized. This type of discussion takes 

place through asking structured questions through which 
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students' higher cognitive abilities are developed. Such 

questions are included in Taba's Teaching Model. 

RgXatgd Rgggargh 

Seven related studies were found. Three of those were 

focused on the use of questions as a teaching method; the 

remaining four were focused on the classroom environment and 

the interaction occurring in the classroom. The first three 

studies were done by Pollack (1987), Hayes (1992) and Al-

Shwailan (1997). 

In a qualitative study. Pollack (1987) investigated the 

effects of classroom climate on critical thinking. The main 

source of data was class observations and interviews. In 

addition to observation and interviews, questionnaires and 

standardized tests of critical thinking skills were 

administered to students from 10 fourth-grade classes in a 

gifted classroom. Students were pulled out from their 

regular class to participate in the program. These students 

were selected to be in this program based on their scores on 

the Wechsler IQ Tests and teachers' nomination. Three 

teachers taught in the program. The students participated in 

the program voluntarily. There were 10 students to one 

teacher in the classroom. Participants were aware of note-

taking by the researcher who was observing them. 

The researcher's questions were well-structured most of 

the time, responses to particular incidents sometimes. And 
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Pollack's (1988) common expected questions were: "What were 

you thinking about when you got that answer?" and " How did 

you figure that out?" (p. 58). The researcher was accepted 

by students as one of the members of the classroom. 

Pollack (1987) found that several questioning 

strategies were used in the development of the participants' 

critical thinking. Fourteen percent of the questions asked 

were aiming at deductive reasoning and 11% at using 

reference materials. These two types of questions 

contributed to the development of participants' critical 

thinking. 

In Pollack's study (1987) sixty percent of the 

children's time was dominated by open-ended questioning 

activities, which were based on Bloom's Taxonomy. To Kathy, 

the class teacher, this type of question encourages 

originality, creativity, imaging and uniqueness. In her 

class, it was observed that students' discussion reflected 

the application of critical thinking skills (Pollack, 1987). 

Pollack (1987) concluded that "Examples of the thinking that 

the children verbalized in response to the different types 

of questioning that occurred in the class indicated that 

their critical thinking processes were indeed stimulated and 

developed by the use of open-ended questions which required 

deductive reasoning or the exploration of research 
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materials" (p. 199). Moreover, Pollack (1987) concluded that 

content and thinking skills cannot be separated from each 

other. 

In another qualitative study. Hays (1992) attempted to 

provide the literature of gifted education with descriptions 

of rural educational institutions in which gifted students' 

needs are met. The study was conducted in three elementary 

schools in rural midwestern sites. The three schools had 

special gifted education programs. One school's program was 

based on Renzulli's Enrichment Triad Model. In another 

school, the regular classroom was furnished with a gifted 

program facilitator to provide consultation to the regular 

class teacher. In the third school, there was a program 

which allowed gifted students to experience differentiated 

curriculum by participating in challenging activities such 

as accelerated math and Great Books. In all three schools, 

gifted students were presented with differentiated 

curriculum challenging their intellectual abilities. Hays 

(1992) collected data from three sources: observations, 

interviews and analysis of documents. The data analysis 

revealed that teachers in all three schools used questioning 

strategies to stimulate higher thinking skills. Springdale's 

students stated that their teachers were asking them 

questions required higher order thinking skills frequently. 

Teacher's questions were on knowledge and comprehension to 
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some extent and on higher level thinking operations to a 

greater extent. In Westhills school, teachers asked 

questions such as: "Do we know why? What have we learned 

about this character? How do you support your answer? How 

many of you think that he really wanted to move to 

Australia? What are your reasons? What is the difference 

between a pattern and a rule?" (pp. 159-160). 

In a study that involved participants from an Arabian 

Gulf country--Kuwait, Al-Shwailan (1997) investigated the 

influence of various questioning strategies on the higher 

thinking skills mentioned in Bloom's taxonomy of cognitive 

abilities. Prior to the actual study, a number of selected 

teachers were trained on questioning methodology in a 

workshop conducted by the researcher. The content of the 

workshop was: content areas, Hilda Taba's Concept 

Development Strategy, Bloom's Teaching Model, Strategy of 

Answering Quality, and Students' Participation Motivation 

Strategy. Ninety-three male and female 5th-grade students 

participated in the study. The participants were selected 

based on their performance on tests of intelligence and 

academic achievement. To determine the effectiveness of the 

questioning strategies taught, a non-verbal intelligence 

test and the Ross Test of Higher Cognitive Processes were 

used. The results of the study showed that an emphasis 

should be put on using Hilda Taba's concept development 
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strategy to develop students' thinking skills such as 

analysis, synthesis and evaluation and incorporating this 

strategy into content areas. Also, it was found that this 

strategy was useful for both gifted and non-gifted students. 

The other four studies were done by Cardiello (1986) , 

Hudgins and Edelman (1986), Johnstone and Nakhleh (1987) and 

Beamon (19 90). 

To answer the research questions "Did the teacher's 

questions provide opportunities for widespread student 

participation and creativity?" (Cerdiello, p. 120), the 

researcher observed the interactions in three social studies 

teachers' classrooms in a high school in Bronx, New York. 

The study's results revealed that questioning requiring one-

word-answers reduced the student interaction. Two of the 

three teachers encouraged elaboration questions, those 

demanding more detailed answers. All three teachers asked a 

high number of memory questions. Teachers B and C asked more 

comprehension and judgment questions than teacher A. All 

teachers asked belief/experience questions. Finally, the 

researcher concludes that "At either school level, it 

appears, certain questioning techniques lend themselves to 

greater student involvement" (p. 122). Furthermore, 

Cerdiello (1986) described these questioning techniques as 

questions focusing on "... higher level categories such as 

interpretation and evaluation.." (p. 122) . 
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Hudgins and Edelman's study (1986) was conducted to 

find out the increase in thinking skills of fourth- and 

fifth-grade students. Their hypothesis was that teachers' 

questions demanding higher thinking can stimulate students' 

thinking skills. The focus in this discussion is that the 

major contributors are the students, not the teachers. Eight 

lessons demanding critical thinking were constiructed. Ten 

teachers participated in the study. Nine of the teachers 

were women. The students were given a Test of Critical 

Thinking before and after the discussions. Teachers who 

agreed to participate in the study were trained. Teachers 

were taught that they should limit talking and giving 

information and conclusions, letting students do more. After 

treatment it was found that teachers significantly reduced 

their talk, and students significantly made conclusions and 

supported their conclusions. Additionally, students 

evaluated each others' reasons by agreeing or disagreeing. 

In a study involving 3 0 7th- and 8th-grade students 

divided into a control group and an experimental group, 

Beamon (1991) investigated the class climate influence on 

students' cognitive development. The design of the study was 

a pre- post-test control group. The data were collected by 

using a self-developed Classroom Climate and Questioning 

Strategies Test consisting of 3 0 questions reflecting an 

integration of Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational Objectives 
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and Gallagher and Aschner's Cognitive Preference Questioning 

Inventoory. Teachers were observed in their classrooms. The 

results showed that students in the experimental group 

performed better on level of cognitive development than 

students in the control group. A distinctive difference 

between the two groups was on their performance on questions 

requiring elaboration and inferences. Also, the results 

showed that the classroom climate and questioning strategies 

in general had a strong impact on students' cognitive level. 

The results also showed that teachers in the control group 

asked more factual questions. 

The study done by Johnstone and Nakhleh (1987) aimed at 

measuring the attitudes of eleventh grade students enrolled 

in a course about contemporary issues. These students were 

selected according to their results on academic achievement 

tests and teacher's recommendations. Participants were asked 

to express their attitudes on a Likert-Scaled questionnaire 

that ranged from "strongly agree" to "strongly disagree." 

The researchers met with the classroom teacher two times and 

observed the class in session. The methods of material 

presentation were small group discussion, news articles, 

filmstrip, and lecture. The results showed that the 

discussion method was rated as the most favorable by 

students. The use of cartoons was looked at as an effective 

way of teaching thinking skills. Both group discussion and 
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using cartoons were ranked identically. The group discussion 

encouraged participation. The study concluded that the 

participants indicated that the use of cartoons as a method 

of instruction "... heightened their interest in the subject 

matter, aroused their curiosity, stimulated their thinking, 

increased their knowledge, and encouraged their 

participation in class" (p. 191) The major recommendation of 

the study was the use of the group discussion and cartoons 

with gifted students to teach thinking skills. 

Discussion of Research 

There are several commonalities between the studies 

reviewed in this section and the present study. The first 

one is that the studies reviewed and this study were focused 

on the effects of verbal interaction on students' cognitive 

abilities. Another commonality is that they all put emphasis 

on the role of content in the development of mental 

processes. And the final commonality is that the majority of 

the studies reviewed, as well as this study, applied the 

pre- post-test experimental design with some differences. 

However, there are differences between this study and 

some of the ones reviewed in this section. This study 

differs from Pollack's in the methods of collecting data on 

teaching. Pollack (1987) relied on note-taking while 

observing the class in session; whereas the researcher of 

this study recorded teachers' lessons on cassette-tapes. 
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This technique reduces the chance of students' fear from 

being observed and commented on. 

Although Al-Shwailan and this study involve Arabs from 

the Arabian Gulf and Hilda Taba Teaching Model, Al-Shwailan 

employed only one of Taba's questioning strategies, concept 

development; in this study, all Taba's questioning 

strategies were employed. 

Taba's Questioning Strategies 

An Overview 

Taba's Teaching Model has been demonstrated through 

research, to be an effective method for teaching thinking 

skills (Taba et al., 1964; Taba, 1966; Taba et al. , 1971; 

Schiever, 1986; Brooks, 1987; Pryor, 1993). The questioning 

strategies included in Taba's Teaching Model are appropriate 

to all levels of education from kindergarten to university, 

and they can be used in teaching all content areas (Kitano & 

Kirby, 1986; Schiever, 1991; Maker & Nielson, 1996). The 

educational philosophy behind the use of Taba Teaching Model 

and its effectiveness on the higher cognitive processes 

development were reported in Taba's books. Curriculum 

Development: Theory and Practice (1962), and Teacher's 

Randhnok for Elementary Social Studies (1967), and in 

reports on research projects accomplished for the United 

States Office of Education (Taba et al., 1964; Taba, 1966). 

Her research indicated that teachers' behaviors in the 
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classroom contribute to the development of students' higher 

cognitive abilities significantly (Rooze, 1986). Taba and 

others developed these questioning strategies over a period 

of fifteen years of classroom practice and research 

(Schiever, 1991) . According to Fraenkel (1985) , even though 

Taba died in the late sixties, her work remains influential 

in the area of curriculum and instruction. 

Taba's questioning strategies are viewed as techniques 

for developing thinking skills (Durkin, 1993; Maker & 

Nielson, 1996). Schiever (1991) lists the following 

assumptions on which Taba's questioning strategies are 

based: 

1. Thinking is learned and can be learned 

developmentally, therefore it can be taught. 

2. Thinking involves an active transaction between the 

individual and data. Data become meaningful only 

when an individual performs certain cognitive 

operations on them. 

3. The ability to think cannot be "given" by teachers. 

4. Precise teaching strategies can be developed and 

used to encourage and improve student thinking. 

5. The quality of individual thinking differs, but all 

nonnal students are capable of thinking at abstract 

levels. 
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6. All subjects offer an appropriate context for 

thinking. 

7. Precise teaching strategies will improve and 

encourage student thinking. 

8. Thinking takes many forms; the specific thinking 

processes to be developed should be clear in the 

teacher's mind. 

9. Teaching students to think is the basic goal of all 

education. 

10. A great deal of accumulated knowledge is not 

necessary before beginning to think on a topic. 

11. Learning to think is not a byproduct of memorizing 

the thoughts of others. 

12. The effectiveness of people's thinking depends 

largely on their thinking experiences, (pp. 138-13 9) 

In addition, Taba believed that all students think; 

however, their thinking differs relatively (Durkin, 1993). 

Because of the different capabilities of cognitive 

development, Taba emphasized the importance of pacing in 

teaching (Maker 5t Nielson, 1995) . In other words, with slow 

learners, teaching pace is to be slowed; whereas with faster 

learners, teaching pace is to be speeded up. However, the 

sequence of the strategies and the steps should be followed 

strictly (Kitano & Kirby, 1986) . 
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Taba's Questioning Strategies are well structured 

teaching methods improving students' thinking by asking well 

planned focused open-ended questions which develop students' 

cognitive processes (Durkin, 1993; Maker & Nielson, 1995). 

When responding to these types of questions, students think 

about the information given, clarify data, provide reasons 

for their processing, label data, support ideas, draw 

conclusions and make generalizations (Maker & Nielson, 

1995) . Studies conducted by Taba et al. (1964) and Taba 

(1966) confirmed Taba's belief in developing students' 

cognitive ability along with their understanding of content 

knowledge. Pertaining to this, Taba (1966) made the 

following conclusion: 

If students were given a curriculum designed to develop 

their cognitive potential and theoretical insights, and 

if they were taught by strategies specifically 

addressed to helping them master crucial cognitive 

skills, then they would master the more sophisticated 

forms of symbolic thought earlier and more 

systematically than could be expected if this 

development had been left to the accidents of 

experience or if their school experiences had been 

guided by less appropriate teaching strategies. 

(p. 221) 
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Schiever (1991) describes the four strategies as 

follows: 

The concept development strategy helps students to 

recall, group, label, and form concepts. This is achieved 

through five steps: listing data, grouping data, labeling 

data, siibsuming data and recycling the last three steps 

(Schiever, 1991). 

The second strategy is interpretation of data which 

trains students to infer causes and effects of certain 

phenomena and make conclusions and generalizations about 

them. This is done through five steps: listing data, making 

inferences about causes/effects, making inferences about 

prior causes/subsequent effects and drawing conclusions and 

forming generalizations (Schiever, 1991). 

The third strategy is application of generalizations. 

In this strategy, students learn how to predict consequences 

of a hypothetical situation, and specify conditions based on 

prior knowledge. This is done through five steps: predicting 

data, predicting consequences, predicting necessary 

conditions, drawing conclusions, and affirming, modifying, 

or extending generalizations (Schiever, 1991). 

The final strategy is resolution of conflict. This 

strategy helps students explore conflicts, interpret 

feelings of individuals involved in the incidents, propose 

solutions and predict the short and long term consequences 
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of alternative solutions. These skills are taught and 

practiced over nine steps: listing data, stating inferred 

reasons and feelings, suggesting solutions, predicting 

consequences, selecting solutions and recycling steps one to 

four for obtaining similar situations from students' own 

knowledge. 

Since generalization is a major higher cognitive 

process which is the focus in three of Taba's questioning 

strategies, interpretation of data, application of 

generalizations, and resolution of conflict, Rooze (1986) 

advises teachers to consider the following three crucial 

ideas to enable students to provide generalizations: 

First, the purpose of a generalization is to allow the 

prediction of the behavior of people and things over 

time in the same or similar situations. Second, when 

teachers ask students to generalize, they are saying to 

them, "Now you have given me several ideas,- could you 

put them together into a meaningful statement?" This 

requires the synthesis of information presented. And 

third, generalization requires the teacher to summarize 

what has been said. (p. 76) 

Related Research 

Six studies, incorporating either one or more of Taba's 

questioning strategies, were found in the literature. One of 
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the studies was focused on students' perceptions of their 

teachers' intentions during classes of Taba's Teaching 

Model. 

Udall and High (1989) conducted their study on five 

gifted students who were attending a gifted education class. 

During the class, the interactions between the five students 

and the teacher were videotaped to assist in analyzing the 

data collected from the interviews held with them and their 

teachers. It was noticed that the students' reasoning was 

developed significantly. The analyzed tapes and interviews 

indicated that meaningful teaching and leaiming occurred due 

to the clear perception of students of their teachers' 

intention of the use of higher thinking skills. 

Betres, Zajano and Gumieniak (1984) examined the 

effects of two different pre-instructional activities on 

elementary students with various cognitive achievement 

styles in social studies. The researchers' decision to look 

at different cognitive processes simultaneously was based on 

the importance of acquiring and attaining concepts, the 

interaction between cognitive style, content and teaching 

strategies. These strategies emphasized the learning of 

generalization. Their study participants were 102 fifth-

grade students. Three teachers and six social studies 

classes participated in the study. The researchers used 

Taba's Interpretation of Data Strategy as one of the 
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strategies to teach generalization. Three of the classes 

received the concept attainment and building generalization 

as pre-instructional activities, whereas the other three 

classes received the generalization building activities 

only. The teachers were trained and observed while teaching 

in schools to assure that they implemented the strategies 

accurately. The results of the study revealed that the 

effects of both concept and generalization lessons were 

significant. It also showed that students taught with the 

Taba teaching method scored higher than those students 

taught with inquiry and expository methods. The researchers 

concluded that because of the consistently better 

performance of students taught by Taba's strategy, Taba's 

Teaching Model should be a useful alternative to traditional 

teaching methods. 

Pryor (19 93) reported on the use of two of Taba's 

questioning strategies, Concept Development and 

Interpretation of Data, in addition to questions based on 

Bloom's Taxonomy by teachers in regular classrooms. She 

investigated the effectiveness of the use of these 

questioning strategies on 4th-grade gifted and non-gifted 

students in the regular classroom. Prior to the field study, 

Pryor held a workshop for the teachers involved in the 

study. The main objective of the workshop was to familiarize 

fourth-grade teachers with the questioning techniques. The 
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researcher used the Ross Test of Higher Cognitive Processes 

to determine students' higher level of thinking. Among the 

students who participated in the study, six students were 

identified as being gifted. The results of the study 

revealed that five of the six gifted students benefited 

greatly from the treatment. The differences in raw scores 

between these students' performance on the pretest and their 

performance on the posttest ranged from +3 to +14. One of 

the gifted students' performance regressed (-4) . As far as 

the non-gifted students are concerned, Pryor (1993) said 

that "... all students benefit from the use of higher level 

questioning strategies used in the regular classroom" 

(p. 53). 

Al-Shwailan (1997) found that Taba's questioning 

strategy of concept development influenced the mental growth 

of participants in her study. Her study participants 

performed better on the posttest. One of Al-Shwailan's 

(19 97) recommendations was that this strategy should be 

included in the school curriculum in Kuwaiti schools. 

In the remaining two studies, the influence of using 

the Taba Teaching Model, all questioning strategies, on the 

higher thinking skills of students in American junior high 

schools was investigated. The main difference between the 

two studies is that in one of them, the researcher made a 

comparison between the Taba Teaching Model and the Parnes 
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Creative Problem Solving Teaching Model; the other one 

employed only the Hilda Taba Teaching Model. 

Schiever (1986) examined the effectiveness of two 

teaching models--the Pames Creative Problem Solving Model 

and the Hilda Taba Teaching Model--on the higher cognitive 

processes of 213 gifted students in grades 5 through 8 

enrolled in classes for gifted students in a study of "(1) 

full-time self-contained classroom; (2) resource room for 

one day a week; and (3) resource room for a period of time 

in Tucson Schools" (p. 50) . The students were selected to 

participate in the study based on their grade level and 

their teachers' willingness to participate in the study. 

These students were categorized as academically gifted. All 

teachers had taken courses in how to teach the two teaching 

models mentioned above. In addition, these teachers attended 

a one week workshop on how to use these models conducted by 

the researcher. Fourteen out of twenty four teachers agreed 

and were able to participate in the study. Five teachers 

used Hilda Taba's Teaching Model, five used Parnes Creative 

Problem Solving Model, and four teachers used both models. 

The third group was the control group. Teachers were 

provided with technical help by the researcher. Four 

teachers taught gifted students in self-contained 

classrooms, six teachers taught their students in a one full 
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day resource rooms, and four teachers taught their students 

in a short period resource room. 

To achieve the goals of the study, various measurements 

were used: The SEA Test to measure students' thinking 

skills, and model implementation logs to check the extent of 

the use of the teaching models. Audio-taped class 

discussions were evaluated by the researcher. The analyzed 

data revealed a significant difference between the 

experimental and control groups in favor of the experimental 

group. As far as the type of service delivery model was 

concerned, the results revealed that there were no 

significant differences between service delivery models. 

Schiever (1986) explained the reasons behind not obtaining a 

higher rate of influence on participants' cognitive 

abilities by saying that the incorrect and inconsistent use 

of the model resulted in low change in participants' higher 

thinking skills. The correctness and consistency of the 

model use was measured by the model implementation logs and 

the audio-taping of class discussion. Schiever (1986) 

concluded that more research was needed to investigate the 

influence of the more frequent and accurate use of the two 

models employed in this study on students' cognitive 

abilities, to find out the effectiveness of the use of the 

two models mentioned earlier with gifted and non-gifted 
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students of all ages and to examine the influence of other 

teaching models on students' higher cognitive abilities. 

The study by Brooks (1987) examined the effectiveness 

of Taba Teaching Model on the growth of academically gifted 

students' higher intellectual abilities. The study was 

quasi-experimental. The experimental group received 

instruction through using Taba's questioning strategies 

whereas the control group was instructed in a traditional 

way. The two groups were taught by the researcher over a 

period of twelve weeks in the second half of the academic 

year. The researcher taught two classes in the morning and 

two classes in the afternoon. To answer the research 

questions. Brooks (1987) employed the SEA Test, and the Hunt 

Sentence Completion Test which were administered to 97 7th-

graders enrolled in a middle school in the Southeastern part 

of the United States of America. The participants were in 

four self-contained classes. The participants were 

identified as academically gifted students based on their 

previous perfoinnance on achievement tests, intelligence 

tests, and scholastic achievement tests. 

The researcher who was the teacher, test administrator 

and corrector, was self-taught in the Taba Teaching 

Strategies. The researcher audio-taped the Taba discussion 

lessons on a number of occasions in order to modify his 

teaching. The results of the study showed an increase in the 
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higher cognitive skills of only the experimental group, a 

gain score of 2.636 on the SEA. By employing a one-tail 

test, a significant difference in the gain score was 

confirmed between the experimental and the control groups in 

favor of the first group. The analyzed results of the Hunt 

Sentence Completion Test did not show any significant 

differences between the two groups. The researcher justified 

the little gain and the lack of differences between the 

experimental and control groups by saying that the time 

allotted for conducting the treatment was not long. Brooks 

(1987) assumed that a longer period of time, such as one 

academic year, might show a greater gain and difference 

among the individuals and between the two groups. However, 

the results obtained in this study indicated the 

appropriateness of using Taba's questioning strategies with 

academically gifted students (Brooks, 1987) . Brooks (1987) 

concluded that "The findings have been modest, but they 

confirmed Taba's basic belief that thinking can be taught" 

(p. 130) . 

Discussion of Research 

Of the five studies reviewed in this section, only two 

(Schiever, 1986; Brooks, 1987) are included in the following 

discussion. The participants' selection was the same in all 

three studies. The present study included students who 
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obtained 90% and above on the overall academic achievement 

tests and teachers who were willing to participate in the 

study. 

Unlike the study of Schiever, the teachers who 

participated in this study had only a three-week workshop, 

conducted by the researcher, to qualify them to teach in the 

proposed Taba Teaching Model program. Another difference 

between my study and Schiever's is that the latter compared 

the relative effectiveness of two teaching models whereas 

this study compared the results of the participants on the 

pre- and post-tests as did the Brooks' study. However, 

Brooks employed two measures of thinking skills, the SEA 

Test and the Hunt Sentence Completion Tests, whereas this 

study employed only the SEA Test as did Schiever. Unlike 

Schiever's and Brooks' studies, this study design was a pre-

post-test quasi-experimental; the other two studies' design 

was a quasi-experimental design involving experimental and 

control groups. 

In both Schiever's and Brooks' studies, little gain in 

students' cognitive growth was found. The two researchers 

attributed this effect to the incorrect and inconsistent use 

of the questioning strategies and the short period of time 

allotted for practicing the strategies. To obtain a better 

gain in the cognitive development of academically gifted 

students, the present study was conducted over a period of 
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one academic year; to assure the correct and consistent use 

of Taba's Teaching Model, teachers were provided with 

adequate training and technical support and close class 

supervision- As a result, it was hoped that better results 

would be obtained. 

Summary and Conclusion 

Available literature indicates that thinking skills can 

be taught to students (Savage & Lombardi, 1993; Dhand, 1994; 

Maker & Nielson, 1995). It has been demonstrated by research 

(Maker & Nielson, 1996) that thinking skills are developed 

through the use of various teaching models including 

questioning strategies. One of the teaching models utilizing 

questioning techniques is Hilda Taba's Teaching Model. This 

model consists of four main strategies, concept development, 

interpretation of data, application of generalization and 

conflict resolution (Schiever, 1991). Research on the use of 

Taba's Teaching Model (Schiever, 1986; Brooks 1987) supports 

the effectiveness of the model on students' cognitive 

development; however, it also calls for more investigation. 

To conclude, based on the literature reviewed, research 

on the effectiveness of the Taba Teaching Model in schools 

is scant. So far, there are only two studies (Schiever, 

1986; and Brooks, 1987) conducted in the U.S.A. on 

academically gifted students. Both studies indicated little 

significant change on the higher cognitive growth of their 
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participants. Both Schiever (1986) and Brooks (1987) made 

recommendations for further research designed to minimize 

the effects of such factors as (1) too short a time for 

implementation of the strategies, and (2) teachers' 

inconsistencies in implementation of the model. Strategies 

to control for those factors were included in the design of 

this study. The main purpose of this study then is to 

examine the effectiveness of Taba's Teaching Model on junior 

high school students from a non-American culture over one 

academic year. It is anticipated that, in spite of 

differences in culture, Bahraini students also will show 

gains in cognitive growth at a level greater than would be 

anticipated due to increased maturity alone. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

METHODS AND PROCEDURES 

This study was designed to investigate the effects of 

Taba Questioning Strategies on the growth of the higher 

cognitive processes of students who were identified as 

academically gifted students in the seventh, eighth, ninth 

and tenth grades in Bahraini Government Schools. The 

participating teachers agreed to be trained on how to use 

the Taba Questioning Strategies and voluntarily use these 

strategies with students in enrichment groupings. Also, 

teachers agreed to audio-tape their class discussion and 

keep a log of their use of the strategies. The SEA Test 

(Callahan et al., 1981) was used to measure the cognitive 

processes of the students in the study. 

Methodology 

The One-Group Pretest-Posttest design (Campbell & 

Stanley, 1963) was used in this study. This design consists 

of three steps: First is the administration of a pretest to 

the participants; second is the treatment; and the final 

step is the administration of the posttest to see whether 

there is a difference in the participants' abilities as a 

result of the treatment (Campbell & Stanley, 1963). In this 

study, participants were put into five groups, seven to 

twelve students in each group. They were involved in 

enrichment classes in which Taba's Questioning Strategies 
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were implemented in order to enhance their thinking 

processes. Pre- and post-tests were given to these students 

to find out if any growth occurred in the participants' 

thinking processes due to their participation in a program 

in which Taba's Questioning Strategies were used as a model 

of teaching. 

Participants 

The subjects for this study were academically gifted 

students enrolled in grades 7, 8, 9 and 10 in Bahraini 

Government Schools. In their regular curriculum, they study 

Arabic, English, science, maths, social sciences, physical 

education, arts and Islamic religion. In Bahrain, the school 

day begins at 7:15 a.m. and ends at 1:15 p.m. In almost all 

schools in Bahrain, the same curriculum is taught during a 

certain period of time. In other words, the educational 

system is a centralized one, which means that the Ministry 

of Education controls the process of teaching and learning 

in the government schools. The first language of the 

majority of the students is Arabic, which also is the medium 

of instrxiction in schools. Students' intellectual and 

socioeconomic backgrounds differ relatively. 

The participants were selected according to certain 

criteria. The first criterion was that a student must be in 

the 90th percentile on the previous year school grade report 

card to participate in the program. This reflects his or her 
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academic giftedness. The second criterion was teachers' 

selection. In addition to their academic performance, 

teachers who participated in this study were asked to select 

students who were observed to be distinguished. The total 

number of students selected was 51. The chosen students were 

placed in numerous groups based on their grade level and 

gender, four groups of girls and one group of boys. This 

type of grouping is based on recommendations made by Slavin 

(1990), Feldhusen and Moon (1992) and Shore and Delcourt 

(1996) who believe that students should be grouped for 

instruction according to their ability and achievement. Such 

a grouping allowed teachers to implement the questioning 

strategies with ease and smooth flow of classroom discussion 

and interactions. Other advantages of such grouping of 

students found in the literature are summarized by Clark 

(1996) as the following: 

1. Significant academic gains result when programs are 

adjusted to student abilities. 

2. Positive development in self-concept and a sense of 

well-being result from special group placement. 

3. There is more opportunity for individual expression, 

in-depth study, acceleration, and freedom from 

regimentation in ability grouped classes. 

4. There are more high achievers and fewer 

underachievers reported in ability-grouped classes. 
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5. More learning takes place in ability-grouped 

classes. 

6. There is a lack of cliquishness and friction among 

students in ability-grouped classes. 

7. Interest in sxibject matter increased in ability-

grouped classes, (pp. 64-65) 

The participants were taught by five teachers who were 

willing to participate in this study. Each teacher was 

responsible for one group of students. To evaluate the 

subjects' higher thinking processes, a pre- and post- test, 

the SEA Test, Forms X and Y (Callahan et al., 1981a) was 

given. Form X was administered as a pretest (see Appendix 

A); whereas. Form Y (see Appendix B) was administered as a 

posttest. 

Treatment 

The treatment in this study was the four Taba Teaching 

Strategies. These strategies lead students through 

sequential intellectual tasks through open-ended but focused 

questions (Schiever, 1993). Each strategy develops different 

cognitive skills, including the following: (a) Concept 

Development, in which concepts are formed, clarified and 

extended; (b) Interpretation of Data, in which causes and 

effects are identified, inferences are made, conclusions are 

drawn, and generalizations are derived; (c) Application of 

Generalizations, in which predictions are made and 
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supported, necessary prior or attendant conditions are 

given; and consequences are predicted and (d) Resolution of 

Conflict, in which attitudes, values and feelings of 

individuals are interpreted, solutions are generated, and 

alternatives are analyzed (Schiever, 1993) . 

Teacher Training 

The teachers selected to participate in this study were 

trained in the use of the Taba Teaching Model by the 

researcher. 

The purposes of the Training Workshop were the 

following: 

1. to familiarize the selected teachers with Taba 

Questioning Strategies. 

2. to train teachers how to prepare instructional 

materials based on Taba's Questioning Strategies. 

3. to prepare teachers for teaching these strategies to 

academically gifted students. 

4. to micro-teach each of the questioning strategies. 

5. to train teachers how to evaluate their own teaching 

of each of the four strategies. 

The Training Curriculum 

Schiever's (19 91) book A Comprehensive Approach to 

Teaching Thinking was used. The focus was on relevant parts 

of the book. The selected parts were translated into Arabic 

so that participants would understand the materials given. 
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The Actual Training 

The training was done over three stages, (1) the 

theoretical phase; (2) the micro-teaching phase, and the (3) 

practicum phase. The first two phases took place over a 

period of three weeks. The practicum took place during the 

first few weeks of the actual teaching of the enrichment 

classes. 

Phase One. The theoretical framework of Taba's Teaching 

model was presented to the participants. Emphasis was on the 

philosophy and rationale behind the implementation of Taba's 

Questioning Strategies, the types of questions to be focused 

on and the evaluation and analysis of audio-taped lessons. 

Phase Two. There were two major activities in this 

phase. 

1. The researcher made two demonstrations of each of 

the four strategies. 

2. Each of the participants prepared two lessons on 

each of the strategies and taught them to other 

participants in the training workshop. 

Phase Three. While teaching their enrichment classes, 

teachers were paid a number of visits by the researcher to 

assure that the teachers were on the right track and to 

provide them with technical and moral support. 
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Technical Assistance 

Teachers received technical assistance from the 

researcher whenever it was needed. In addition, there were 

two meetings with all teachers during the first and second 

semesters of the academic year. Also, throughout the 

implementation of the teaching model, meetings with teachers 

in their schools were held to discuss their experience with 

teaching Taba's Questioning Strategies and to provide them 

with suggestions and advice when necessary. 

Instruments 

SEA Test 

The SEA Test (Callahan et al. , 1981a) was chosen to 

measure the higher cognitive skills of students in this 

study. This test was used because of its relevance to the 

type of skills taught in Taba Questioning Strategies. Also, 

it was mainly developed to provide information for the 

evaluation of programs for the academically and 

intellectually gifted. By drawing questions from 21 

objectives in the upper three levels of Bloom's (1956) 

Taxonomy of Educational Objectives, the instrument covers a 

broad scope of instructional areas (Callahan et al., 1981b). 

Although only one teaching/learning model. Bloom's Taxonomy, 

was used to develop the test, comparison of the items with 

objectives of other teaching/learning models commonly used 
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in programs for the gifted showed the test to be appropriate 

for measuring the higher cognitive processes for the 

pui-poses of this study. 

Two forms of the SEA Test, X and Y, are available; each 

is divided into three parts that have both multiple choice 

and short answer questions (see appendices A and B) . Parts I 

and II each require 20 minutes, part III requires 3 0 

minutes. Parts I and II should be given on the same day, and 

part III may be given the same day or on a different day. 

According to the Norms and Technical Manual (Callahan et 

al. , 1981b), internal consistency for Form X, calculated 

using the Kuder-Richardson Formula #20, ranged from .69 to 

.82 for the various grade levels with a total reliability of 

.82 for all grades included in the norming sample. Fozro Y 

reliability is reported to range from .62 to .77 for 

individual grades with a total reliability of .77. These 

reliabilities are appropriate for the interpretation of 

group mean scores; the purpose of the test is to evaluate 

programs rather than individuals. Interrater reliability for 

open-ended items was computed using the following formula: 

(1/N) (P + P + ...P) where N is the number of students in 

the sample and P is the percentage of agreement among 

scorers as to whether student 1's response was right or 

wrong (Callahan et al., 1981b). These reliabilities range 

from .71 to .99 on Form X and .76 to .99 on Form Y. Across 
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both forms, 83% of the interrater reliability estimates were 

equal to or greater than .85. 

Content validation measures indicate that the SEA Test 

may measure some skills of comprehension and application, 

but that it primarily measures skills in the upper three 

levels of Bloom's Taxonomy. Beyer (1984b) asserts that if 

test items are to have validity, they must present content 

or data about which students have not formed generalizations 

or knowledge claims. Further, he states that test items 

should confront students with unfamiliar data to which they 

must apply specific skills to arrive at correct answers. The 

SEA Test meets these criteria for validity. Constiruct 

validation studies indicate that the test appears to be a 

measure of higher level thinking skills (Callahan et al. , 

1981b) . 

The SEA Test was normed on students in grades 5 through 

8 in programs for the gifted and talented in the United 

States of America. Descriptions of these programs indicated 

that the development of higher thinking skills was a high 

priority. The norming sample was stratified by geographic 

regions, and crossed by size and type of community (Callahan 

et al., 1981b). 

Raw scores may be transformed to SEASCORES, which are 

normalized T-scale scores. The scale has a mean of 50 and a 
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standard deviation of 10 for each grade level of gifted 

students, and is equivalent for Forms X and Y (Callahan et 

al., 1981b). 

Translation of SEA Tests 

Since English was not the native language of the 

participants, SEA pre- and post-tests were translated into 

Arabic by the researcher and two other people specialized in 

language education (see Appendices C and D). This method of 

translation is known as the committee method (Brislin, 

Lonner, & Thomdike, 1973) . The accuracy of the translation 

was determined by a jury of three educators who had 

competency in the area of cognitive psychology and 

proficiency in both languages, Arabic and English. 

Model Implementation Logs 

This instrument was designed by Schiever (1986) to 

determine the extent of model use and whether it was used 

across curriculum content areas (see Appendix E). Each time 

the target model is used, the date, model, topic, and 

approximate time spent are to be recorded (Schiever, 1986) . 

The data from these logs were accepted by the researcher as 

being an accurate representation of the use of the model. 

The data from these forms was used to classify teachers' 

quality of implementation of the Taba Teaching Model as 

high, medium, or low. 
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Class Discussion and Tape Evaluatinn Form 

The Class Discussion and Tape Evaluation form is used 

to note the frequency of specific questioning techniques 

within each step of the process model (Schiever, 1993) . The 

analysis of class discussion form (see Appendix F) was 

developed to assist the researcher in evaluating the quality 

of teachers' performance by documenting specific behaviors 

related to using a teaching/learning model to structure a 

class discussion (Maker, 1981). It also has been used 

extensively over a number of years as a tool in teaching 

methods classes as a way to help teachers improve their 

teaching skills and as an evaluative measure. 

The Evaluation of Tapes form (see Appendix G) is 

designed to evaluate the overall discussion, including the 

sequence of the steps, formulation of the focusing 

questions, pace of the discussion, amount of teacher talk or 

intervention, and general climate and interest level 

(Schiever, 1993) . A Likert scale is used to quantify the 

reviewer's judgment of these factors, and a total sum is 

taken. This form was developed as a means of giving feedback 

and an evaluation of mastery of a teaching/learning model 

used in a class discussion (Maker, 1981). It also has been 

used extensively and over a number of years in teaching 

methods classes. 
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Procedure 

Based on the Human Subjects Committee's advice 

(Appendix H) , prior to the actual conduct of the study, the 

researcher contacted the Bahraini Ministry of Education to 

obtain permission to conduct the proposed research in its 

schools during the 1997/1998 academic year (see Appendix I). 

Upon receiving official permission from the Ministry of 

Education, four Junior High schools were selected, two 

schools for girls and two schools for boys. These schools 

were Khadija Al-Kubra (girls'), Um-Salama (girls'), 

Abdulrahman Al-Dakhil (boys') and Tariq bin Zayad (boys'). 

In addition to these schools, a Girls' High School, Khwala, 

wanted to participate in the program voluntarily. Three 

schools, Khwala, Um Salam and Abdulrahman Al-Dakhil were 

located in Manama, the capital city of Bahrain. The other 

two, Khadija Al-Kubra and Tariq bin Zayad, were located in 

Muharraq, the second largest island on which the Bahrain 

International Airport is situated. There are two bridges 

linking Manama to Muharraq. The two locations of schools 

were chosen because they are highly populated and they are 

close to each other and to where the researcher lived and 

worked. 

Four of the prospective schools nominated two of their 

teachers and one school, Kahdija Al-Kubra, nominated three 

teachers to take a workshop in the use of Taba's Questioning 
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Strategies given by the researcher. A total of eleven 

teachers of whom four were male teachers and seven were 

female teachers attended a three-week workshop in October, 

1997, held in Um Salma Junior High School in Manama, prior 

to their involvement in teaching the enrichment classes. 

During the workshop, the teachers were told that they had 

the right either to continue or withdraw from the program at 

any time throughout the conduct of the study. Once the 

workshop was over, teachers from two schools, Um Salama and 

Abdulrahman Al-Dakhil, withdrew from the project due to 

personal reasons. This reduced the number of schools 

participating in the study to three: Khwala, Khadija Al-

Kubra and Tariq bin Zyad. Also, a teacher from Tariq bin 

Zyad withdrew from the project. Hence the number of teachers 

who taught the Taba Teaching Model was reduced to five. 

Table 1 summarizes the background of teachers who continued 

with the project. 

Fifty one students from seventh, eighth, ninth, and 

tenth grades were selected to participate in this study 

based on their academic performance on the final exams of 

the proceeding academic year. Those students who were in the 

ninetieth percentile and higher in the School Grade Report 

Records were enrolled in the experimental program. Table 2 

shows the distribution of students among schools and 

teachers. 
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Table 1. 

Teachers' Background Information 

Teacher School Qualification Major Teaching 
Experience 

Mona Khwala B. Ed. Maths 11 

Nadia Khadija 
Alkubra 

Two Year 
College 

Arabic 20 

Ameera Khadija 
Alkubra 

B. Ed. Maths 6 

Hana Khadija 
Alkubra 

B. Ed. Arabic 19 

Adel Tariq 
bin Zyad 

B. Ed. Maths 4 

Table 2. 

Distribution of Students Among School and Teachp^rs 

School Grade Teacher Number of 
Students Gender 

Tariq bin Zyad 9 th Adel 10 Male 

Khawla 10th Mona 14 Female 

Khadija Alkubra 7th Hana 10 Female 

Khadija Alkubra 8th Ameera 7 Female 

Khadiji Alkubra 9th Nadia 10 Female 
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Prior to the start of the enrichment activities, the 

Pretest (SEA Test) was administered. The test was 

administered to students in their schools on one day. On the 

first day parts one and two were given. And on the second 

day, pare three was given. 

The next step was to implement the proposed program, 

adopted from Schiever's Book (1991) titled A Comprehensive 

Approach to Teaching Thinking, with the participants over a 

period of two semesters. Due to teachers' teaching duties 

and family responsibilities, teachers were not able to teach 

four hours of Taba Strategies per week, they only taught two 

hours every week in the period from mid November 1997 to mid 

May 1998. 

At the end of the second semester, the posttest was 

administered. Again, this test was administered similarly to 

the way by which the pretest was administered. 

Both the pre- and post-tests were scored according to 

the Scoring Manual (Callahan et al., 1981b). 

Analysis of the Data 

SEA Test 

The raw scores from the pretest and posttest were 

converted to SEASCORES to assure equivalency of the two 

measures. To find differences between the perfomance of the 

participants on the pretest and the posttest, the 

statistical procedure t-test was employed. To find 
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differences between participants grouped according to their 

teachers' level of model implementation, a Kruskal-Wallis 

One-way Analysis of Variance was used. The Kruskal-Wallis 

One-way Analysis of Variance was run on the post test for the 

levels of teacher implementation (moderate, high and very-

high) , their grade level (7th, 8th, 9th and 10th grade) and 

their classroom teachers (Mona, Hana, Ameera, Nadia and 

Adel). Comparisons between pairs of groups of students were 

examined by using Mann-Whitney U test. 

The computer program SPSS for Windows (Noursis, 1993) 

was used. 

Level of Significance 

In this study the .05 level of significance was set for 

the indication of significant differences in the mean scores 

of groups of study participants on the variables measured. 

This level of significance was chosen because of its common 

use for null hypothesis testing in many studies in the field 

of education (Huck, Cormier & Bounds, 1974) . Setting the 

level of significance at .05 means that the researcher 

decision to reject the null hypothesis is incorrect five 

percent of the time. When the null hypothesis is rejected at 

the .05 level of significance, it can be said that "...the 

difference between the observed statistic and the 
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hypothesized value of he parameter, is statistically 

significant at the .05 level" (Hinkle, Wiersma & Jurs, 1988, 

p. 185) . 

Level of Implementation 

Teachers' quality of implementation of Taba's 

Questioning Strategies was measured by two techniques: 

analysis of tape-recorded lessons and model implementation 

logs. 

Taped Discussions 

The tape-recorded classroom discussions were rated 

using the Discussion Analysis and Tape Evaluation forms. The 

purpose of analyzing taped discussions was to determine 

whether the model was being used to structure discussions in 

these classrooms, to ascertain the questioning techniques of 

these teachers and to judge the quality of teachers' 

implementation of the teaching model (Schiever, 1986). And 

another purpose of the analysis of the taped discussions was 

to give feedback to help teachers improve. 

Model Implementation Logs 

A frequency count was made of model and individual 

strategy use. 

Summary 

This study was designed to examine the effects of 

Taba's Questioning Strategies on the higher cognitive 

processes of Bahraini students in enrichment classes for 
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academically gifted students. The SEA Test was used to 

measure the cognitive processes, and teacher logs and taped 

classroom discussions were to be used to determine extent 

and effectiveness of model use. Five teachers participated 

in the study, and a total of 51 students took both the 

pretest and posttest. The time span of the study was two 

academic semesters. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

RESULTS 

The purpose of the study was to determine the 

effectiveness of the Hilda Taba Teaching Strategies in 

developing higher thinking skills in academically gifted 

seventh-, eighth-, ninth- and tenth-grade students in 

Bahraini government schools. This chapter contains three 

major parts. Part one is the analysis of Model 

Implementation Logs and Taped Class Discussion Form. Part 

two is the Summary of the Administration and Scoring of SEA 

Tests. The final part is the Analysis of the SEA Test 

Scores. All these analyses were done to investigate the 

following research questions: 

1. What growth, if any, may be found in the higher 

cognitive processes of academically gifted students 

in special classes in which Taba Teaching Strategies 

are practiced? 

2. What are the differences, if any, in higher 

cognitive processes of students participating in 

Taba Teaching Strategies enrichment classes that are 

related to the level of their teachers' 

implementation of the model? 

3. What are the differences, if any, in higher 

cognitive processes of students participating in 
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Taba Teaching Strategies enrichment classes that are 

related to their grade level? 

4. What differences, if any, in higher cognitive 

processes of students participating in Taba Teaching 

Strategies enrichment classes attributed to the 

different classroom teachers? 

Analysis of Model Implementation Loos 

The logs kept by the researcher were examined to 

determine the number of times the Taba Teaching Model and 

each of the four strategies (Concept Development, 

Interpretation of Data, Application of Generalization and 

Resolution of Conflict) were used and the number of topics 

discussed in Taba Model classes. The teachers used the model 

with a range of 7 to 15 times and a mean of 9.4. The concept 

development strategy was used with a range of 1 to 4 and a 

mean of 2.2. The interpretation of data was used with a 

range of 3 to 5 and a mean of 4.4. The application of 

generalization strategy was used with a range of 1 to 2 and 

a mean of 1.6. The resolution of conflict was used with a 

range of 1 to 4 and a mean of 1.4. The number of topics 

being discussed in the various strategies ranged from 7 to 

15 with a mean of 9.4. Table 3 summarizes the data mentioned 

above. 

Furthermore, in an attempt to make a meaningful 

interpretation of the differences between groups of students 
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Table 3. 

Range and Mean of Number of Times the Teaching Model and 
Each Questioning Strategy Were Used and Number of Topics 
Discussed 

Range Mean 

Number of Times of the 
uses of 

1. The Teaching Model 

2. Questioning Strategies: 
a. Concept Development 
b. Interpretation of 

Data 
c. Application of 

Generalization 
d. Resolution of 

Conflict 

Number of Topics Discussed 

7 - 1 5  9 . 4  

1 - 4  2 . 2  
3 - 5  4 . 4  

1 - 2  1 . 6  

1 - 4  1 . 4  

7 - 1 5  9 . 6  

with regard to their teachers' model implementation level 

and their level of participation in class discussions, the 

number of the uses of the teaching model and each 

questioning strategy by each teacher were counted. By doing 

so, the processes of interpretation and discussion of 

results were made possible. Table 4 summarizes the number of 

times the teaching model and each questioning strategy were 

used by each individual teacher. 
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Table 4. 

Number of Times Model and Each Questioning Strategy Was Used 
bv Teachers 

Model/Strategy Hana Ameera Nadia Adel Mona 

Model 8 7 10 10 15 
Concept Development 2 1 1 3 4 
Interpretation of 

Data 3 4 5 5 5 
Application of 

Generalization 2 1 2 1 2 
Resolution of 

Conflict 1 1 1 1 4 

Analysis nf Taped Class Discussions 

Tape recordings of class discussions were analyzed to 

determine teacher implementation of teaching model. A 

frequency count was made of positive and negative teaching 

behaviors, and a quantified rating was made of the overall 

discussion. This analysis revealed that all five teachers 

implemented the model at or above 70% criterion level in all 

taped discussions. Two of the teachers were at 70% 

(moderate) , two at 80% (high) and one at 90% (very high) . 

Table 5 depicts each teacher's level of model 

implementation. 
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Table 5. 

Teachers' Quality of Model Implementation 

Level 
Teacher Percentage Category 

Hana 70 Moderate 
Ameera 70 Moderate 
Mona 8 0 High 
Adel 80 High 
Nadia 90 Very High 

Summary of the Administration and Scoring SEA Tests 

The sample took the pretest, SEA Test Form X, during 

the end of October 1997. The test was administered over two 

sessions on one day with a twenty minute break between the 

two sessions. In the first session, parts one and two of the 

SEA Test were completed, whereas part three was completed in 

the second session. The tests were scored by the researcher 

in November 1997. 

The posttest, SEA Test Form Y, was administered to the 

sample in the second half of May 1998. The administration of 

the test was done in similar steps to the administration of 

the pretest. The completed tests were scored by the 

researcher during the first week of June 1998. The raw 

scores were converted to SEASCORES. 

In order to obtain an interrater reliability, the 

pretests and posttests were scored by a second rater who had 

a graduate degree in Gifted Education. Interrater 
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reliability coefficients were computed for each form as the 

average percentage of scores agreement on students' 

responses to items. For the pretest. Form X, the interrater 

reliability was .93, whereas, for the posttest. Form Y, the 

interrater reliability was .95. Both the researcher and the 

second scorer scored the answer sheets using the 

instructions provided in the norms and technical manual 

(Callahan et al., 1981b). 

Analysis of the SEA Test Scores 

Preliminary Investigation 

Description of Students' Performance on the SEA 

Pretest. All students scored a relatively low score on the 

pretest (X=3 0.69) (see Table 6). The difference in 

performance on the pretest among the students was moderate 

(SD=5.18). And the range of students scores was between 27 

and 44 (see Table 6). This means that there weren't great 

differences between students who participated in the study. 

Table 7 contains the frequency distribution of the fifty one 

students' scores on the SEA Pretest. Students' scores 

ranged between 27 and 44. Almost half the students (47%; n = 

24) had the score of 27. The second largest number of 

students (18%; n=9) had 29. Combining the two scores 

together, many students (65%; n=33) scored the two lowest 

scores. The students who scored higher than 40 were 5. 
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Table 6. 

Mean. Standard Deviation. Minimum and Maximum Scores of 
Students' Scores on the Pretest 

Standard Minimum Maximum 
Mean Deviation Score Score 

30 .69 5 .18 27 44 

Table 7. 

Distribution of Frecruency of Students' Scores on 
the Pretest 

Score Frequency Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 

27 24 47 47 
29 9 18 65 
31 2 4 69 
32 4 8 76 
34 4 8 84 
38 2 4 88 
39 1 2 90 
42 2 4 94 
43 1 2 96 
44 2 4 100 
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In order to determine whether the different groups of 

students' performances were equal on the pretest, the 

Kruskal-Wallis Test was rxm. Whenever significant difference 

in mean scores was found, the Mann-Whitney Test procedures 

were run to determine which pairs of means differed 

significantly. The statistical analysis yielded the 

following results: 

1. There were significant differences between the mean 

scores of students grouped according to their teachers' 

quality of Model Implementation (see Table 8) . The 

significant difference was between the mean scores of the 

Average and Moderate Teaching Model implementers (see 

Table 9) . 

2. There were significant differences between the mean 

scores of students grouped according to grade levels (see 

Table 10). Significant differences were found between the 

mean scores of the groups of 7th graders and 9th graders 

and 7th graders and 10th graders (see Table 11) . 

3. There were significant differences between the mean 

scores of students grouped according to their classroom 

teachers (see Table 12). Significant differences were 

found between the mean scores of the groups of Teacher 

Hana and Teacher Nadia classes, Teacher Hana and Teacher 

Mona classes, and Teacher Hana and Teacher Adel classes 

(see Table 13). 
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Table 8. 

Results of Kruskal-Wallis for Three GrouiPS of Students 
Categorized According to Their Teachers' Quality of Model 
Implementation on the Pretest 

Level N 
Grade 
Level 

Mean 
Rank df P 

Moderate 17 7, 8 18 .94 6.592 2 .037 
High 24 9b, 10 30 . 08 
Very High 10 9g 28 .20 

b = boys g = girls 

Table 9. 

Results of Mann-Whitney U Test for Groups of Students 
Categorized According to Their Teachers' Quality of Model 
Implementation on the Pretest 

Grade Mean Sum of 
Quality N Level Rank Ranks u Z 

Moderate 17 7, 8 15. 71 267 . 00 114.000 2 . 542** 
High 24 9b, 10 24. 75 594 .00 

Moderate 17 7, 8 12. 24 208 . 00 55.000 1.739 
Very High 10 9g 17. 00 170 . 00 

High 24 9b, 10 17. 83 428 .00 112.000 .311 
Very High 10 9g 16. 70 167 . 00 

*** p<.000 ** p<.01 *p<.05 
b = boys g = girls 
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Table 10. 

Results of Kruskal-Wallis for Four Groups of Students 
Grouped According to Their Grade Level on the Pretest 

Grade N 
Mean 
Rank df P 

7 10 14.70 10.086 3 . 018 
8 7 25 . 00 
9 20 27.15 
10 14 32 . 93 

Table 11. 

Results of Mean-Whitnev U Test for Groups of Students 
Categorized According to Their Grade Level on the Pretest 

Grade N 
Mean 
Rank 

Sum of 
Ranks U Z 

7 10 7 . 70 77 .00 22 . 000 1 . 705 
8 7 10 . 86 76 .00 

7 10 10 .55 105.50 50 .500 2 .419** 
9 20 17 . 98 359.50 

7 10 7 .45 74 .50 19 .500 3 . 167** 
10 14 16.11 225 .50 

8 7 13 .07 91.50 63 . 500 .379 
9 20 14 .32 286 .50 

8 7 9 .07 63 .50 35 . 500 1 . 032 
10 14 11. 96 167 .50 

9 20 15.85 317.00 107 . 000 1 . 187 
10 14 19.86 278 .00 

*** p< .000 ** p<.01 *p<.05 
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Table 12. 

Results of Kruskal-Wallis for Five Groups of Students 
Categorized According to Their Teachers on the Pretest 

Teacher N 
Grade 
Level 

Mean 
Rank X2 df P 

Hana 10 7 14.70 10.198 4 .037 
Ameera 7 8 25.00 
Adel 10 9b 26.10 
Mona 14 10 32 . 93 
Nadia 10 9g 28 .20 

b = boys g = girls 
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Table 13. 

Results of Mann-WhitneY Test for Groups of Students 
Categorized According to Their Teachers on the Pretest 

Teacher N 
Grade 
Level 

Mean 
Rank 

Sum of 
Ranks U Z 

Hana 10 7 8.10 81.00 26 . 000 2 .140* 
Adel 10 9b 12 . 90 129.00 

Hana 10 7 7.70 77.00 22 . 000 1 .705 
Ameera 7 8 10.86 76.00 

Hana 10 7 7.45 74.50 19 . 500 3 .167** 
Mona 14 10 16 .11 225.50 

Hana 10 7 7. 95 79.50 24 .500 2 .264* 
Nadia 10 9g 13 . 05 130.50 

Adel 10 9b 9 .20 92.00 33 . 000 .207 
Ameera 7 8 8 . 71 61.00 

Adel 10 9b 10 .45 104.50 49 . 500 1 .232 
Mona 14 10 13 . 96 195.50 

Adel 10 9b 10 . 05 100.50 45 . 500 .357 
Nadia 10 9g 10 . 95 109.50 

Ameera 7 8 9.07 63 .50 35 .500 1 . 032 
Mona 14 10 11.96 167.50 

Ameera 7 8 8.36 58.50 30 . 500 .464 
Nadia 10 9b 9.45 94.50 

Mona 14 10 13 .39 187.50 57 . 500 .746 
Nadia 10 9b 11 25 112.50 

*** p<.000 ** p<.01 * p<.05 
b = boys g = girls 
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Testing the Study Hypotheses 

Description of Students' Performance on the SEA Posttest 

Table 14 summarizes students performance on the 

posttest. As a group all students had a mean score of 42.02 

on the posttest. Still this is relatively a low score on the 

posttest. The difference in performance on the posttest 

between the individuals participants is larger {SD=8.0 9) 

than that on the pretest {SD=5.18). 

Table 15 contains the distribution of frequency of 

students' scores on the SEA posttest. Students' scores 

ranged between 27 and 66. Only 4 students (8%) obtained 27. 

Twenty percent of the students {n=10) had a score of 39. 

Twenty eight students scored 41 and higher. 

Hvpothesis 1 

There are no differences between the mean scores on the 

SEA pretest and posttest of students who participated in the 

experimental treatment. 

Mean pretest and posttest scores were computed for all 

students and a mean gain score subsequently was produced 

(see Table 16) . The t-score comparison of all students ' 

scores on pretest and posttest was significant at the .000 

level exceeding the criterion alpha level of .05 set for 

this study (see Table 16). These findings reject the first 

research hypothesis. 
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Table 14. 

Mean. Standard Deviation. Minimum and Maximum Scores of 
Students' Scores on the Posttest 

Standard Minimum Maximum 
Mean Deviation Score Score 

30.69 

o
 

00 

27 66 

Table 15. 

Distribution of Frequency of Students' Scores 
on the Posttest 

Score Frequency Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 

27 4 8 8 
29 1 2 10 
31 1 2 12 
32 1 2 14 
35 3 6 20 
38 3 6 25 
39 10 20 45 
41 1 2 47 
42 4 8 55 
43 2 4 59 
44 3 6 65 
46 3 6 71 
47 4 8 78 
48 2 4 82 
50 2 4 86 
52 2 4 90 
53 3 6 96 
56 1 2 98 
66 1 2 100 
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Table 16. 

SEASCORE Pretest. Posttest. and Gain Score Means and 
Standard Deviations 

Pretest Posttest Gain t 

Mean 30.69 42.02 11.29 10 . 947*** 
Std. Dev. 5.18 8.09 2 .75 

(N = 51) {N = 51) (N = 51) 

*** p<.000 ** p<.01 *p<.05 
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Hypothesis 2 

There is no difference between the means of three 

groups of students categorized according to their teachers' 

quality of model implementation (moderate, high and very 

high). 

The Kruskal-Wallis Test (Table 17) indicates a non

significant effect (X^ = .533, df= 2, p>.05) . This means 

that the quality of model implementation did not have an 

influence on the participants' performance on the posttest. 

Hypothesis 3 

There is no difference between the means of the 7th-, 

8th-, 9th- and lOth-grades students. 

The Kruskal-Wallis Test (Table 18) indicates a 

significant effect (X^ = 8.734, df = 3, p<.05). This means 

that the grade level of students who participated in the 

Taba Questioning Strategies classes has an influence on 

their scores on the SEA posttest. 

To find which pairs of groups differed significantly, 

pairwise comparisons of independent sample means were 

carried out through the use of separate Mann-Whitney Test 

procedures. The results of this comparison are displayed in 

Table 19. 

Two statistically significant Z-Scores were found in 

the pairwise comparison of means. The Z-Score comparison of 

groups 7th-grade and lOth-grade was significant at the .05 
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Table 17. 

Results of Kruskal-Wallis for Three Groups of Students 
Categorized According to Their Teachers' Quality of Model 
Implementation on the Posttest 

Grade Mean 
Quality N Level Rank df P 

Moderate 17 7, 8 24.56 .533 2 .766 
High 24 9b, 10 27.60 
Very High 10 9g 24.60 

b = boys g = girls 

Table 18. 

Results of Kruskal-Wallis for Four Groups of Students 
Categorized According to Their Grade Levels on the Posttest 

Mean 
Grade N Rank df p 

7 10 23.30 8.734 3 .033 
8 7 26.36 
9 20 20.60 

10 14 35.46 
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Table 19. 

Results of Mann-Whitney O Test for Groups of Students 
Categorized According to Their Grade Levels on the Posttest 

Grade N 
Mean 
Rank 

Sum of 
Ranks U Z 

7th 10 8.40 84.00 29.000 .588 
8th 7 9.86 69.00 

7th 10 16.65 166.50 88.500 .509 
9th 20 14.93 298.50 

7th 10 9.25 92 . 50 37 .500 1.907* 
10th 14 14 . 82 207.50 

8th 7 16.43 115.000 53.000 . 960 
9th 20 13.15 263.000 

8th 7 8 . 07 56.50 28.500 1.537 
10th 14 12.46 174.50 

9th 10 13 . 52 270.50 60.500 2.798** 
10th 14 23 .18 324.50 

*** p<.00 ** p<.01 * p<.05 
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level, and the Z-Score comparison of groups 9th-grade and 

lOth-grade was significant at the .005 level. 

Because a significant difference was foiind between the 

score means of students in grades 9th and 10th and because 

the 9th grade consists of two groups of students taught by-

two different teachers, a male teacher and a female teacher, 

Kruskal-Wallis Test was run on five groups of students 

categorized according to the teachers they were taught by. 

Hypothesis 4 

There is no difference between the means of groups of 

students taught by five different teachers. 

The Kruskal-Wallis Test (Table 20) indicates a 

significant effect (X^ = 10.196, df = 4, p<.05). This means 

that students' performance on the posttest was affected by 

the teachers who taught them. 

To find which pairs of groups differed significantly, 

pairwise comparisons of independent sample means were 

carried out through the use of separate Mann-Whitney Test 

procedures. The results of this comparison are displayed in 

Table 21. 

Three statistically significant Z-Scores were found in 

the pairwise comparison of means. The Z-Score comparison of 

groups Teacher Hana and Teacher Mona was significant at the 

.05 level, the Z-Score comparison of groups Teacher Adel and 
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Table 20. 

Results of Kruskal-Wallis for Five Groups of Stiudents 
Categorized According to Their Teachers on the Posttest 

Teacher N 
Grade 
Level 

Mean 
Rank df P 

Hana 10 7 23 .30 10.196 4 . 037 
Ameera 7 8 26 .36 
Adel 10 9b 16 .60 
Mona 14 10 35 .46 
Nadia 10 9g 24 .60 

b = boys g = girls 
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Table 21. 

Results of Mann-Whitney U Test for Groups of Students 
Grouped According to Their Teachers on the Posttest 

Teacher N 
Grade 
Level 

Mean 
Rank 

Sum of 
Ranks U Z 

Hana 10 7 11.75 117.50 37 .500 . 949 
Adel 10 9b 9 .25 92 .50 

Hana 10 7 8 .40 84.00 29 . 000 .588 
Ameera 7 8 9.86 69.00 

Hana 10 7 9.25 92.50 37 . 500 1 . 907* 
Mona 14 10 14 .82 207.50 

Hana 10 7 10 .40 104.00 49 . 000 . 076 
Nadia 10 9g 10.60 106.00 

Adel 10 9b 7.40 74.00 19 . 000 1 . 584 
Ameera 7 8 11.29 79 . 00 

Adel 10 9b 8 .00 80 .000 25 .000 2 .643** 
Mona 14 10 15 .71 220.000 

Adel 10 9b 8.45 84 .50 29 . 500 1 . 573 
Nadia 10 9g 12 .55 125.50 

Ameera 7 8 8 .07 56 .50 28 . 500 1 . 537 
Mona 14 10 12 .46 174.50 

Ameera 7 8 9.14 64 . 00 34 . 000 . 101 
Nadia 10 9b 8 . 90 89 . 00 

Mona 14 10 14 . 96 209.50 35 . 500 2 . 032* 
Nadia 10 9b 9.05 90 .50 

*** p<.000 ** p<.01 * p<.05 
b = boys g = girls 
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Teacher Mona was significant at the .01 level, and the Z-

Score comparison of groups Teacher Mona and Teacher Nadia 

was significant at the .05 level. 

Additional Investigation 

Descrintion of Students' Gain Scores 

The gain scores for all fifty-one students were 

analyzed. Table 22 shows the mean, standard deviation, 

minimum and maximum scores obtained by students. As a group, 

all students gained a mean score of 11.33. This is the 

difference between their scores on the pretests and the 

posttests. The difference in the performance of students was 

quite large (SD = 7.39). 

Table 23 contains the percentage of the sum of scores 

gained by the study participants. As indicated in the table, 

the gain scores ranged between -2 and 25. Few students (6%, 

n = 3) obtained lower scores on the posttest than on the 

pretest. This means that their cognitive ability regressed. 

Four students (8%) obtained the same score on both the pre

test and posttest. Sixteen percent of the students (n = 8) 

had a gain score of 12. Many students (43%, n = 22) obtained 

gain scores between 10 and 17. Eight students (16%) obtained 

gain scores between 20 and 25. The majority of the students 

(65%, n = 33) obtained gain scores between 10 and 25. 
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Table 22. 

Mean and Standard Deviation of Students' Gain Scores on the 
SEA Tests 

Standard Minimum Maximum 
Mean Deviation Score Score 

11.33 7.39 -2 25 

Table 23. 

Frecfuencv Distribution of Students' Gain Scores on 
the SEA Tests 

Cumulative 
Score Frequency Percent Percent 

-2 2 4 4 
-1 1 2 6 
0 4 8 14 
2 1 2 16 
4 2 4 20 
5 2 4 23 
6 1 2 25 
7 2 4 29 
8 2 4 33 
9 1 2 35 

10 4 8 43 
11 2 4 47 
12 8 16 63 
14 2 4 67 
15 3 6 72 
17 3 6 78 
18 1 2 80 
19 2 4 84 
20 1 2 86 
21 2 4 90 
22 1 2 92 
23 1 2 94 
24 2 4 98 
25 1 2 100 
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Analysis of Differences in Mean Gain Scores Between Groups 

of Students 

To determine whether there were significant differences 

in students' mean gain scores between groups of students 

categorized according to their teachers' quality of model 

implementation, level of participation in the discussions 

that took place in the enrichment classes, grade levels and 

classroom teacher, the Kruskal-Wallis Test was run. The 

statistical analysis yielded the following results: 

1. There were no significant differences between the mean 

gain scores of students grouped according to their 

teachers' quality of model implementation (see Table 24). 

2. There were no significant differences between the mean 

gain scores of students grouped according to their grade 

levels (see Table 25) . 

3. There were no significant differences between the mean 

gain scores of students grouped according to their 

classroom teachers (see Table 26). 

Summary 

The hypotheses directing this study were tested using 

several statistical procedures. The effect of the treatment 

variable on all students' higher level cognitive abilities 

was analyzed through the use of the t-test procedure. The 

effects of the treatment variable on the higher level 

cognitive abilities of subgroups of the study participants 
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Table 24. 

Results of Kruskal-Wall TH for Three Groups of Students 
Categorized According tn Their Teachers' Quality of Model 
Implementation on the Gain Scores 

Level N 
Grade 
Level 

Mean 
Rank X2 df P 

Moderate 17 7, 8 28 . 09 .806 2 .668 
High 24 9b, 10 25 .85 
Very High 10 9g 22.80 

b = boys g = girls 

Table 25. 

Results of Kruskal-Wallis for Four Groups of Students 
Categorized According tn Their Grade Levels on the Gain 
Scores 

Grade N 
Mean 
Rank df P 

7 10 28 . 05 6.553 3 . 088 
8 7 28 .14 
9 20 19 .73 

10 14 32 .43 

Table 26. 

Results of Kruskal-Wallis for Five Groups of Students 
Categorized According to Their Class Teachers on the Gain 
Scores 

Teacher N 
Grade 
level 

Mean 
Rank X2 df P 

Hana 10 7 28.05 7.414 4 . 116 
Adel 10 9b 16.65 
Ameera 7 8 28 .14 
Mona 14 10 32 .43 
Nadia 10 9g 22 .80 

b = boys g = girls 
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were analyzed through the use of separate Kruskal-Wallis 

Test procedures. When a Kruskal-Wallis Test revealed a 

significant difference between means, the Mann-Whitney U 

Test was applied to deteirtnine which pairs of means differed 

significantly. 

The t-test indicated a significant difference in the 

mean scores of all participants on the pre- and post-tests. 

Significant differences were found in the means scores of 

groups of students grouped according to their grade level 

and class teacher. 

The pair comparisons revealed that significant 

differences were between the groups of 7th and 10th graders 

and 9th and 10th graders. And also differences were found 

between the groups of Teacher Hana and Teacher Mona students 

and Teacher Mona and Teacher Nadia students. These findings 

will be discussed in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, IMPLICATIONS 
AND CONCLUSION 

gumma jry 

The purpose of this study was to determine if the use 

of Hilda Taba's Questioning Strategies has an influence on 

the level of development of Bahraini students' higher 

cognitive processes. 

A number of teachers were trained on the use of the 

Taba Teaching Model with academically gifted students. Upon 

the completion of the training sessions, five teachers 

taught five groups of students in enrichment classes in 

which the Taba Teaching Model was used. The classes met once 

a week for two teaching hours over a period of two 

semesters. 

Before the start of the enrichment program, selected 

students took a pretest (SEA Test Form X) to determine their 

level of cognitive development prior to the treatment. 

Toward the end of the school year, the SEA Test Form Y was 

administered to the students as a posttest to find out if 

there was a difference in the level of development of 

students' higher cognitive processes resulting from 

participation in the Taba Teaching Model classes. 

The statistical procedures revealed that there was a 

significant difference between all students' performance on 
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the pre- and post-tests (t=10.947; p<.000). Also, there were 

significant differences between subgroups of students' 

performance on the posttest due to variation in grade level 

(X^=8.734; p<.05) and classroom teacher (X^=10.196; p<.05) . 

Discussion of Results 

This study raised a few points to be discussed. These 

points were the effectiveness of the use of the Taba 

Teaching Model in programs aiming at developing the higher 

cocfnitive processes of academically gifted students and the 

effect of the frequent use of the teaching model on the 

growth of the study participants' higher level thinking 

processes. Since these points were addressed in the form of 

null hypotheses, it would be better to discuss them 

accordingly. 

Hypothesis 1: There are no differences between the 

mean scores on the SEA pretest and 

posttest of students who participated in 

the experimental treatment. 

This hypothesis was rejected by the analyzed data. When 

a comparison between the participants' performance on the 

pretest with their performance on the posttest was made, a 

significant moderate difference was revealed. Such a result 

might have been expected since the study participants 
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attended an enrichment program. A review of literature on 

the effectiveness of enrichment programs on students' 

behaviors conducted by Treffinger, Callahan and Vaughan 

(1991) has shown that students participating in enrichment 

classes attained better scores on the posttests compared to 

their performance on the pretests. In a study conducted by 

Roberts, Ingram and Harris (1992), students who attended an 

enrichment program scored higher on the posttest than those 

students who were in the control group. Therefore, it can be 

inferred that the increase in this study's participants' 

higher thinking processes did not occur along developmental 

lines but it was a result of participants being involved in 

the Taba Teaching Model Enrichment Program. 

In concurrence with other studies (Brooks, 1986; 

Schiever, 1987), the difference between the students' means 

on the pretest and posttest supported the use of the Taba 

Teaching Model to enhance students' growth in higher 

cognitive processes. What distinguished this study from 

Brooks' was that the mean gain score (11.29) for this study 

participants was higher than that obtained by the 

participants in Brooks' study (2.64). 

The possible explanation for this is that the 

performance of the participants in the Brooks study on the 

pretest was higher (X=59.41) than the performance of this 

study participants on the pretest (X=3 0.62) indicating that 
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prior to the conduction of the actual study, the level of 

higher cognitive processes of the American group of students 

was relatively higher than that of the Bahraini students. 

The only speculation which can be made is that since the 

American School Curriculum is a skill-based one promoting 

some cognitive skills such as analyzing and synthesizing 

{Jacobsen, Eggen, & Kauchak, 1989) and the Bahraini School 

Curriculum is a content-based one putting a lot of emphasis 

on memorization (Al-Khaja, 1993; Lori, 1996), the American 

students were better equipped with higher level cognitive 

skills than the Bahraini students who lack such skills 

because of being neglected in the school curriculum (Al-

Ahmed, 1993) . Maybe with being involved in a longer period 

program designed for the development of higher level 

thinking abilities, the Bahraini students' level of higher 

cognitive processes will reach that acquired in the regular 

classrooms in American schools. Once this is achieved, a 

fairer comparison between the two types of students can be 

made. 

Hypothesis 2: There is no difference between the means 

of three groups of students categorized 

according to their teachers' quality of 

implementation of the Taba Teaching 

Model. 
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This hypothesis was accepted. Teachers' quality of 

implementation of Taba Questioning Strategies did not have 

any effect on their students' performance on the SEA 

posttest- An explanation to this might be the closeness of 

the five teachers' levels of implementation of the teaching 

model. Two of the teachers were rated moderate implementers, 

two high implementers and one very high implementer. 

Besides, all five teachers had the same training and 

technical support provided by the researcher. In addition, 

three of the teachers, of whom two were moderate 

implementers (Hana and Ameera) and the very high implementer 

(Nadia) were teaching at the same school, Khadija Al-Kubra. 

Being in the same school, the three teachers cooperated 

highly among themselves. For example, they tended to prepare 

lessons together and took students on field trips utilized 

in Taba classes in their schools. This might have a strong 

effect on the quality of their use of the Taba Teaching 

Model. 

Hypothesis 3: There is no difference between the means 

of the 7th-, 8th-, 9th- and lOth-grade 

students on the posttest. 

This hypothesis was rejected. Differences were found 

between subgroups of participants with regard to their grade 
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level. Logically this might be an acceptable result. 

However, the interesting thing about this result was that 

the differences in score means were not between students at 

a level and students at the next higher level in the 

hierarchy. The differences were concentrated between the 

lOth-grade students and the 7th-grade and 9th-grade 

students. 

Since there was a significant difference between the 

lOth-grade and 9th-grade students who were from two 

different schools and taught by two different teachers (a 

male teacher and a female teacher) , forming one group with a 

total of twenty students in one cell, it was thought that a 

better explanation for the results can be made if the 9th-

grade group was split into two halves according to class 

teachers. Therefore, a test of difference between score 

means of five groups of students categorized according to 

their teachers on the posttest was run. 

Hypothesis 4: There is no difference between the means 

of five groups of students taught by 

five different teachers. 

The analyzed data rejected this hypothesis. There were 

significant differences in score means among the five groups 

of students. All differences in means between pairs of 
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teachers were in favor of Teacher Mona. There were 

significant differences between the pairs of Teacher Hana 

(Mean Rank=9.25) and Teacher Mona (Mean Rank = 14.82), 

Teacher Adel (Mean Rank = 8.00) and Teacher Mona (Mean Rank 

= 15.71), and Teacher Nadia (Mean Rank = 9.05) and Teacher 

Mona (Mean Rank = 14.96) . An explanation to this can be made 

with a reference to Table 2 depicting the number of times 

the Taba Teaching Model was used by teachers. Teacher Mona 

implemented the Model 15 times; whereas, Hana 8 times, Adel 

10 times and Nadia 10 times. Mona used the Taba questioning 

strategies with her students five to seven more times than 

any one of the other teachers. Because of this frequency of 

use of the Taba Teaching Model by Mona, the statistical 

difference in means was in favor of her students. In other 

words, her students obtained a higher score mean than other 

teachers' students did. This explanation is in concurrence 

with both Brooks' and Schiever's explanation of lower mean 

gain scores by some participants in their studies. In their 

studies' conclusions, both Brooks (1987) and Schiever (1986) 

put strong emphasis on the importance of the correct 

implementation of the Taba Teaching Model and the number of 

times the model was used. In this regard, Schiever (1986) 

concluded her study saying that "The message is clear: 

process models must be used correctly and frequently if they 

are to be effective" (pp. 83-84). Because Mona used the 
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model more frequently than the other teachers did and her 

quality of implementation of the model was high, her 

students scored better than the other teachers' students on 

the posttest. 

Nevertheless, it is worth here to mention that the 

reason behind the low number of times of the uses of Taba 

Teaching Model by Hana (8) , Ameera (7) and Nadia (10) was 

that their school building was heavily damaged due to heavy 

rain storms during the months of November and December 1997. 

Being one of the oldest schools on the island, built in 

1928, roofs of some rooms in Khadija Al-Kubra collapsed 

because of strong rainstorms. As a result, the school had a 

shortage of classrooms. It was only in late January that the 

teachers were able to start the Taba Teaching Model project. 

Since then till the end of the academic year, the enrichment 

classes were offered with some variation in the quality of 

teaching implementation. Among the three teachers, Nadia was 

the better implementer; whereas both Hana and Ameera were 

moderate implementers of the teaching model. 

Implications for Instruction 

The findings of this study showed that Bahraini 

academically gifted students benefited from their 

participation in an enrichment program in which Taba's 

Questioning Strategies were used. The types of questions 

presented to the students required them to depend on their 
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higher level thinking skills (Schiever, 1991). Being active 

participants in the discussions that took place in the Taba 

Teaching Model classes, students obtained significant gains 

in their cognitive growth which resulted in their being 

better thinkers. 

Like any other society, the Bahraini society needs 

effective thinkers who will contribute to the progress of 

the society creatively. In this regard, this researcher 

joins Roldan (1997) in inviting the educational policy 

makers and every one involved in the education area to 

contribute creating a "thinking generation" (p. 96) . Also, 

Kitano and Kirby (1986) put emphasis on the need for 

thinkers in these days stating that "Now more than ever, the 

gifted and talented are needed as society faces complex 

problems concerning nuclear armament, human rights, 

pollution, and energy depletion on a global scale" (p. 8). 

Another researcher Al-Sorore (1996) calls for the teaching 

of thinking skills in schools so that future generations can 

analyze data and solve problems logically. Another emphasis 

on producing creative individuals with strong problem 

solving skills is made by Lori (1996) who concluded his 

article with the following remarks: "It is true that not all 

of us can be inventors, nevertheless, our students can be 

given the opportunity to try to think and apply their 

thinking skills in similar ways to those by which inventors 
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solve their problems. Finally, it can be concluded that 

students should not be looked at as recording machines 

and/or passive participants in the teaching/learning 

process. They should be provided with teaching opportunities 

which allow them to be more productive members of a society 

using their language and thinking skills to deal with 

problems immediately affecting their environment" (p. 6) . 

The findings summarized above suggest two major 

implications which have to be considered in educating gifted 

and non-gifted students. 

The first implication is the continuity with running 

similar programs for students identical to the ones in this 

study. However, there are some modifications which should be 

made to obtain better results. The first modification is to 

lengthen the duration of the program to a whole academic 

year starting in early October and ending in late May. By 

running the program a longer period of time, a better result 

might be obtained (Brooks, 1997, & Al-Serore, 1996). The 

second modification is to focus on using instiructional 

materials relevant to content areas (Science, Maths, Arabic 

and English Languages, Social Sciences and Islamic Studies). 

By so doing, students will be motivated to participate in 

the Taba enrichment class effectively (Shore & Delcourt, 

1996). Also, students will not only learn the thinking 

skills, they will learn the content as well (Parker, 1988). 
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Furthermore, Maker (1986) stresses the importance of 

teaching knowledge for further learning, saying that: 

Although the process is important, and should continue 

to be emphasized, educators of the gifted have often 

placed so much emphasis on process that they have 

neglected the development of ideas/conclusions in the 

academic disciplines and the teaching of important 

concepts necessary as a foundation for further learning 

and creativity, (p. 152) 

However, the content which will be part of the 

curriculum for the gifted should meet the following 

requirements suggested by Maker (1986) : "... a focus on 

abstract ideas and concepts, complexity of ideas and 

concepts, and an organization of facts and information 

around key concepts or ideas that facilitate economy in the 

learning process" (p. 153) . 

The third modification is to have teachers undergo more 

comprehensive training workshops. A longer training workshop 

will make teachers grasp the Taba Teaching Model more 

comprehensively. Once teachers become thoroughly familiar 

with the new methods of teaching academically gifted 

students, they can be expected to teach the new strategies 

with great success (Al-Ahmed, 1993). And the final 

modification is to adopt a rewarding system for students 

participating in the enrichment classes. Examples of rewards 
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students might receive are certificates of participation in 

the program or complementary gifts. These programs should 

aim at developing students' productive thinking skills and 

encouraging them independently (Gallagher, 1988) . 

In addition to the modifications suggested above, the 

following recommendations for conducting enrichment programs 

in schools made by Treffinger, Callahan and Vaughn (1991) 

should be considered: 

1. Insure meaningful activities and maintain high 

standards and expectations. 

2. Have an explicit plan, and consider a frame-work 

that extends over more than one year. 

3. Design enrichment efforts that build specifically 

upon student characteristics, needs, and interests. 

4. Establish and maintain a balance between "curriculum 

relevance" and "curriculum stretching". 

5. Provide opportunities for students to learn and 

apply strong processes and intellectual skills. 

6. Expand programming options beyond "either/or" 

thinking, (pp. 51-52) 

The enrichment program suggested above is a pull-out 

type of program (Borland, 1989) . This type of enrichment 

program can be adopted in schools with ease. It is the most 

commonly used in the American Schools (Borland, 1989) . 
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According to Borland (1989), this type of program has the 

following advantages: 

1. Pull-out programs allow for both homogeneous 

grouping of gifted students for special instruction 

and for heterogeneous grouping within the mainstream 

for instruction in the basic subject areas. 

2. The pull-out model is a familiar one for teachers 

and students as a result of its being employed for a 

variety of special provisions (e.g., speech therapy, 

resource-room help for leaiming-disabled students, 

band and chorus, and so forth). 

3. This program format allows for a truly 

differentiated curriculum for gifted students during 

part of their school time. 

4. The pull-out program format is a flexible one that 

allows for quite a variety of groupings. 

5. Since the cooperation of regular classroom teachers 

is required for the smooth operation of a pull-out 

program, a broad sense of ownership of the special 

program can be fostered. 

6. During the time in which gifted students are in the 

pull-out program, the size of the remaining classes 

is smaller, and they are more homogeneous, (pp. 135-

136) 
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The second implication is to extend the use of the 

program with regular classrooms students. It is a common 

belief among educators that all students possess gifts and 

are mentally capable of processing information in a creative 

manner once they are trained on how to do so (Schiever, 

1986). This point is verified by Schiever (1986) stating 

that "The intellectually gifted process information more 

rapidly and at a higher level of abstraction than the 

average person, but all mentally normal people can become 

more efficient and effective at reasoning" (p. 86). In their 

classrooms, teachers have the advantage of teaching content 

by the means of holding discussions with and/or between 

students via answering open-ended questions and stimulating 

higher level thinking processes such as reasoning, 

evaluating, making inferences and drawing conclusions. Taba 

Questioning Strategies can be used as a pre-, post- or 

during lesson activity. In other words, teachers might use 

one or more of Taba's questioning strategies to warm up and 

prepare the class for the new unit or to revise a unit being 

studied. Also, the strategies might be used as an evaluation 

or extension activity to what has been studied. In addition 

to that, the strategies might be used to introduce and teach 

new knowledge. By doing so, the teachers not only will 

transfer knowledge to students but will also maximize their 

intellectual potentiality. 
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In addition to this, the classroom climate will be 

changed from a traditional one in which the teacher is the 

main factor in teaching/learning processes to a class in 

which the students play an effective role in their leaz-ning 

of knowledge and higher cognitive processes. In the new 

classroom climate, interactions between students and 

students and students and teachers will contribute to the 

development of higher cognitive processes (Pollack, 1987). 

Also, the instructional activities in this type of classroom 

will be diversified and intellectually stimulating 

(Glatthom, 1985) . The classroom will be enriched with a 

spirit of inquiry, a desire to solve problems and an 

appreciation for personal reflections (Glatthorn & Baron, 

1985; Pollack, 1987). Through the use of divergent questions 

in the classroom, teachers will be encouraged to involve all 

students in the discussions; and more and more students will 

respond to such teaching techniques (Moeschl & Costellos, 

1996) . Indeed all students in the regular classrooms will 

benefit from the implementation of Taba's questioning 

strategies by their teachers. In her study, Pryor (1993) 

noted that all students, gifted and non-gifted, who 

participated in her study benefitted from the use of Taba's 

questioning strategies for Concept Development and 

Interpretation of Data. She (1993) concluded her study 

saying: 
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In conclusion, the needs of the gifted and talented, 

and indeed all students, could be met in the regular 

classroom. The teacher needed to offer learning 

activities and questions that not only challenged their 

students, but also actively engaged them in the 

learning process. If we could accomplish this, schools 

and school work would become more meaningful for all of 

our students, gifted and non-gifted alike, (p. 54) 

The last implication is the integration of courses in 

which the Taba Teaching Model is taught to pre-service 

teachers. In his paper presented at the Seventh Conference 

on Education held in Bahrain in April, 1991, Hijazi (1991) 

said that the common teaching methods in Bahrain schools 

needed to be switched from a traditional one focusing on 

pouring knowledge into students' brains to a method which 

stimulates students' thinking through asking inquiry 

questions, commenting on ideas, analyzing phenomena, 

generating many ideas and encouraging original ideas. 

Because the majority of the teachers in the Government 

schools lack the appropriate knowledge about gifted students 

and the instructional methods of teaching them (Al-Ahmed, 

1993), the College of Education at Bahrain University should 

adapt such courses, teaching concepts about giftedness and 

methods of teaching it, and make them available to both 

undergraduate and graduate students (Yaseen, 1994). 
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Likewise, a similar course should be added to the courses of 

gifted education offered in the Master's degree at Arabian 

Gulf University. The purpose of such a course is to 

familiarize the preservice teachers with the needs of a 

special group of students, to help them identify these 

students and their needs, and to cope with them 

appropriately (Upton, 1991) . Pertaining to this, Gallagher 

(1988) states that "Special teacher-training procedures are 

needed to execute such exercises and procedures effectively, 

and integrate the differentiated content skills development 

in productive thinking" (p. 182). In many countries, similar 

courses are offered to students majoring in education at 

universities to ensure that these trainee teachers will be 

able to handle students with diverse abilities when they are 

encountered (Upton, 1991). 

As far as the inservice teachers are concerned, they 

should be encouraged to attend courses and workshops offered 

at the local universities and by the Ministry of Education 

focusing on questioning strategies as a means of improving 

higher thinking processes. It is worth mentioning that in-

service teachers should be selected appropriately before 

participating in a program for the gifted. They should have 

an eagerness to work with the gifted and the willingness to 

spend a lot of effort in planning programs, developing 

materials for the gifted, and teaching these materials in 
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the classroom. Other characteristics are listed by Borland 

(1989) as the following: 

1. A teacher of the gifted should possess a 

considerable amount of general intelligence. 

2. A teacher of the gifted should have a strong 

educational background in at least one substantive 

discipline. 

3. A teacher of the gifted should consistently 

demonstrate a hunger for learning. 

4. A teacher of the gifted should frequently say, "I 

don't know." 

5. A teacher of the gifted needs a solid sense of 

personal security. 

6. A teacher of the gifted should tolerate diversity, 

originality and off-beat responses to questions and 

assignments. 

7. A teacher of the gifted should be well organized and 

well structured in his or her teaching. 

8. A teacher of the gifted should have some formal 

education in the nature, needs and education of the 

gifted. 

9. A teacher of the gifted should possess effective 

counseling skills. 

10. A teacher of the gifted should possess skills of 

diplomacy, public relations, and public speaking. 
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11. A teacher of the gifted should be tough-minded and 

resistant to manipulation. 

12. A teacher of the gifted should not be afraid to 

teach, (p. 159-166) 

In addition to teachers, school principals and 

educational specialists from the Ministry of Education 

should receive similar training (Upton, 1991). 

The implications suggested in this part are practical 

ones. However, they cannot be implemented and achieved if 

the people who are responsible for educating the nation's 

future leaders, today's children and youth, do not have the 

appropriate belief, desire and eagerness to produce 

tomorrow's thinkers and problem solvers. 

Implications for Future Research 

Despite the fact that this study produced evidence 

supporting the use of the Taba Teaching Model with 

academically gifted students, more research on the 

effectiveness of the use of this model should be conducted. 

Certain research questions can be addressed: (1) What growth 

of processes do students exhibit when Taba Teaching Model is 

effectively implemented more than twice a week? (2) Do the 

acquired higher level thinking skills transfer to learning 

situations other than those in which they were learned? (3) 

Does the implementation of Taba Teaching Model in regular 

classrooms influence the higher cognitive processes of 
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students grouped heterogeneously? and (4) What growth of the 

higher cognitive processes will be there when the Taba 

Teaching Model is implemented with total concentration on 

the content areas taught in school? 

In addition, the Taba Teaching Model should be used 

with different chronological and mental age students. The 

findings of such studies will contribute to the development 

of instructional materials in which thinking skills and 

content matters are taught. 

As far as the research methodology is concerned, since 

this study is a quasi-experimental one, it might be better 

to replicate the study to be an experimental study with one 

or more control group(s). The results of such a study might 

add statistically stronger evidence to that available in the 

literature to the effectiveness of the Taba Teaching Model 

on students' higher level cognitive growth. 

Another methodological concern is the number of the 

participants in each class. One limitation of this study is 

that the number of participants in the five classes ranged 

from 7 to 14. When making comparisons between the means of 

the subgroups of the study participants, the small number in 

the different cells required the use of non-parametric 

statistics. This type of statistic is not as powerful as the 

parametric one (Huck, Cormier & Bounds, 1974) . Hence, it 

would be better if the number in each cell can be raised to 
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15 participants which is the smallest number of participants 

on which the parametric statistics can be applied (Hinkle, 

Wiersma & Jurs, 1988). 

Another point which was raised in the result discussion 

part was the integration of the skills taught in Taba 

Teaching Model and the components of curricular materials 

taught in school. There is a strong belief that such 

integration will be more fruitful than teaching each of the 

two components separated from each other (Shiever, 1991). 

This integration of content and thinking skills will 

motivate the academically gifted students to participate 

greatly and the school administration to adapt it as a part 

of the school curriculum (Pendarvis, Howley, & Howley, 

1990). 

In the case of conducting such a study, this researcher 

recommends that in addition to measuring students' higher 

level cognitive development, their motivation to participate 

in the enrichment classes activity must be measured as well. 

This leads to the employment of scales measuring affective 

factors such as attitudes, confidence and self-esteem. These 

factors might influence the performance of the study 

participants and consequently the study results. 

The findings of this study provide few answers. Perhaps 

future research will provide the literature with more 

answers needed. Finally, it is hoped that this study will 
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encourage other researchers in the non-American environment 

in general and in the Arab World in particular to 

investigate the effectiveness of the use of Taba Teaching 

Model on students• cognitive development. 

Conclusions 

In concurrence with other research work (Schiever, 

1986; Brooks, 1987), the findings of this study have been 

modest, but have confirmed the effectiveness of the use of 

Taba Teaching Model on students' higher cognitive 

development. The appropriateness of the use of Taba's 

Questioning Strategies with academically gifted students 

from a non-American environment has been supported by the 

findings of this study. Better results might be gained if 

the Taba Teaching Model is consistently implemented over a 

longer period of time (twice a week for one academic year). 

Such practice cannot be done in fragments; that is 

special classes or activities or programs are held for a 

short time when there is a personal feeling to do so. 

However, the researcher believes that such a program should 

be integrated into the educational system. In other words, a 

program in which the Taba Teaching Model is used should be 

designed as a part of the school curriculum. Academically 

gifted students can be pulled out from their regular classes 

to meet in enrichment classes employing Taba Questioning 

Strategies. In these classes, students receive 
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differentiated curriculum. Because this study and others 

(Schiever, 1986; Brooks, 1987) have provided the literature 

with evidence of the effectiveness of the use of Taba's 

Teaching Model on the cognitive growth of academically 

gifted students, special programs for such students are 

defensible. Over time, these programs will be accepted 

widely both educationally and socially. 

There is no doubt that such programs will contribute to 

the higher level cognitive development of students 

possessing adequate potentiality for succeeding in and out 

of school life. 
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APPENDIX A 

THE SEA TEST FORM X 

(Questions and Answer Sheets) 

(English Version) 



IbcSEATw 

Fonn 
X 

The purpose of the test you are about to taJce is to measure achievement m certain thinJung 
sioUs. There are many different types of questions so be sure to READ DIRECTIONS CARE-
FUIXY for each part. Inside your test booklet is your answer sheet. Be sure to put all answers 
on your answer sheet. 

Some questions will isk you to choose ONE BEST answer. Fill in the circle above the letter 
of your answer on the anrver sheet. 3e sure the number on the answer sheet is the same as the 
question number. 

Example: 

41. Which IS not a color^ 

Answer Sheet 

4 1 .  0  0 * 0  
1 b c d 

a. red 
b. blue 
c. heavy 
d. yellow 

Some quesaons will ask you to write au: an answer on your answer sneei. 

Example Ans-ver Sheet 

43 Give Uiree examples of a color name. — 
blue 

yeilow 

BE SURE TO READ THE DIRECTIONS BEFORE 

ANSWERING QUESTIONS. 

DO NOT TURN THIS PAGE UNTIL YOUR 

TEACHER TELLS YOU TO BEGIN 

©1981 by Che Reccor and Vislcors of che University af Virginia 



PARTI 

In this pirt there ire four types of questions. Read the directions carefiiUy at the top of each 

These are the directions for the Gnt set of questions in this part. Read them to yourself as your 
teacher reads them aloud: 

DIRECTIONS. In tha txerate you art to put pieces totether to form shapes. Several pieces 
are given, and you are to choose from the complete shapes the one which com
bines the pven pieces by following these rules: 

page. 

(1)  Al l  p ieces  must  be  used for  each shape.  
(2)  Pieces  may be  turned m any direc t ion  or  f l ipped over  
(3)  So  pieces  may over lap each o ther  

I Example: Given pieces. 

Complete shapes: 

(a) (b) (c) 

The correct answer is (b). The other choices bteaJc one of the above rules. 

STOP HERE 



Oioose from the complete stupes tlie one whicti best combines the given pieces by these mles: 

(1) All pieces must be used for each shape. 
(2) Pieces may be turned in any diiecaon or flipped over. 
(3) No pieces may overlap each other. 

1. Given pieces: 

u 

Complete shapes: 

Compifcte shapes 

CO ON TO THE NEXT PACE 
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OtRECnONS: (tiad the passate. and then choose the ONE best aiwer to the questions which 
follow: 

A foQittt |nd« das decided to study tbe problem of food waste in school cafetrnas. Ratber 
than learning about this &om what ether people bad wntten. the cbiJdien decided it would be more 
interesting to investigate their own cafeteria. The students themselves decided how to set up the 
investigatioa. what information to gather, where to get chat infonnaaon. and bow to report their 

Tb« teactier worked only as a helper to get (hem what they needed. Tbe students not 
ooiy enioyed leanung ttns way, but gained valuable skiUs chat wiH b^p them learn about many 
nrtWT thtnp on their own. 

3. What ia the author's mam purpose in this paragraph? 

(a) to describe what a fourth giade class is studying. 

(b) to point out that learning can be fiin. 

(c) :o descnbe a certain method ot leanung. 

(d) to point out the advantages of scudymg about cafetena food waste. 

4. Which of the foUowmg sentences contradicts the ideas tn the above paragraph? 

(a) Reading is one of a student's most valuable sXiUs. 

(b) Students enjoy listening to a teacher talk. 

(c) Reading can be fun. 

(d) Teachen should select lU leanung acavines. 

5. Based on what is stated in tbe paragraph, the author probably believes: 

(a) that many students enjoy leanung about food waste m cafeterias. 

(b) that many teachers prefer to let students learn m tbe way the paragraph descnbes. 

(c) that reading is important. 

(d) that many students enjoy mvesagatmg problems as a group. 

Students pined valuable sidUs that will help them team about many other things on their 
own. Which sentence supports this statement? 

(a) Students enjoyed learning tbis way. 

(b) Students decided how to set up the investgatian. 

(c) The teacher worked as a helper. 

(dl Students studied the problem of food waste in school cafetenas. 

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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DIRECTIONS: Read the foUowint passagts. and choose die ONE best answer to the questions 
which foUow each passage. 

Fiances, Betty. Oan, and Mike wanted to start an Explorer'] Gub to leim about different 
pam of Che world. They held their &m meeting at Frances's house. 

Frances: My mom said that we could meet here today but that we'd have to Snd some 
place else to meet after this. 

Betty: I tbinJc we should buUd a dub house-we can't have a teal Explorer's Gub 
without a club house. 

Dan: We don't want to build a dub house to leam about dilferent parts of the world. 
We just need some place to meet. 

iitilce: .Vlaytw we can meet at my house. 

7. Which child is suting a fact mstead of just an opinion? 

(a) Frances (b) Betty (c) Dan (d) Mike 

8. Which of the children is statmg a problem? 

(a) Frixtcss (b) Betty (c) Dan (d) Mike 

A (hend once cold me how to make a tuna souffle. These were the direcaons she gave me: 

The hard part a that you've got to beat i egg whites until they're 
very stiff. After you've separated tfte egg yolks and whites, ake three of the 
yolks and beat them a linle. Add them to three tabiespocns of butter that 
has been mixeo over i low tlame with three tablespoons of flour. Before you 
add r.he yolks to ais, fini add a oip of milk and stir the butter. Qour. and milk 
until It IS thick. After you've added the yolks, add a cup of tuna and then mix 
m the snff egg wtutes. Turn on the oven to 400 degrees for at least 15 mmutes 
before you put die souffle m the oven. Put the mixture into a souffle dish and 
be sure to grease the dish. Set a tuner for 30 minutes and put the souffle mto 
the oven. 

9. Which of the foUowmg should I do before [ do any of the others? 

'!) Set the timer for 30 minutes. 

(b) Beat the 4 egg whites. 

(c) ?ut the mixture m a souffle dish. 

(d) Separate the yolks and whites of the egp. 

10. Which of the following should I do before I do any of the others? 

(a) Mix in the egg whites. 

(b) Thicken a cup of milk. 

(c) Melt the buner. 

(d) Stir m the tuna. 

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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DIRECTIONS; For each question select (a), (b). or (c) by deddbtg in which statement the under
lined phnse IS best supported by the phrases that go vnth it. Do NOT question 
whether any of the phrases are true, but only whether the underlined phrase is 
supported by the phrases with it. 

Example: (a) I have a blade pony, therefore afl ponies are blaclc. 

(b) I like black ponies, therefore ail ponies are black. 

(c) Every pony I have ever seen is black, therefore 
all pomes are black. 

Hie conect answer is (c). Even though the statement **all ponies are black** is 
not true, the phrase "every pony I have ever seen is black" supports the belief 
that ail pomes are black better than the phrases m choice (a) or choice (b). 

11. (a) Most collies are good pets. I have a collie, therefore 1 have a good pet. 

(b) Ail collies are good pets. My friend has a collie, therefore my friend has a good pet. 

(c) Most collies are good pets. I have three collies, therefore t have at least one good pet. 

12. (a) Most Bris like baseball. My sister is a cri. therefore my sister likes baseball. 

(b) Boys do not like baseball. My sister is not a boy, therefore my sister likes baseball. 

(c) Boys do not like baseball. My brother is a boy, therefore my brother does not like baseball. 

13. (a) Cats are dirty animals. Dirty animals do not belong in the house, so cats shouldn't be 
allowed in the house. 

(b) Most doctors recommend the mam mgredient in "END-ACHE!' "END-ACHE" can be 
bought m most drug stares. Most doctors recommend "END-ACHE." 

(c) Mr. Brown said that this is a good book, but Mr. Brown never finished high school. This 
IS probably not a good book. 

14. (a) Bill said he wouldn't go if his fnends came. His friends did not come. Therefore, 
Bill will go. 

(b) Mr. Fisher said French is easy to leam. Mr. Fisher never learned French. French is 
probably hard to learn. 

(c) "NEW" is a soft-drmk. All soft-dnnks are bad for you. Therefore, "NEW" is bad for you. 

15. (a) A dinosaur is larger than an elephant, and an elephant IS larger tiian a horse. Therefore. 
dinosaurs do not exist. 

(b) People should not eat dairy products. Cheese is a dairy product, so people should not 
eat cheese. 

(c) You should always buy the best values. "BEST VALUE" is a new soap, so you should 
buy "BEST VALUE" soap. 

16. (a) If Connie does not practice she will not leam to sing. Connie never learned to sing, so 
she did not practice. 

(b) If Conme practices she will leam to smg. Connie is practicing, so she will leam to sing. 

(c) If Connie wants to leam how to smg she will practice. Connie is practicing so she wants 
to leam how to sing. 

CO ON TO THE NEXT PACE 
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DIRECTIONS: For aek problem gnen below, haw could you find the answer if you could not 
took it up in a book? Describe what you would do completely to that someone 
tise could da it. 

Emnpie: Does Joey, ssxmoatli old baby, stop ctying sooner if his macber holds 
tan or if bis fiutier holds him? 

Possibie I. Hwe each pienc hold him i number of times when he enes. | 

2. Hme how long it atos for him to stop erying with each parent. ' 

3. Compare times for each paient. i 

ftQbtenis: 

17. Does water boil faster at sea level or on a mountain top? 

(Wnte your answer on Uie answer sheet.) 

18. Does a car get belter ^ sniea^e with BRAND A gas or with brand B gas? 

(Write your answer on the answer sheet.) 

STOP HERE 
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PARTQ 

b tbit pert dm are five types of qnattana. Read tli* direciians caieAilly at the cop of each pafe. 

Hun »ttw ditectioiB for the fim set of qnestions. Read them to yomseif is your teacher reads 
them iloud. 

OIRECnONS: Somtttints we am dmu pieturts to show how poupx of tfantx an rtSated O) meh 
othtr. [n atfur words, wt eat use a picatre to show rtiaaonshxps. 

Thtre an thnt batte r^attanships bttwtm troups aftUngs: 

(I) EverytbiBg is one ftoup is aiso in tlie other group. 

AU poodles are dogs. 

a  

(2) Some thisfi in one group ne aiso is the otlier poup. 

Some women are artists. 
Some artiscs are women. 

(3) Mothisg in one group is in tlie other group. 

No wilboati ate airplanes. 
No aitpiases axe oilboas : O O 

Example: Wbich of the diagiams best expresses the telationship between mothen and 
women? 

o o  
(a) 

Hie eonect answer is (a). 

(b) (c) 

STOP HERE 
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Qioose {rmt cte diagrams the one which ben expieses the telanonship between the (roups of 
objects in the questioa. 

19. Nephews, aunts, relatives 

@ 0  OX) 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

20. Frop, motqutos. insects 

© O  QQO (od 
(a) lb) (c) (d) 

Choo» &a(n the diatrams the one which best lepresents the statement m each question 

21. Astronomy is a type of saence. but English is not a saence. 

C rrrv' 
(i) (b) (c) (d) 

22.Not all fathers aze entertamen. some fatheis are clowns, and all clowns aie entertainen. 

(o^ (2)^ 
(a) , (b) <0 (d) 

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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DIRECTIONS: Rod the foOowmg passage and choose the ONE best answer to the questions 
that foUov). 

Ai the gas shortage continues, people are tuming to mass tnnsit to commute to md from woric. 
Unfortunately, most U.S. urban areas have outdated. inefCdent. nd expensive systems which can
not handle the increased passenger loads. After World War II the change in lifestyle 6om urban to 
suburban living resulted in a greater dependence on cars for coimnuting. Mote and more money was 
spent on budding highways while less was spent on mass transit systems and eqiupment—buses, sub
ways. railways, etc. This in mm caused many compames to stop making such equipmenL The de
pendence on mass transit has become necessary for many people, yet the U.S. will not be able to 
arrive at a quick and easy solution for providing efficient and low cost mass transportation. 

23. According to the article, which statement a most relevant to the current mass transportation 
problem? 

(a) If more people would use carpoois, then mass transit systems would not be so overcrowded. 

(b) [f die gas problem were solved, tnen people could go back to dnvmg. 

(c) If planners had predicted the mcreasmg dependence on mass transit, the current systems 
would not be so outdated and met'Qoent. 

(d) If new mass transit systems were begun nght away, the problem would be solved m a few 
years. 

24. The motor conclusion of the preceding passage is: 

(a) After World War Q, ftmds were spent on improving highways sisteid of mass transit. 

(b) Old and costly mass transit systems now m operation m many American aces are bemg 
overburdened by the increase m passengers. 

(c) The current mass transportation problem will not be easily solved. 

(d) As a result of the gas shortage, commuteis are relying on mass transit instead of 
individual cais. 

25. Which statement is most jusafied based on the preceding passage? 

(a) Mass transportation will be less expensive m the tiiture. 

(b) .Most people depend on mass transit. 

(c) Many people will move into aoes. 

(d) More compames will start makmg mass transit equipment. 

26. The author's purpose in wnong the above passage was to: 

(a) Make people aware of the seriousness of the gas shortage. 

(b) Pomt out the problems of dependence on mass transit. 

(c) Show how certain factors contnbuted to our current mass transit problems. 

(d) Encourage people to use mass transit. 

GO ON TO THE NEXT PACE 
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Ont£CnOMS: One of lite ways we eon gtr ackers co amitrttand something is by explammg it 
Otrough somettting efiey do lauitTSiand. Far txampie, if someone not krtow 
what an airplane H*ax you mig/it txplain it by this analozy- "An airplane is like 
an automobile that tratels in the sky." 

K»p<»in eacii of tbe foUowmc by asms xa toaiogr-

27. To someone who has never eaten ice oearo. "Eanng ice cream a like 

(Wnte your answer on the aawer iheei.) 

28. To someone wto does aot know whzcx aactoris used for. "A aacior is lilce 

(Wtite your agwer on the answer sheet.) 

29. To someone who tus never beea to a birthday party. "A birthday party a liice 

(Write your anawer on tfu answer sheet.) 

30. To someone who does ooc tBonr what a eefephone is. "A tdeptoae is like 

(Wtite your answer on the mawcrsheet.) 

DIR£CnONS: For sac^sUuatton descrtbed in a sentence belay, (a) first wnte a statement 
that HUST be true; (b J then wrtre a statement that AtA Y OR HA Y SOT be 
true. 

I Example: Mrs. Jones heard a noise £ram downstain. 

I (a) Something made a noise (must be tiue) 

I Cb) A burglar made a noise (may or may not be true) 

31. Tomotrow is Tuesday. 

(a) (Write your answer on the answer sheet.) 

(b) (Write your answer on the answer sheet.) 

32. [t is four o'clock. 

(a) (Wtite your answer on the answer sheet.) 

(b) (Write your answer on the answer sheet.) 

GO ON TO THE NEXTPAGE 
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DIRECTIONS. Each quesnon cantams a pmr of figures tiattd to each other m some way. 
FoUovnrtf this pair a third figure is given, which a the FIRST figure of a 
SECOND PAIR. Select from the four choices the one that goes with the 
third figure at the same way that the second figure goes with the first. 

Example: 

(a) (b) o  (c) • 
Anstner is (c). Laige dicle is to mull aide is laifc squan is to small square. 

33. r 

Lr-i_nj I ^ 

(») / (b) (c) C 
i 

/VNi 

w 
> 

34. A / 

(!) — (b) f zr (c) I = (d) I — 

STOP BER£ 
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PAitrni 

In cbis pare there are six types af quesnoos. Read the diiections carefully at the cop of each page. 

Tliese are the directions for the first set of questions m this part. Read them to younett' as your 
teacher teads them aloud. 

DIRECTIONS: In chis section you will be given a sequence of figures. These figures are made 
up of unta which wUl be pointed out to you. As the figures proceed from the 
first one on the left to the last one on the nght. some of the units will change m 
darkness, size, partem, or position. 

! Example: \ 

Units: 

A. Which amt changes less often? 

(a) (b) 

B. I.00IC back «the sequence of figures. Consider which unit changes most and which 
changes least often. Then select die figure from the choices below which should be 
the next (fifth) one in the sequence above: 

Ca) fc) 

The answer to example A. is (a) because the rriaTigie changes less often 'Jian the circle. 
The answer to example B is (c) because only oi (c) does the circle change mote than 

1 the tnan^e. 

STOP HERE 



Answer the qucstiaas beiow based co this laquence of fifuics. 

The roUowing sequence of Sguies proceeds Gram left to ticht as follows; 

CI) (2) (3L 

There ire three units m the sequence wbich may change in patiem or position: 

O D 

35. Which unit changes least often? 

36. Look back at the sequence of Sgures. Consider which unit changes most ind which changes 
least often. Then select die figure from the choices below which should be zhe next (fifth) 
one (he sequence: 

(b) 

GO ON TO THE NEXTPAGE 



Answer the questian bdow based on tbe foUowins sequence of Ggiues. 

The foUowing sequence of Bguies proceeds from left to cigbt ai follows: 

(I) (2) 

.•Q 

(3) 

There are three units in the sequence which may change in darkness or posiaon: 

37. Look back at (he sequence of Cgures. Consider which unit changes most and which changes 
least often. Then select the figure from che choices below which should be :he .lext (5f£h) 
one m the sequence; 

(c) (a) 

C» ON TO THE NEXT PACE 



OtRECnONS: In the foOowing probitms. aU the information you netd :o solve the problems 
<t given, bur it Is often hidden. Can you find the information you need? 

The only people wbo live in a certain small (own are mamed couples and their children. These 
facts were reported about the town: 

Fact 1: Every couple has two children. 

Fact 2: Every man works at the factory. 

Fact 3: Every boy bas a sister. 

Fact 4; There are more boys than girls. 

Fact S: There are no couples without children. 

38. Which of the facts CANNOT aU be true? 

(a) Facts 1. 2. and 3 

(b) Facts 1.3, and * 

(c) Facts I. 2. and S 

(d) Facts 2. 3. and t 

In a certain school the jobs of ptmdpai. teacher, and jamtor are held by Oaric. Houston, and 
Greea. but I cannot remember who has what job. I do remember that: 

The janitor, who was an only child, earns the least. 

Garic once lived in Boston. 

Green, who mamed Carle's sster. earns more than the teacher. 

39. Which of the following is NOT needed to solve the problem? 

(a) Cieen married dark's sster. 

(b) The janitor is an only duld. 

(c) Garic once lived in Boston. 

(d) Green earns more than the teacher. 

40. Which of the following helps to solve the problem? 

(t) If dark once lived in Boston, he must be die teacher. 

(b) If Green married Clark's sister, he must have lived in Boston once. 

(c) If Green mamed Clark's sister, dark was not an only child. 

(d) If the janitor ws m only child, then he must earn the least. 

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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OIKECTTra'S; In the fottoyning problems aU the atformation you need :o solve the problems 
a given, bur It is often hidden. Can you find the informaaon you need? 

Three brathen—Herb. Onencs. and Ron—are difleient ages. Oaience is not mained. Herb, who 
works at tbe bank, eatns tesa than the yountest of the three brathen. The oldest, who is balding, 
ana the moat, but lives half of his ramings to his wife. 

41. WUch of the foilowing must be true to solve the problem? 

(a) Herb. Qarence, and Ron are brothers. 

(b) Hert) is not mamed. 

(c) The youngest man earns the least of the three. 

(d) A sua who is aot mazned does aot have a wife. 

42. Which of the following helps you solve the problem? 

(a) Herb works at the banJc. 

(b) The oldest man is balding. 

(c) Qarence is not mamed. 

(d) Herb, Qarence. and Ron are brochen. 

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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DIRECTIONS: Rod the foOowint story, and then choose the ONE best answer to the questions 
which foUow. 

Here lie Uine opening pmgnphs for a news story titled, "Ocelot Escapes"; 

Paiagtaph A: John Smith had always wanted a idtten. When he was ten. his father bought 
him one, but within a month it tan away. When John was older, he bought him
self a beautiful angora, but this kitten was hit by a car. John Smith always wanted 
a iatten. Last night be got one he didn't want. baby ocelot escaped from the 
too 3nd spent the mght cuded up on the baclc seat of John Smith's car. This motn-
mg. when gettmg m his car to go to woric. Smith discoveied the vagrant cat. 

Paragraph B: Last mght, at 10 p.m., the keeper of the City Zoo reported to the police that 
(fie zoo's newest addition, a baby ocelot, was missing. After searching the grounds 
of the zoo the secunty patrol failed to Qnd the oversized kitten. SLx houis later it 
was found—asleep in the back seat of a car padced near the zoo. John Smith, owner 
of the car, said that he had left his car windows down overnight. When he went to 
get into his car this morning, he saw "this strange looking cat on the back seat." 

Paragraph C; "Where does an ocelot go when tt decides to cake a stroll'?'* That was the 
question facing the Cty Zoo keeper and local police at 10 pjn. last mght. The 
zoo's newest addition, a baby ocelot, was mported missmg at 9 p.m. An hour's 
search of the zoo proved fruitless, so the keeper called the police in for help. But 
how does one find an ocelot m the aty! 

43. Editor Thompson believes chat a good opemng paragraph should make the reader want to read 
more of che story. Whicn one would he choose? 

(a) Paragraph A 

(b) Paragraph B 

(c) Paragnph C 

44. Editor Stien believes chat a good openmg paragraph should start by explainmg the story's aUe. 
Which one would he choose? 

(a) Paragraph A 

(b) Paragraph B 

(c) Paragraph C 

45. Editor Matthews believes chat a good opening paragraph should give only che facts of che 
story. Which one would he choose? 

(a) Paragraph A 

(b) Paragraph B 

(c) Paragraph C 

GO ON TO THE NEXT PACE 
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DIRECTIONS: For tht foOo^nnt ipusiioia ay to futss what a bmg desenbtd by tht duts 
youan gntn. Write your aiamtr in riie tpaet on your snSMtrshm b€adt 
tht quattan rxumbtr. 

Exasipte: I am thinidng of jometbing. These are some examples of it: water, miljc. ink. 
These are nor examples of it: popcorn, penciis, spinach. What am I describing? 

A correct answer would be "liquids." Water, milk, and mk ue all liquids. None 
of the second group-popcorn, pencils, spinach—are liqmds. Notice that "things 
to dnnk" would be wrong because we would not druk ink. 

46. f ntt fttmlrmy etf j TK.i«» «oin> «TMWplM nf irr CSpS. gUtteS. pspcr blfL 
Tbac mnot examples of it: sweets, fotla. milk. Wliat tm I deschbing? 
(Wnte your answer on the answer sheet.) 

47, [ SB of somechiiig. Tliese are some examples of it: cows, pi^ chickens. These 
oe not examples of it: dep. horses, mice. What am I descnbuig? 
iWate your answer on the answer sheet.) 

*8. I am [."jnking of something. These ire some examples of it: paper, maple synip, walnuts. These 
are noe examples of :t: pens, molasses, rjspbemes What im I descnbing'' 
fWnte your answer on the answer sheet, i 

49. I am thinkmg of something. These are some examples of it: wmdows. Ughtbulbs. bottles. 
These are Jiof examples of It: footballs, candles, paper bags. What am I descnbmg? 
(Wnte your answer on the answer sheet.) 

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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OIRECnONS: For each of the following quanons. then are many ways to find the answer 
(A) First list 3 ways you could let information to answer the question: (3) 
then select the one of the three ways which you believe would pre you the 
MOST COMPLETE ANSWER and tell why you thmk this way would pve 
the most complete answer. 

SO. Your motlier wants to plan her garden earty in die spimg, btii not too eaily lest the frost 
laU cbe plants. How could she get mfoiniaticn on wben to plan her garden? 

A. THREE WAYS TO FIND THE ANSWER 

1. (Wnte your answer on the answer sheet-) 

2. (Wnte your answer on the answer sheet.) 

3. (Wnte your answer on the answer sheet.) 

B. WHICH OF THESE WOULD BE THE BEST WAY TO FIND THE ANSWER? WHV 

(Wnte your answer on the answer sheet.) 

51. You have to wnte a report about Egypt in 3000 B.C. How could you get mfoimation without 
using an encyclopedia? 

A. THREE WAYS TO FIND THE ANSWER 

1. (Wnte your answer on the answer sheet.) 

2. (Wnte your answer on the answer sheet.) 

3. (Wnte your answer on the answer sheet.) 

B. WHICH OF THESE WOULD BE THE BEST WAY TO FIND THE ANSWER? WHY"" 

(Wnte your answer on the answer sheet.) 

52. A group of children want to have a car wash to raise money for their dub. but they have 
never done one before. Their family and fnends were able to help them somewhat, but 
they need more infonnation. How could they get addiaonal mformation on how to put 
on a car wash? 

A. THREE WAYS TO FIND THE ANSWER 

1. (Wnte your answer on the answer sheet.) 

2. (Wnte your answer on the answer sheet.) 

3. (Wnte your answer on the answer sheet.) 

B. WHICH OF THESE WOULD BE THE BEST WAY TO FIND THE ANSWER'' WHY"-
(Wnte your answer on the answer sheet.) 
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Tlie SEA Test 

Fonn 
Y 

The ptixpose of the test you are about to take is to measure achievement in certain thinking 
«inii< There are many different types of questions so be sure to READ DIRECTIONS CARE
FULLY for each part. Inside your test booklet is your answer sheet. Be sure to put ail answers 
on your answer sheet. 

Some questions will ask you to choose ONE BEST answer. FQI in the circle above the letter 
)f your answer on the answer sheet. sure the number on the answer sheet is the same as the 

question number. 

Example: 

I. Which is not a color? 

a.- red 
b. blue 
c. heavy 
<L yeUow 

Some questions vill ask you to write out an answer on your answer sheet. 

Example: 

43. Give thies examples of a color name 

BE SURE TO READ THE DIRECTIONS BEFORE 

ANSWERING QUESTIONS. 

DC NOT TURN THIS PACE UNTIL YOUR 

TEACHER TELLS YOU TO BEGIN. 

Answer Sheet 

41. O O • O 
a b e d  

i Answer Sheet 

j 43. red ' 

i blue j 

I yellow 

I i 

© 1981 by Che Seccor and Vlslcors of the University of Virginia 



PARTI 

[a this pan there are four types of questions. Read the directions carefully at the cop of each 
page. 

These are Che directions for che first sec of questions in this part. Read :hem co yourself as your 
teacher teads them aloud: 

DIRECTIONS: [n this exercise you are to put pieces together to form shapes. Several pieces 
are given, and you are to choose from the complete shapes the one which com
bines the given pieces by following these rules: 

(1 )  Al l  p ieces  mus t  be  used  for  each  shape .  
f2J Pieces may be turned in any direction or flipped over. 
f3 )  So  pieces  rnay  over lap  each  o ther .  

Example: 

Complete shapes: 

(a) (b) (d) 

The correct answer is (b). The other choices bteaJc one of che above roles. 

STOP HERE 



Choose from the complete shapes the one which best combines the given pieces by these rules 

(1) All pieces must be used for each shape. 
(2) Pieces may be turned m any direcnon or flipped over. 
(3) No pieces may overlap each other. 

I. Given pieces: 

Complete shapes 

Given pieces 

Complete shapes 

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 



DtRECnOKS. Read the followtng passage and then choose the ONE best ansv/er to the 
questions which follow • 

A group of citizens m the small town of Plulmont recently held a meeting to discuss the lack of 
places for teenagers to gather. The following coimnents were made: 

Mr. Brown; The only place that we have is a small park with a slide and a swmg set. 

Mrs. Jones; That isn't true. There is a field behind the school with a baseball diamond. 

Ntr. JCrebs: But whenever die weather is good, the baseball team is using it. I thinJc we 
should think about all the space the local churches have. 

•Vliss Cralin; Where 1 used to live we had i large recieaaon center. It was a building as big 
as a bam with games and iots of things to do. 

Mr. Dodson; We deflmtely can't afford a large recreation center here. 

.Mr. Graves; Well, the town where I came from .had a recreaaon center. 

3 . Of the following, which two cannot both be right'' 

l a) .Miss Cralin and Mr. Craves 

(b) Miss Cralin and Mr Dodson 

(c) Mrs. Jones and Mr. Kress 

(d) .Mrs. Jones and .Mr Browr. 

••. Whose comment contr.butes least to understandmg the problem'' 

(a) .Mrs. Jones fbi .Miss Cralin (cj .Mr. Dodson (d) .Mr. Graves 

3 . Who would have more informaaon to back up his statement if he is the mayor? 

(a) Mr. Brown's (b) Mr. Krebs's (c) Mr. Dodson's (d) Mr. Graves's 

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 



DIRECTIONS; Read eke following passage and then choose the ONE best answer to the questions 
which follow: 

Since its beginning, ttie Skyiab Projeci ius been plagued by problems which might not have 
occuxied if it had not been desigjied and built to save costs. For example, Skylab consisted of 
parts from previous spacecraft projects. Otiring its launch in May of 1973, one of its solar«nersy 
wings was lost and a second wing later became jammed, causing a loss of power. Several manned 
mtssions to Skylab were necessary to correct problems with over^ieating and die radar antenna. 
Major contnbutioRS to Skylab's fall were severe solar and magnetic storms whicb caused surround
ing gases to overheat and drag Skylab closer to Earth. Soentists had not expected these storms to 
peatly affect Skylab's orbit. Attempts to save Skylab or to destroy it in space were abandoned 
due to the great difSculcy and danger of any such solunons. 

6. The author's purpose in writing this passage was to: 

(a) express regret that Skylab fell to Earth, despite efforts to save it. 

(b) present problems concerning Project SkyUb's design and construction in attempting 
to explain its fall. 

(c) show how solar and magneac storms can greatly alter the orbit of a spacecraft. 

•'. Wliiclx statement expresses a motor problem of the Skylab Project? 

(a) A cambmacon of unexpected damages :o Skylab caused by severe weather conditions 
in space mode Skylab fall to Earth. 

Cb) Loss of power during the launch was due to proolems with the solar energy wm^. 

(c) Manned missions to correct problems with over-heating and the radar antenna were 
unsuccessful. 

i - Which of the following supports the statement: "Attempts to save Skylab or destroy 
It were abandoned ..." 

(a) Scientists had not expected severe solar and magnetic storms. 

(b) Possible solutions were too difficult or dangerous. 

Cc) Several manned missions to Skylab were necessary to correct problems. 

9. This passage suggests that Skylab "s fall may have been prevented by 

(a) sending more manned space flights to correct the problems. 

(b) launching Skylab mto a higher orbit to prevent it from movmg too close to Earth. 

(c) Using bener methods of design and berter equipment to build Skylab. 

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 



DIRECTIONS: Read the foOowmg pasjage and then choose the ONE best answer to the questions 
which follow: 

A. fiiend once told me how to make a tuna soufQe. These were the diiecnons she gave me: 

The ham part is that you've got to beat 4 egg whites until they're veiy stiff. 
After you've separated the egg yolks and whites, take thxee of the yolks and beat 
them a little. Add them to thiw tablespoons of butter that has been mixed over 
a low Same with three tablespoons of Qour. Before you add the yolks to this. 
Gist }dd a cup of milk and stir the butter. Qour. and milk until it is thick. After 
you've added the yolks, add a cup of tuna and then mix in the stiff egg whites. 
Turn on the oven to 400 degrees for at least IS minutes before you put the souHle 
in the oven. Put the mixture into a soufQe dish and be sure to grease the dish. Set 
a timer for 30 minutes and put the soufQe into the oven. 

10 . If I were to list everything I had co do. step by step, which of these could come first on my list? 

(a) Add three tablespoons of flour to the butter. 

fb) Turn on oven to 400 degrees. 

(c) Beat 4 egg whites. 

(d) Stir a cup of milk slowly. 

11. Which of these should be done after the othen? 

(a) Grease the soufQe dish. 

(b) Mix the egg whites into the mixture. 

(c) Set the timer for 30 minutes. 

(d) Put mixture into a soufQe dish. 

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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DIRECTIONS; For each question select (a). Ib). arfc) by deciding in tuhich statement the 
underiined phrase is best supported by the phrases that go with tt. Do SOT 
question whether anv at' the phrases are true, but only whether the under
lined phrase « supported by the phrases with it. 

Example: (a) I have a bUclc gony. cherefoce oil pomes are blaclc. 

(b) I like black pomes. Uieretore all pomes are black. j 
' fc) Every pony I have ever seen a black, therefore 

all pomes are black. 

I I 
I The correc: answer IS (c). Even though the sratement "ill pomes are black" 

IS not true. :he phrase "'every pony I have ever seen is black" supports the 
belief that all pomes are black better than the phrases in choice (a) or choice I'b). ' 

12 . (a) Crabgrass is a weed and weeds grow sear swamps. Tnerefore, crabgiss grows near swamps. 

(b) Weeds grow near swamps. Crabgrass grows .lear swamps, therefott crabgrass is a weed. 

(c) C-Mbgrass grows near swamps. Everything that grows near swamps is a weed, therefore 
crabgrass is a weec. 

• (a) Joanne is the best basketball player on 'Jie team. Barbara is not on the team, so Joanne 
IS J better basketbail alayer than Barbara. 

(b) Joanne is the sest basKetbail player an the team. Jackie is also on the team, so Joanne 
IS a bener baskett:all player t.han Jackie. 

(c) Joanne is the best basjcecball payer on the team. Phyllis is .loc an the team, so Joanne 
IS taller than Phyllis. 

1.4 . (a) The boys m my ;l35S are taller than the girls. The aoys m my sisier's class are ailer 
than the giris. Therefore, most boys ire tailer than grls. 

(b) .Most .men are taller aian women. Boys are young men and girls are young women, so 
most boys are aller :nan girts. 

(c) All males are taller than females, so most boys are taller than giris. 

Ij . I a) Sally is a fnend of mine and not one of my fnencs likes science. Therefore, Sally does 
not like science. 

I'b) Ail of my fnends like science. Sally likes sc.ence. therefore. Sally is not my fr.er.d. 

i.c) Some of my fnends like saence. Sally is a fnend of mine, therefore. Sally likes saer.ce. 

iS • (a) A monkey a smarter than a pig, but a ptg is not as smart as a horse. Therefore, a monkey 
IS smarter than a horse. 

(b) Creasy foods are bad for you. Hamburgers are greasy, therefore hamburgers are bad for you. 

(c) Some trees are taller than houses and most houses are taller than flowers. Therefore. 
all trees are taller than flowers. 

17. (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

If John does not sRidy he will fail math. John railed math so he did not study. 

tf John studies he will pass math. Jonn smdied so he will pass math. 

[f John wants to pass math he will study. John is smdymgso he wants to pass math. 



DIRECTIONS: For each problem given below, how could you find the answer if you could 
not look it up in a book? Describe what you would do completely so that 
someone else could do it. 

Example: Does Joey, a six moaiti old baby, nop crying sooner if his 
motlier bolds him or if his fatber hol^ him? 

Possible I • Have each parent hold him a number of times when he 
i answer: 

cries. 

2. Time how long ic takes for him to stop crymg with each 

parent. 

3. Compare cmies for each parent. 

Problems: 

la. Does more rain fail when you are asleep than when you are awaice? 

(Write your answer on the answer sheet.) 

19. Do cats prefer "Purma Cat Chow" or "Meow .Mix"? 

CWrite your answer on the answer sheet.) 

STOP HERE 



PARTU 

In part theit are five types of questions. Read the diiections carefully at the top of each page. 

These are the diiections for the Sist set of questions. Read them to yourself as your teacher reads 
them aloud. 

DIRECTIONS: Sometimes we can dray/ pictures to show how groups of things are related to each 
other. In other words, we can use a picture to show relationships. 

There are three basic relationships between groups of things: 

(1) Everything in one group is also in the other group. 

Ail poodles are dogs. 
Poodles 

(2) Some things in one group are also in the other group. 

Some women are artists. 
Some artists are women. 

(3) Nothing in one group is in the other group. 

No sailboats aie airplanes 
No airplanes are sailboats : O O 

Example: .Which of the diagrams best expresses the relationship between mothers and 
women? 

OD OO 
» (a) ' (b) (c) 

The correct answer is (a). 

STOP HERE 
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Choose from the foUowmc diasnms che one which best expresses the teiationship between the 
groups of objects in the question. 

20 . Words, verbs, pronouns 

@o 
(a) (b) 

CCD (oo 
(c) (d) 

21. Plants, roses, ivy 

@ o  (JB (oo) 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Choose from the foUowmg diagrams the one wtuch best represents the statement at sach question. 

22 . Some fruits are apples, but aot ail red foods are apples. 

6Q (O)O 
(a) (b) 

OD 
(c) (d) 

23. AJl nouns are not verbs, but all nouns name tomethmg. 

0o 
(a) (b) Cc) (d) 

GO ON TO THE NEXT PACE 
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DIRECTIONS: Read the foUaving passage and choose the ONE best answer to the questions 
that fbOow. 

Over 700 types of animals—manunals, birds, fish and reptiles—are in danger of extinctioa 
unless steps are taken to protect them. Many factots cause an animal species to become endangered, 
including disease, oatuial disasters and food shortages. The main culpiis are people themselves. 
ffimfing for profit is probably the most senous threat :o the world's animals Trapping for furs 
and selling animals to zoos are just cwo examples. Some hunters pnze the trophies they acquue 
as a result of huntmg or trappuig. 

Increases m human population also endanger animal wildlife. Construction of housing and 
highways m once isolated areas restricts •""T""'* to a smaller living space or forces them to leave 
their habitat altogether. Also, the use of harmful pesticides in agnculmre and Uie harvesting of 
forests for lumber destroy the natural habitat of many species. 

In tespotue to the disruption of theu lifestyles, many animals have been forced to change 
their centuries-old habits and feeding params. Some animals con adjust to these changes ir. life
style. while others cannot. 

24. Which of the following best e.xpiesses the author's views? 

(a) People and aiumals can exist together, but inimaK should not stand in the way of 
progress. 

(b) Since huntmg a the major threat to wildlife, stncter huntmg laws should solve ie 
problem of endangered speaes. 

(c) People's abuse of and intrusion upon the environment a thieatenmg the existence 
of many animal species. 

(d) A combination of factors is threatening the world's wildlife. 

2S. Which of the following supports the sutement that hunting for proGt is probably the most 
serious threat to the world's animals? 

(a) People trap animals for their turs. 

(b) Increases in human populanon also endanger animal wildlife. 

(c) Hunten pnze the trophies they acquire. 

(d) The mam culpnts are people. 

GO ON TO THE NEXT PACE 
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DIRECTIONS: One of the ways we eon get othm to understand something is by explaining 
it through something they do understand For example, if someone not 
know what an airplane was you might explain it by this analogy: "An atr-
plane is like a boat that travels in the sky." 

ExpUin each of the following by using an analogy. 

26. To someone who does not know what a television is, "A television is like 

(Write your answer on the answer sheet.) 

27. To someone who has never been to a Fourth of July celebration. "A. Fourth of July celebration 
is lilce (Write your answer on the answer sheet.) 

28. To someone who has never seen an automobile, "An automobile is IQce 

(Write your answer on the answer sheet.) 

29. -To someone who does not iaiow what autumn is, "Autumn is like 

(Wnte your answer on the answer sheet.) 

DIRECTIONS; For each situation described in a sentence below, (a) first wnte a statement that 
MUST be true: (b) then write a statement that MA Y OR MA Y NOT be true. 

Example: Jones heard a noise from downstain. 

(a) Something made a noise.(must be true) 

(b) A burglar made a noise.(may or may not be true) 

30. This water is cold. 

(a) (Write your answer on the answer sheet.) 

(b) (Write your answer on the answer sheet.) 

31. Peggy's eyes axe blue. 

C*' (Write your answer on the anrwer theef \ 

(b) (Write your answer on the answer sheet.) 

GO ON TO THE NEXT P.\GE 
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OtRECnONS: Each question contains a pair of figures relaxed to each other in same way. 
Following this pair a third figure is given, which is the FIRST figure of a 
SECOND PAIR. Select from the four choices the one that joes with the 
third figure in the same way that the second figure goes with the first. 

Example: 

O^ O : :  

(a) (b) o (c) • (d) A 
Answer is Tc). Laije circie is to small circle as large square is to small square. 
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PARTni 

In this part there ue six types of questions. Read the directions carefully at the top of each page. 

These are the directions for die fim set of questions in this part. Read them to younelf as your 
uacher reads them aloud. 

DIRECTIONS: In this section you wiU be given a sequence of figures. These figures are made 
up of units which will be pointed out to you. As the figures proceed from the 
first one on the left to the last one on the rt̂ t. some of the units wUl change in 
darkness, size, pattern, or position. 

Example: 

c 

Units: 

o 
A. Which unit changes less often? 

(a) (b) o 
B. Look back at the sequence of figures. Consider which unit changes most and which 

changes least often. Then select the figure from the choices below which should be 
the next (fifth) one in the sequence above; 

(a) (b) (c) 

The answer to example A is (a) because the triangle changes less often than the ctrde. 
The answer to example B is (c) because only in (c) does the circle change more than 
the tnangie. 

STOP HERE 



Answer tbe questions below based on tlus sequence of Gguxes. 

The foUowins sequence of figures proceeds from left to oght is follows: 

A 
(2) (3) (4) 

There are Oiree units in the sequence which may change in dadmess or posicioc; 

' o 

34 . Which unit changes most often? 

(a) 0>) 
O 

(c) 

35. Loolc back at the sequence of Ggures. Consider which unit changes most and which changes 
least often. Then select the 6guie from the choices below which should be the next (fifth) 
one in the sequence: 

(a) 

A 
(b) (cl A 
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Answer the question below based on the foUowing sequence of figures. 

The foUowing sequence of Sguies proceeds from left to right as follows; 

There axe four units in the sequence which may change in dadcness, paRem. or posidon: 

36. Looic back at the sequence of Sgures. Consider which unit changes most and which changes 
least often. Then select the Qguie from the choices below which should be the next (fifth) 
one in the sequence: 

(a) (b) (c) 

fn rtM Tn I uu ML V'T BA/'f 
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DIRECTIONS; In :lte foilowtng problems ail the mformaaon you need to solve the problerm 
a given, but it is often hidden. Cm you find the information you need? 

Joe just came dome fratn i birthday parry of chiee boys wd three jirls. His mom islud him co tell 
her ail about the parcv. He told her that Mary, the youngest giri. wote brown, and that Sherry was 
Che shortest girl. The coUest giti wore yellow, but she wouldn't tun in che races. He won che three-
legged race with Ae jirl in grtsa. 

3 7. Which of che following helps you leant whom Joe won the race with? 

(a) It was not Sherry, because she was the shortest. 

Cb) It was not .Mar/, because she wore brown. 

(c) It was not Mary, because she was che youngest. 

(d) None of these help you solve ^le problem. 

3 8 . Which of che foUowmg statements must be false? 

(a) Mary was younger than Sherry. 

(b) Sherry was younger than che jirl in yellow. 

( c )  Sherry was younger than che girl m brown. 

GO OS TO THE NEXT P.\CE 



DIRECTIONS; Read the following passage, and then choose the ONE best answer to the questiom 
which fallow. 

How is vandalism defined? To most people vandalism is simply desciucdon for the sake of des-
Cruction. This act of violence is a growing concern m the nation's school districts, where each montn 
15% of ail LT-S. schools are the targets of vandals. Damages for a vandalized school may teach as high 
as a million dollais. malang less money available for booics. equipment or special e.xtracumcular pro
grams. Acts of vandalism include everything from wntmg on walls to smashing desks ana winaows or 
setting ofuces on tire. 

Just who are the vandals? Studies show chat in many cases they are students aged 11 — 17. -with 
average or below average grades, who do not often partiapate in school activiaes. Vandalism snay be 
their way of dealing with t'rjstnucn and boredom toward school, or ot attempting to jam artenticn 
&om peeis. 

Several ioluQons to school vandalism are: using school facilities as a soasl center, keeping al! 
lights off inside the school building at night, or allowmg a family to iive on or near school property. 
Even such simple procedures as ptuaing trees near the school building have iielped reduce incidents 
of vandalism. 

39. Which of the following statements concerning school vandalism is ^fOT factual? 

(a) .Vtost vandals are students aged 11—17 who are unhappy in school. 
(b) Vandalism otten results from the carelessness of teacbers and students to secore the 

school building after hours. 
(c) Effective ways to prevent vandalism have been practiced in some areas. 
(d) .\bout one quarter of all schools in the (Jmted States are hit by vandals each month. 

40. Which of the foliowmg statements does SOT descnbe a reasonable way to prevent vandalism? 

(a) If the school faciliaes were used more often tor after school acavities. then vandals 
would be less likely to stnke a well Ut and busy building. 

(b) [f ail lights were kept off in the building, it would be less noticeable to potenoal vandals. 
(c) If tree branches ciose to the jchool buuding were cut. vandals woula have mote difficulty 

gaimng entry. 
(d) If families lived on or near school grounds. the:r presence might deter would-be vandals. 

41. Which of the following seemis) to be most important.' 

(a) Whether to hold vandals' parents responsible for the damages done to schools. 
(b) How to prevent vandalism bv expanding the use of school facilities and better patrol

ling of the area. 
(c) How to most accurately detlne vandalism. 
rd) All of the above. 
(e) Both (a} and (b I. 

4 2. What would be the most effective means a student could take to prevent vandalism? 

(a) Orgomze a school patrol. 
(b) Participate in after school activities or mght acaviaes at school to keep the building 

occupied and less likely to be vandalized. 
(c) Report instances of broken wmdows or locks immediately. 
(d) Keep lights on outside the school building at night. 



DIRECTIONS; Read the foUowng story and choose the ONE best answer to the questions 
which follow: 

Three judges were asked to read the foUowmg paragraphs. 

Paragraph A: I was bom in Syracuse, Mew Yortc. The house where I lived until I was ten 
was a small, gray, frame house. It was near the end of a city block, not far from 
the railroad tracks. After I was ten—that would be about twenty years ago—we 
moved to a farm in the country. I never Uked the country house as well as I liked 
the house m the city. It was larger, that house in the country, but not half as 
mterestmg. I will never forget that gray, name house hear the radroad tracks. 

Paragraph B: I was bom m the grayest of all gray aties. I have been told that the eskunos 
have a dozen words for snow. I believe it, for m Syracuse we had a dozen words 
for gray There was the wood-gray of our frame house, the blue-gray of the sky, 
and the black-gray smoke of the nearby railroad. The streets were gray, but a 
different shade than the gray sidewalks. The rain was gray, and so was the snow. 
Yet I remember them all as different grays, almost colorful grays. But those 
colors are almost lost to me now—iost in the famt gray traces ot thirty years' 
memory 

Paragraph C. I was bom m a small gray house in Syracuse, New York. The house was 
located near the end of a aty block, not too far from the railroad tracks. I 
enjoyed this house and the city where I lived for ten years. But then we moved 
away, to i larger house in the country. 

Paragraph D: I was bom m that gray aty. Syracuse, Mew York. When I was ten we moved 
to the country, t never liked the country house as much as I liked the house in 
Syracase. I remember the gray sidewalks, the biue-gray sky. the gold moon at 
night. The country wasn't half as .-uce. 

3 . The first judge believes that a good paragraph should give a lot of facts. The more facts, the 
bener the paragraph. Which would he choose? 

U) (b) (c) (d) 

^ • The sacond judge beheves that a good paragraph should be concise and factual. Which would 
he choose? 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

^ • The third judge believes that a good paragraph is one in which the words not only tell us 
something, but make us see and feel what we are being told. Which one would he choose? 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

GO ON TO THE NEXT PACE 



DKECnONS; For Che foUowing questions ay CO guess what is being described by che clues 
you are given. Write yaw ansM/er in the space on your arswer sheet beside 
Che question number. 

Example: I am cliinJdng of something. These are some examples of it; water, milk, ink. 
These are not examples of it; popcorn, pencils, spinach. What am I describing? 

A correct answer would be "liquids." Water, milk, and ink are all liquids. None 
of the second group—popcorn, pencils, spinach—are liquids. Motice that "things 
to drink" would be wrong because we would not drink ink. 

I am thmking of something. These are some examples of it; onions, ammonia, pepper. 
These are not examples of it: dishes, paper, lettuce. What am I describing? 
(Write your answer on the answer sheet.) 

47. I am chinking of something. These axe some examples of it: pencils, toothpicks, fountain 
pens. These are not examples of it; toothbrushes, erasers, iniL What am I describing? 
(Write your answer on the answer sheet.) 

I am chinking of something. These are some examples of it: salt, snow, ice. These are 
noc examples of It; flour, pepper, ram. Whac am I descnbing? 
(Write your answer on che answer sheet.) 

4 9. [ am chinJong of something. These arc some examples of it: ice. glass, wood. These are 
not examples of it: water. Sie, sunlight. What am I describing? 
(Write your answer on the answer sheet.) 



DIRECTIONS; For each of the faUowmg questions, then are many ways to find the answer. 
(A)  Fir s t  l i s t  3  ways  you  cou ld  ge t  in format ion  to  answer  the  ques t ion;  (£J  
then select the one of the three ways which you believe would give you the 
MOST COMPLETE ANSWER and tell why you think this way wou/tf give 
the most complete answer. 

50. BRAND X oven cleaner advertises that it is better than the two most popular oven cleaners 
on the market. How could someone Qnd out whether BRAND X really is bener than the 
other two? 

A. THREE WAYS TO FIND THE ANSWER 

1. CWtite your answer on the answer sheet.) 

2. (Write your answer on the answer sheet.) 

3. (Write your answer on the answer sheet.) 

B. WHICH OF THESE WOULD BE THE BEST WAY TO FIND THE ANSWER? WHY? 
(Write your answer on the answer sheet.) 

51. Your state senator spoke to the local Ladies' Qub on "The Equal Rights Amendment: 
Reasons I would Vote for It." Last month he had spoken to the local Men's Qub on 
"The Equal Rights Amendment: Reasoiu I would Not Vote for It." How could someone 
find out how your state senator really feels about the Equal Rights Amendment? 

A. THREE WAYS TO FIND THE ANSWER 

1. (Write your answer on the answer sheet.) 

2. (Write your answer on the answer sheet.) 

3. (Write your answer on the answer sheet.) 

B. WHICH OF THESE WOULD BE THE BEST WAY TO FIND THE ANSWER? WHY? 

(Write your answer on the answer sheet.) 

i2. Three girls want to have a fashion show, but they have never put one on before. Their family 
and friends were able to help them somewhat, but they need more information. How could 
they get additional informarion on how to put on a fashion show? 

A. THREE WAYS TO FIND THE ANSWER 

1. * (Write your answer on the answer sheet.) 

2. (Write your answer on the answer sheet.) 

3. (Write your answer on the answer sheet.) 

B. WHICH OF THESE WOULD BE THE BEST WAY TO FIND THE ANSWER? WHY? 
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The SEA Test 
ANSWER SHEET: Fonn Y 

PARTI 

Example: 
O O O 0 
a b e d  

2- O 
a 

0 0 0 0 
a b e d  

0 0 0 
b e d  

3. O O 0 0 
a b e d  

4. 0 O 0 O 
a b e d  

5. 0 0 0 O 
a b e d  

Name 

Date of 

School 

Sex 

Grade Date of Test 

Example: 

1. Wave each parent hold him a number of ames when he enes. 

2. Time how long it ate for him to stop crying with cacii parent. 

3. Compare times for each parent. 

18. 

6. O O 0 
a b e 

7. O 0 0 
a b e 

g. 0 O 0 
a b e 

9. O 0 0 
a b e 
a b e 

10. O O 0 o 
a b e d  

11. O O 0 O 
a b e d  

Example: 

12. 0 O 0 
a b e 

13. O O 0 
a b e 

14. O O 0 
a b e 

15. O O 0 
a b e 

16. O 0 0 
a ti e 

17. O O 0 
a b e 

STOP HERE 
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The SEA Test 
ANSWER SHEET: Foiin Y 

PARTU 

Name 

Example: 

Ca) Somechiag made a noise (must be tiue) 

(b) A burglar made a noise (may be true, or may not) 

20. 0 
a 

21. 0 
a 

22. 0 
a 

23. 0 
I 

24. 0 
a 

25. 0 
a 

O 
b 

0 
b 

O 
b 

0 
b 

0 
b 

0 
c 

0 
c 

0 
c 

O 
d 

O 
d 

O 
d 

O 
d 

30A 

0 0 0 
b e d  

0 
d 

3l.a. 

26. A televuicn is like 

27. A Fourth of July celebration is liJce 
Example 
0 0 0 0 
a b e d  

28. An automobUe is like 

32. O 
a 

O 0 
b c 

0 
d 

29. Autumn is like 33. 0 
1 

0 0 0 
b e d  

STOP HERE 
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The SEA Tat 
ANSWER SHEET: Fotm Y 

PARTOn 

Example: 

34. 0 0 O 
a b c 

35. 0 0 O 
1 b c 

36. 0 0 O 
I b c 

Name 

46. 

47. _ 

48. _ 

49. _ 

SO-A. 

1 .  

37. 0 O O 0 
a b e d  

38. 0 0 O 
a b c 

3. _ 

SO.B. 

39. 0 
a 

0 o o 
b e d  

40. 0 o 
a b 

41. 0 
a 

O 
b 

43. 0 
a 

44. 0 
I 

45. 0 
a 

O 0 
c d 

O 
c 

O 
b 

0 
b 

0 
b 

0 
d 

42. 0 O O O 
a b e d  

O 
c 

O 
c 

0 
c 

O 
e 

0 
d 

0 
d 

0 
d 

51.A. 

I. _ 

3. _ 

51.B._ 

52.A. 

I. 

2. 

3. 

52J. 
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APPENDIX C 

THE SEA TEST FORM X 

(Questions and Answer Sheets) 

(Arabic Version) 



THE SEA TEST 
FORMX 

'«^ s s«t_^ 1^ *n <LuJ^i v^ 

^ <•' 1^1 Aa>y^ <JU^ 

i»iij j_ft^ ijAj >^1^ ^t*. y f \  „iii«" -^u.--

>4J ^ v'^y^ sj* .••'!riii>j .j^ -j^"^ 

s^L^yi 

^ C - i - n 

0 0 0 0 

-.31-

,-i - i'i 

jjJ - -

• •'tilt > 1 *ijj ̂  *JaI\ iuC^ iilxV • -''n", ,J 

ijUkV' ii J J 

- ir 

Jjj' 
ill <ii 

.4j^VU '"li ajk'TT 3^1 ji ^SU 

.i^ (ji <ilLa < ^"^li <1^ I jTi* 



Jjvl 

a'l T I;jA s^ 

L-Jfci^;ij J ;* i—II 1^ A^AI J'T "*•* *j^«* L«^ 

.^Jlt ijift 

^ .y* I in J I'v v^ IjA >-*!jifV »• w> -.*.1 

I Intil ^ A-y,' , 'fl <Liu£*il JlSilVl t^ll* wjlli*li J b SUoAA ^ '; •«? 

'AjH'n .^illj aldO&All 

. JIS^V^ ij^ jS-1 cj**] ^isiD >TiaTi'.J iS jjSi J V ••> J (') 

•W5 J* i/! 

jiL <*jaS t/' ^jrtw'i JJ^ V C^) 

(-) 

n 

0 D 
i c )  (^) 

5L1bs-*3 * - , 

: ^i-'g ..1 Jl£^V» 

(') ,' 

G 
a^L&l S wajL^H ,j^ jill •- •iH.'^i V^ t (^) ^ 1"^ ^LskV^ 
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ji!I tiij iUouil «li"iS«ll iJl&Jo' "m j^ 

. Jl£^Vi a- v' J-i • iTi'l il 

i/' sr* JiJ^ 
j>M V (r) 

lil Inn ill ~ 

(O O ' -

iSUaaiAS • "" T 

JS^\ 

(O 

\ 7 

(c) (M 
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t — j ^  ^  •  . ^ V t  w i U t i j  ̂  '  A ^ ^  

-.^i^ t «Jli>laV) ^ ;j^ Sd^ .A^j^aJ 

'-*'•1 ••'wjH 61Ajt j S  | » ^ i < i ' i i  . < u *  ^ j i ^ j . i *  ^ j ' l i i  U _ ^ i S  A J S m I a H  

A — ^ 1  • j U . J l  J^ic. tjjl. n-l,i. • I. lifW Vfc ijij->I'-'fc.' J 

(*—«IJ • A—L* iJ_^^ahll ^J • 7-*•'*'' V ii.rfiJ 

^j • .'ili'il »-tiri^ WijtS L*jl J Jais ^UxlS AjuaB _^>A ^.^Uj e-Uu-J 

* C 7 e l ^  ^  . u t  i l  ^jle, jLu&VI ̂  ^ 

? SjisB ^ ̂ ^3*11 ^^ • 'iH <-• 

^ A ^i.wi-j L« ^i 

.^'••< Ajj^^^iokB ^w'-.n ~ 

• ^aJjuU ^ ^ ̂ -*- ~ ^ 

.L_j^lS3 jb'UUIO i-ljULiu AM^^ " J 

^ 5^^ii3 ^ ®-j'jB jl^iV' _jJa3i^ A^UlB .Ja^H j-» 

- •>caijT ^jj A.a^ ^jjsa vr^*^ • 

' -AJC.* SCI^^FTB •" ^ 
.,*1*13 >fcy<A '-•>,! " * 

• OMJUJMB _ -*''^ -•^ Ajli S^^iiB ..j"^ "~" 

• u_^'ii^n ^ j»lg.iaJl <.liwLjLi _j& >Lul. '.jOllB ~ i 

.S^_^uB A a , irt^^«B AljjrfaB - /--•" -j* ,»l*uj ^ ^;-1aB iJ hij ~ w 

^ - J " a«i^^ " ^ 

.^jAa^ JSLUB ^lia^ iJkfl ^w. JJ3£B ^'••-' -J - J 

'* ''^ y 1^ * -"J-* •-.•^•kISI ~" 

? ajUul A^IUB .JaaJI .fix 

. AAl^^jaB ;11 ^ .fc'i—l — ^ 

-^••^ ^ ^ 'J jji " -—i 

VuuloJl t^LiLij aJSimIa *jArx>Jl * 

- r 

A^iUJ < TI nil ^ JLS 
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.L^ ^ 4 iJUl ijS ; .-1 .^-t.-. 

4^—i£uhde ^ .j.tli^tS^ uLa frUljl ^_)i1I J sl^ji 

•Vjji ^ Jji l>sic- JSj .,JUil Ja 

^1 ari>'XI UI£a 2^ J V Aj tj^J » ^ 'J u'^VW • ^Jji 

• A • lltil ^ 

.^aUU jiA JLAJ ^-j-i 

IATT UJL V >I1JJ1 IJC ^LATU! ^UUU JS.* «U^ A'KL-WI UMI LLJ : 
.«LilDU UlS* 

? 'J J ^ jiaj J V^ <Li^ C-^ JUIoV' ^oila — V 

^ i jlj "• ^ "~ 

9 <iS-L* ^ ̂ ja ^IxlaV^ ~ A 

'•*>« — z jjl- — ^ ~ ^ Sjji ~ 

_L -aJJ -iU- J-C- ^tj' *-1 4^^ 

t,i^ .4.tLia <•"iLirtjj ^J' ,Ja& 6 

j»j V >^iA ^Ci«^ i ^ j^* - ^ J -ii* ^• 

_] •*J --.j"* ^i« <iji^ _jLj ialiyi 

' - 'j^-^ n *• ii ial t ^jl-wll IJA jLUiflJl - •_• -*'• 

ii,i/* '"^J^ ' * ^vl^oB - ' •*- ^^ ^ iriL^J ^; I rt t - 'j^- J 

4jjaJ ^ ® i • • j-l . iilj*««jl ^wouJ __UaL^ '• ^ 

.^•> I nil ^ ̂ U J Ja—a ^ njtS B ^-lo . J 

•  ( j i J  l e J  < i j i j  ̂  •  j J c  

r ,J^ J jl^J] •<. '>j ftU-iiiVl ^ 

r . ^ ' 

^wiaLp. 

- "• <<aJaJl J * ^ 
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? (Jii • *.1->J »l^V^ (j-» — > • 

»^jirinli lal^ ** 1 

.liajl& ' ^ J* 7- ' w 
^jJ "" ^ 
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jjSi ^ y jjij uW )-?*{') -5^ j^ - ''i' ••ji*-' 

•^•^3 ^JnlL> .^^IS 13 Lafr V ..H^ 4 ifc'CA * * J** '• 4 jLubD 

^fc!ni I i<J ^ r.Jj 1 j't-^ a jLjl3 ijJ l.«& Jois ^jLj ^S1 J ^ V ^ *•*-•-- ^ 

.SjUaJi ^ L> ja^VI 

tj.n'fcll *• -j—i jU-ea. ( i ) : JU-« 

-iiiH i •"• * ^ ^ j 

.cljjurf siiJll ^i—^js ( ^ ) 

.«& frijj —• ^^j.i>* 4^LukB ^jjj J *( c ) 

jlSt ^U JiijC>V^ J ij^ — 

.( ^ ) J ( i ) ^ ̂  

^Juji .^iiii (. ^-aIS J wUij^ *. ^ i&i (') ~ ^ ^ 

^i; n^'.d ^ ^ yu-^ .5^ J UJ ^ul—:&i (^ ) 

J ^ 

^-u .^u '.i ^ J CiUij^ • —Jc-i ( w ) 

.•mJ>.J *—jjfl -^J 

a^'ulool SjS —^ -j^ulaJI 5j^ ^jjoau ^'•UjiB * V-i ( M "" ^ ^ 

s ^ ̂  ^ I^J -:—J ;^' . i »> -V jVi V ( ^ ) 

. 3 

. j^Llafl V •il3'':l J - S^liail 4-V jV^ V V { ^ ) 

•*-J iJJ L s_j^s3 V • ( '^ ) ^ ^ 

. ^JJUaB ;jl^jLiU nlniU ^* •: Vi 

'jkT*/' ftulil" c.t jJ ^ • n J frL^V^ ,_JC,i J 

e.._^V - •*• '* • - '̂̂ •' ' cl jJ e) 

. cL^' cl>1^ *— 

<jij 'ii k .loi jj ,3*SJ ^ J—i ^jSi J I *jA jL (c ) 
. ij^ ^i:£B i:aA yi 



^j.ij ;jLa i 4 ij 1 • <1 wiL I jj ^ ) 

. 1^1 |;_J - -* ** 1^ » - Aj^B (^ij - -•* '* O^ ( ^ 

. (J^ ^j«» Ajl Ijl 

^Li Iui 4 s  ̂̂  'J ̂  ̂ <Jefci*fl > ^j2tiLA« Vî  ..J.*!^* ( W ) 

b ^U^3hJl ^Vtiinl J k LI)^ '^>'fc ^ i j 

* L>^ 

1^ . juVi ^ . juVi C.UJL:- ^ua JSL VI ^ ( ^) 

* V^ »-. t>j 

"a^ J,Jo4!" j^U-a J . ij-iasi ' U^U^ !_»o' ( C ) 

. (^iJaT^r jow >^>J jjjl—« 

*1*23 ^ >1*23 ^ fru*3 ^( ' ) 

1 jl i ^ i feljufl l^-jLs U* Ijl ^ 

. fruju3 

•_jS^ el^iil 4iJLj^ j>Iiij <-ej_^ ji L* ( C ) 

. feUaul AjijS^ >1*2 

<JUn ^"iiinn ^ JM 



L*. * ^ Ijl ,Jf ifV* iVSaaue <lSJLe ^-ijS : • *•' 

. ^XaC. •*'• ^jinj.^j ^Xuu ^yu^ U« 

^ J 4j,A^ Ijl (jc ^ tJj«iA u^jiu (JA : 

? Aa^J AuIiAa.. Ijl 

. ^ uij^ cj>. 5^ 4U-w.i ^yi J ^yi ^ - 1 • . j^!> 

-  / > j i . ^ ^  , J S  ; j f c  O S j j  < 3 t _ y j f l  —  T  

• i_!J-^-.«fl Oii^ Jj^ ~ ^ 

: JSUU 

? _J;-^ ^ .jr '̂ <* '̂  ̂ - LJ 6^*0  ̂  ̂

(sl^y '^JJ ^ -^LaJ 

? lo.^ 4^ I <li sj^iriail »jl j' •fl '—*""> ' 

(^-.uyi Ujj ̂  ̂ uJ 

- > A 



1^9 . 4j5u*Vl ^ ,*M-\ 6 

'*•' "•; ^I*I^yi cJjVl sTdli*^'bi» 

. VjiA id j5 

,jrf WIA ^ K^JS ^JI nS,y^ r^(.jSaftM ^MOJU I m'JA ajit.* 

. A'us^j^ >^i£x*j ij^« ^ '-i'-.j ^i^yu <ji ^jjLAj . 141. rt« I C>UmV^ 

-"•*'*' J"7 " (JTI ^UA 

- ijj^ kc.j,MAJt \ • inji S-I^j frl^V) ( ^ ) 

<^^(»AM Li^J ^ju J ^ ^ 6 _j;VI >a«-i ( T ) 

. o^uUi S ^•ijl 

.3 wa Mtt 

> r -  j l  i«^^La0 

? '-^ j -'V^ J fru^ifl -jjj <^LA3 J;e> sJ«*flll 

{-) (') 

O 0'"C® 
( I ) ^ nil ifUVI 
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/'uj <£1*11 (J- J _;JI *11 .jju cJSwfl ^ijiljJi .^jjk ^ 

• ijlj—3 

{ ^ }  

o 
cU^I i liUJ I •,j^^\ »uJ - ^ 

( c )  

000"" 6o 
( n  

( o  

o 

OlJiiull I I^iajauil ( g^jli. nil ~ 

( c )  

OX) 
. Jj— 0^ • jj—aj 

. jhlu ^''-- -j' ^^jjiJl aJL3I ;j^j k J* >!& ~* T ^ 

(^) ( c )  

o o OD 

{^) ( > )  

Z7^ 

• d-J^ tr^J ' I 

(^) ( c) 

iLVt . —~ ' Lji—• »wV' JS • -J - T T 

oo O O CD 

(-) (') 

«jll*jl « •> iitiil (jJ jm 
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. J ^ ^'.^1 J i j2 : -'.t^j-', 

. J «ua J\ JUiirxi JLfl JIL-J ^ W Jjij3 '-iJS 

AjUg J <i&La J Auiu "**j' •* ^jj< jSj^^y) 4,jjjAii 3^'-'*^ 

^•—i_.«Il«J JJiu jil .*-JS_^ SjU^ In'i• j 

^jic- jlSi -LbjC-VI ^ (JjSw'iI jjJufl ^ 

A™^el3 !e [J jyjSBj ^ t3^ 4 

• *  ̂ J <A4aul ' ' ^ ^  

4fi.Lie.ti wjSjj J . ... SLJjllttifl J 

^ •* ; -^ ' Li^j^>Ja ^^>1^ ^LaJi ;.i^ ^mU&VI ^ .a 

jjj_p—! J^j tdL>" if? Jj^jH u^ SjJli jjSj vjl ^ it'«ll >IiljV^ (ji V! ' ;j«U3 

. <tiSjJI ^ jdSA j j  AuIciilU 4^LC. 1" I!*1 • rtlJM ^^•'i>.^ 

9 ^ jH Ti ^uuS <Liti t. 4i\x«II lift J ~* 

^ sjj^ • nw I ^ ^Ufl ^ ( ) 

. -j'-t j'j - <&; n'l.iil<IS,JLb ^'iL'k Iji ('~^) 

JU Jiial Jli-4J jU^C-V^ »-Wjj Jjn n - ^  a H  U i  j l  (  ^  )  

- Jc-^ jr^j 

AJS—L* '- ^ * • 'J LftS AjjJsk ^ j** - --• - * 1^ - it* J ' AAnjl ( ^ ) 

. <LI3 ^J  ^ j -

: <jLAilI 4 ~ ^ t 

^UUL -' ** •* I A^C3 AYAILJUT ^ • J 
. ' --^ ^ J*^ * 'j 

^ j'*^J <uS.*Jl 4^LaJl '-*;^^ <,«,jajl ^ ^ 

. aIOI .^iU A jUaJl ^^S-L^aJ .JjuJt * ( C ) 

JjJl JiU-J ^^gls, '-i-l-J j^^JLec-i ^Ji! jjTir-aH '<'i«j >1 ^ <a^ ( - ) 

. A-n^L^ 

Aojo Jim 



. J:Y' -P ^ kiiSa ^ •->n JLO ^LtJ tJ; ^ ( 

. itii^ A^'iBj 

• ^>«UB (J^'j ^ 

.j^s^lesud ,jij3 »_j^^ 1^ ^is).i^ ii«_i 

: jA JaUa JliJ J-

• Jj.j-iiill *-i^ .j^. Jji:''* u-^ J»^ ( 

. jLa J:L-j JS. jlcc.^\ JSLI. sjuyi ( 

. A^HaH ^'"-'--7- ^ JLB J£L1* (J-^ j*3 ,„>io*j A^L—• Aji;^ ^;i "njj 

. JiiB Jil—j ^ S'.^i ;^UB ^;-> Ti 

4aJUjl Ji^ 



^ ^ ^^J<n'ii^i ^^lB ^_^iaJl : ^LwLu 

«^l—,-JeiJU jiiijr.B j) 4*J A, »j'J ^ * "* 'J '1*-' ^ 

^ 3jUmUS • jiUoB*: ^^inn v'li'i^yi w&il^ 

- *cIA*mB 

: i''i*-*Vi -1 ftU^V' ;j>« ^ 

^ tn^j 4^8 (jsi |J;li ^ai 4^3 ^;- "•^ • "~ TV 

(^i*3»y' ̂ JJ ̂  •. "^0 

^ ^ £ , 1  ^ « j l ^ U  .  _ ^ j u  Y  » * \  4 u « - t i I U  * ~  T  A  

<liah. ^li . ^ jj-osk^ ^; - '• ^ • ~ T H 

>j ' • "'^0 

•" jjl fcil^jl jA La V ;ji<i^«^l ^; - '• ^ • *~ T* • 

(^IaV) ojj (_fi «-*!'ii^ V 'SI ) 

!• ji£l ^ j -J} •*3^Ljfr - ^U^ ' ^*.1 

. V ^ J <S-iL-o ^ 

;^lJaIl 3 ^ a.-j. J -' -» ' - : 

• (^iju^ .»j*) AAirfiil L» c( i J 

.( Mjl , n V ujSj .a ) ^j-> • inil ) 

cuXfl 

( ^uyi ;5^j ^ ^ ) (i) 

( ^IA.VI >iirnL>i - j'iiS^) J 



^JJ {.r^ ' .'"•^) { ' ) 

( Aji^yi ^jj >^!^iAj s TtS)) ) 

<jLi]i Jim 



I ^ 
I -

I  t  
4*1 

I o 
tot 

t -
^ X 

n 

• ^ 

II 

o 

O 

F 

u 

If^ \ h [  

h\ 
r  X •?  
,f< B^: 

i-fef 

r «•« 

I-
^.. 

i •• 
1. u 
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. AdJj *•> i 1^ ^UnVi jS 

^•^jfj/MJ y^ ..IjLa^mljl ^<IILJ - *•! 

. kjlfr • *'j—*' 

jiTij• < ;_j_yS2 • ^ *• • Y^-Su^i ^ U«*... ; . *.1 ,jl«'.n 

ji • .jH iJj^^ 0^ iJl^-lV^ Lfcijj . ' 1 J ^s' 

. ^ J J j ̂ JjImoujI «* ij^ ^ui 

(® A 
o 
o ( - )  

? UHi J3 Ijj s'll it_p ri — 

(  ' )  

>S^ -^J J^ je*^ ^ «-Aj ;^' i^j . J£^V» UJ- ^ ̂  _ 

^-» w'J^ ij A^ILal ,J1.^^V^ ;j-* ^l^iii^ >* J 

( c )  (') 

V^V^J • Jr^ * JJ' Ji*-^ ^V { ' ) ( ' ) ^l*j1 
. •' r .H JM _y. JS-ij S jiljJl Jji^ laia (£) «j^ ( r ) ^ ( -j) Jll»^ 

U* ija 
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(n  

jUi*^ .'̂ mn ,ji£«iv̂  ̂ ii ill I j_jÂ  

(M # ( M 
^ C« I 175! 

, ^ Uj.^Tl jl Iri^afl *—s^ O* '*L*ii«B v"'! j S^LI* 

o D i 

( c )  

? i3l *-̂ j-i# jB" >»•! '•» jB (^1 — ra 

^  ( ' )  

*n ^ ^,i ^• -j <iIHJJ ^1£-iV' ^ J ^ 

. i^iijj ,j«* ^jM*l j>J 

( c )  (-) (^) 
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: ^ lj9_) ;j^ '•.i-> 

I - -'^ ^^.•• JtS-iXV^ <L*L« 

(M 

.  I  n J  tjjlI mil jtjiTi (ji <1 i! ill *'il 

y 

•J5' jjj- -rj-J i Ji^V> il_L- - rv 

i z )  {^) 

4 i i r l H  J i ^  



^ >iijllir-l M -^j ^ L«^ : -'• 

? ^ jT-'*"** 0^^ uliLe^jLuAlI Ja . l«Il& -' '" -

^ijiliUl ***-»j <wau» a jjw.fi << n'a t[r ii*i« i j-ala-iVl J 

• (»4r-^ je?-jj JS .J iijtaJ 

. ̂̂'ti rt<n ^ (Jau ^ 

. ' '"il J$. ^ AjLia-3 

. j^ ' <kJjj1 

. tJUlaJ ^jjJU jf^jj V ' ^ • ••' "^n 41;!-* H 

c ^_js: J js^ V j:u^ ^ - r A 

. J <ijiaJl ^ t ^ 

-  4 j b J J  A ^ t 3 J  ̂ j V '  ^ * ; * - ^  ( — ^  )  

• A .iigi,?! n J ^ujl J ^ jV' •^Ajiirfci^ (>' ) 

. AjlJ ̂  J <iillll J J <Jui^J ( * ) 

__A ,^JS ^AsUajil J J ^ijiaj •«*• jt ^ 

_J o.:—k _;__j < lilaj JS _>-;j ^ jlilll i^.-'fi". il V ' Jr** J 0—^J 

: ^ ̂  

. ^-«Il ••• ji a *4 L:.'.tl 

' ^ 

- jiiSl - - -^j ^ •••*• 

^ t * jiiLui 



• i»iJ^ j- C-J-^ ( ' ) 

- J ^JiloJl jA ^Uttill .J»aLs. j 

' (c ) 

. ^j.1aQ jjS VL« iJj^-Th .1 "^j ( -i ) 

? AIS.1J1 ^Jsk  ̂'g.l..*'j <gJllfl ^L*_*Lu*B \̂ ~ 

• J* J' ' '-• * jj* ^ ir^ ^ '-^ ( ' ) 

^Lt Jl j_jS; ji ̂ j_j_j-ja]l J-i <;ii I ĵSt -liiU '̂ jJ  ̂Jr** '-̂  (>T  ̂ ) 

' Jjl ' 

. J ^LsJa ** (^ ) 

^ •  - - ^  •  A j l i  L 9 ^  ^  „ j i i a j l  jA ( "^ ) 
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LJ1& A^jl23 <1^ ^ aUajfc.A ^jIaaB «.LiU»^Lutil ~ -^L*-'i« i 

jk J . L—^j_JU . 4 ifs a jU&i iJ jj J-lSj 

*. J ^L^l "iy^^ jK-^\ ;jA (JSl •• _ ti.Sj .^i'liil 1^ J<*AJ 

* tji^ ̂  <i^j ^ J - J'' * 

^ [j jSj (ji ^ AoH^II ~ ^ 

• »>»J -^JJ ( ' ) 

•  - r t ^  ( — ' )  

. ^>J > ̂  vu >—V' ^V (^ ) 

• ^^j_; •"' nj^ ^jJP^ C^' (•") 

^ <iS-^w»jl •** *^ • A_JH3 -l.-^ fcUL^t ^* 1 * 

.  ̂  ̂  J - -  ( i )  

. _^Ji ^V1 (^ ) 

• '-^jJ— --ri >>l^ (c ) 

• —'JJ ( - ) 

4jim 4aii<in jjirft 



^_}LiJ 4«.ail oU jas 

: i I jiA 

^ ' *•' '•" J - a juiu^ a^ jj wi^ 

i Jr^ UuliC- J . -i^j J<-- '<n0 ^ »jA ®-:fl j ̂  ̂  jl.ll 

'* ^11. ^IS ' ao^uft J '•-j/-^ -U- 3^ ^••li w**-^ 

^••1 . Jai L;kJ.jj ^ J _] •^•*- ^ji.inl all <LjJl j . ajA LA^J '*- jj 

-•i* ^ ^ ^^ie. U_^dOUA J AJJ.^ O^J^) .Js""^ 

<.^IaJiI1 Lkijfr ^ 

, .IoaB J ^ I i.lTiSI ^JASJ 

; ^ a 

^ ^ ^ ^yi ci—*« ,„^ sjmLSJ >L«a 

** iju-laJ ̂  ' • ;̂  . AJxlaJ Ji I > ij.nt slî V̂̂  jj». n 

*U 3 jjlxil ̂  «.Iiit.fi>Û  .l̂ ii --̂ J > 3 ĵ jS3 3 ŵjv̂ auJ 

M. * J' • * *j ^ ' ' * • - ̂-
-A • --' '•<*- J . 3 j'y-̂  ̂   ̂̂— 

• _j£*L3 ^.^j&il j^ I^A J ^v -..<3)1 

: ̂ I J k  

_* l^ia JS ' ? Jja^ ^ -^Ji ''-"•^ ( J-^ *-!^ ij'j#*-) ^jl-1 

w* 3j.^ljul ^ ^TAJJ ^IjjaJJ A tj 'A j^ w^3~^ 

-•'• ^ * * Sj'-.^!! 'ol^V *;- jji I n ^IJ ^ii . > _u 

-' «j«" i jL^VI je- ^ S j*r sl^l£ ^ . cL^ 4g...'>'-n 

- --'• - • ^ . - '<--1. <Ja^^.HU AWAH ;jiijijk .J-m^ul ^fil."ll m'IJ aJ^l J 

 ̂1? '̂ • '•; 3.1̂  4̂ ju±a 3 jia ̂ U j_;â «J Ĥ AJ ~ i 

:  •  « , J i . . ^  j i s D  .  A » r f n i ^  3 c »  j 4  

1  ;  j s  ( '  )  

^  ^ >  ( - )  

c (c ) 
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? 4^AaB ^ 

i  5jia ( i  )  
w ijSi (w) 

C 'J* (c) 

^jfc.yu a^>H a^^ftil (jU j^' ^j*- '•*—_• ~ 10 

? jCskJ 4jn^ilT J^iMjH tjA ;^i . <e^£3 

i  i jS  (  i )  
 ̂ijii (w) 

C  • >  ( c )  

<um •*-*'•'' ,jj| (ji'n 



^ ^ j|t*n 4 1 l.aV^ I . Ijl.J^M^ 

* w^ 7-; Ajl^yi •••***ir->j '.. nSl . ji,la* *11 

<L-»1 t.la.njl a^ J . j • •;^'*- J aL* I A1 <£aV1 ^'—*; 

? jA L* . »e^ J I <1 

JM • ft;j •• Vj • ^ '• It • I« J_^—.* j; ^ J ' ^ J itiul s^aJl 

^ '^——uS ^la ^ttSwV • AIji -« * '* ^ J ]^ ^h^lS J ~ <^C3 ^'" j*^ 

. ̂  V UiV jjSi- ^ 

^ J . ^jj J ij-3->^J ^ jSl : <1 ALaVI ^ ~ • ~ 

? AJ^^j .--ijlxj J Mrfa - ^ ^'u ri 

( ajUV' ^JJ ^ ) 

kj J 
JjLaJ 

jliJ : <i <L*V^ ^ nw • a-iA . c 1 ^ jSai 

e. J* '-• • J Ojr^j '• ^ ^ 

( v-a-V^ ^ j j  ̂  

• J»j —Ja. Jjj : _>ia«r '-i* • Ir^ ^ ~ -•'> 

^ju^i 6^^.^ jX ^ J ^^•<1 Jj ^ 

^ <I*^J 

( ^JJ ^ ) 

• ^-jA y J "^J.'*' '*•' J *^_^' - ^ ^uaau 

c^ ̂ 3 _^L« . J ̂  J ̂  .in • <1 ^JLaLa ^ ••*_•! J 

? •* • -*J 

( A l j j  ̂  ^1) 

4,jjm ^ ji23 



^ aHmVI (Jft^ji^ t3j^ '^JH • --jt,'. 

.".N ".tl J^ "^J ( ^ ) ^ J 3*^ «^L«^ i 

* '.'j^-"^ *' *• (jt—^ IJLaI j VUuSl j^L •iLijjfLtf Cy*fi 

. ^iUSS ^ v^U 

1,^ <laJa» jaJarij -iilaB j '^J^ ~ ^ * 

- l_'l 'j^* - ^j- ^ .^K >n^ -* _J*'*j .j^ *'^ 

. J>JI K---' 

:5jL^yi J-^jill j_>-a — i 

{ ^JJ •>) s^ ) — ^ 

( <jl^Vl tjr* -T^) " ^ 

(^juyi ^jj ̂  ̂ ipJ ^ ) - r 

? 'oLJ ? ^i^yi ^>«aii ^JAU SJA ~ * 

( 4j^y\ ^JJ ^ ̂ laJ ^ ) 

•**'^ ' • - ^ -•'iilfr ^ ir i u — - ^ 

? ^^aIc. ^>^J-« >* IS'.J jL>i "^U^jifc* jJc Jj.n^hl 

• _j ij_pia ' i 

( v-^yi ;ijj ̂  ^ ) 

( ^JJ wis ) - T 

( i-»UVl ^ijj ̂  ̂ Ui ^ ) - r 

? luLJ 9 ^ J*i^jill J. inlt »-^ "*• 

r 

( Vt^y» 3ijj ̂  ̂ laJ ^ ) 

<ijJ^ ^ Ja^ 
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iSIj JL* (jJa Jji m n (J—& (JlilaVl AAjm-k » jl jl "~ <3 ^ 

^h*^j ,1 )*i 'r ^n'lUti rfitj ^(Jm]! 
it •* •* ^ 

K^S 

? ^ J-t ^ 6^ 

( ^jj ••'ti.ii •K] -—tiSi) ^ 

( ^uv' ^jj ̂  .itiUi ^ ) - T 

( ^JJ » . 'i^l ) "" ^ 

^ IULaI ? j*^juii tj«-irii v' ~* 

( ^JJ *^u< >j tiuS ) 

UA UAyt 
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: Jtt. 

. Sjfr 4JU» Cy^ ^ ~ ^ 
. (j^dQjD ;>* ^ (j^ <lijS <iJ**^ ~ V 

• ui^J^ L>* Ji c#^J Ul« OJ^ ~ ^ 

- w 

-

U4 u3j3 
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THE SEA TEST 
FORMY 

jS-W 1' ^ ^ 'j- - ^j^i' jl^ <, il 11"^ jLh-^V^ IJA • **j ^ 

ft J > J ^ tjA iSl'ifl j^ tji iAll5ata*fl aJImVI 

. ^ i - ^ y i  ^ J J  1 ^  v l l U L & V I  ( J A  . i S b _ )  . ( j u ^  ̂  - 1  

^ -** ^ L^ J .^1^ [_^ j't"^ I (_jjaau i^ixa 

.tjjti iiH ^ ^^ t3^j^ o^ -^l^j .ii-*t?rjt>j ^«^-iB 

:J^ 

vl^yi i i j j  ?.j ^lu-J cU^Vi • j» j- i/i - '- ^ 

o 
J c 

O - n — I 

jjJ ~ 

Ji£ "C 

^jj ̂  vi^yi ^Vi ;_- •J •»'••-

j-aJ 

jjJ 

- tr 

:Jlt-

.J>yi euJ - -.r 

' •' Jji I 111 <j'f'H act jd (j' JSU 

• i ^  ; j i  ( J * i . J h j  i l i . r t l l  u G U  "i 
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JS JjJ jfl .••l.iU-ll 'j8 a- '-i* ^ 

uijL Uw UijS .* Jaj IJA 5JS-i '.'j>..jUl Uii 

.«Jl& ^rfii 

tji .VI—SJ3 OljS^ e* 4^ Oaj-^ I/* =«'i' 
^ '-in ^ ^ *11 ;i-r<.n ,jisjf^i jij'-i dlia ujUxtilj t SI!»•« ^lalB ij'«!1 

J ;f L« 

.jisiV ct» JS-; (j-uJ ^bH •'••.• s'l.J J# ojS (J ( ' )  

•l+rS jl 4^ JHJ^ Jja- (f) 

•tj _>»W <«-«» i/i (j*»t/' jj^ ( n  

G D I 3!jBJfc*3 ' -s» 

(O 

n 
( c )  (^) 

: !'-•< .1 JTg -yi : 

( * )  

G 
• 3^1a1 •• _u3 • . (v») ! 

UA wjijj 
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r<aJ^3 J <iI«riS*n tJSewSn t'xj (2^ 

.(JliAl (j« i^i J^uJ (^'niB (^J«> i* «Ti1. J ^ UJ^ U* ^ ) 

•l^^Su jl «l^ t/j jtt^ Jj»< C') 

.<jjiL Aajb* j* • 4^1 iiiBij JjM ^ (^) 

l3Lla«iAil "* ^ 

<]'•' C>"' ^'"' o ( I )  

*11 "" 

{^) 



, ^ ^ AiL^I 4 AuIi^O ^^olB l^jl 

(̂ •*'>̂  ja ^ <«23LiAl ,j l* t1*n ^̂ ÂSbA ̂  -'7 * 

: 4aIllB CjlLLtifl ~ ' ^ ^ j \ ~  ^J  ,  ̂ .1 • 'H 

* ^7^ * JJW • n AJU^ jA J^JOAD 

. 3^^LloO SjS] <^^^.1AB ual^ <a.Lrf ^ - "• <^Aa. 

.^yi •Un) A-fcl .mJI a_^l—joB • ̂  fjjji ^lA'i.^j UjJaJ t^jSLi I^ l:f. ;jSIj 

•>l -iion CK^*. ^ *n Olj.L, I.iaj c} ^ ^ jijC.1 J 

u if* • Jrr^ _H J^ >i!Li» jl£ jjl—J) (^i«lS ij'^ jL*—. 

. sL-Ji 3C_JLm a 

. UA ^ j"' (J^V^ ^ U'—l . <il Ljula4 

- jSj-» U^ ''•5-^ ' '••> ^ u'*^ '-^-^ 

' Ji*^ UL?^ .^' t'»^ 'll j i. .»'l ;^w» ^ 

«Lx^ ^ ^ 

jjiuj JLju^ 

HJ^J iz) 
J^J ^ (^) 

' <IS_1»I1 f t f i  ^  J i  »j_j_oj • i>« — i 

•i" J?- ( •>) (c) •''*" (^) ( ' ) 

? <11^ tiljl^jii • <f^ - J '• - ~ '3 

•''>?• ( •») (c) (^-J^ (^) -(^ ( ' ) 

4aim 4'\iinn jilji 
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; ^ ^ fc A in*ill ^^asD ^ j3 • 

jl (jl^yij {jl^ (Jffi,m\nT ^^LedaiD JajlaAj ^ 

. >TJIIT TJI >• • <1J ^AJ ^JEJUSJL 

. ilaL^ A^JLJoI AJJ^LA A'^^ALintli (JASLAB i 211*1 

;3^V ^ j'^*"AiUalU ;_^AJu 4jaij>l JaJ Jti ^ ^VT* j^L* A£iJaj ij*^-^j 

e l — ( j — •  ^  i j i S  I j t f t  c J i a j u  

• '•* - .-H •-'••tt< jilj . ij^^ ^eS)l J SjUj (JSU^ slwasJl 

9 J^ SjL-^ ^ ^ OjI 5 *J *•*! 4 •• i -nJ 'it mj ( 4 • ik,*; < ii rtljfr • 'n«H tJaw.JI jUj^ ^ 

jU^ jjU ALALLD fcj* tr? ;J.4*AD V .i*^k CJ^Uul 

(J. •• ABiaB Joisk. ^jC- ^ . ^ImaaB <• JJLD 

• ;J^aJ L^ J s yi^i i^Ujj i eUeJalD «joa-IJ jl ^^LUasB 

; jA AJUIOIB sj>* *-. -.—iia jjlS ~~ "v 

OiV jL —a J ;J^jV' i^LjaftH i^Ja&AU Jaji-J ^•'•.ill ^ t ^ 

-A^ ciiyi 

-1.-^ ^!LlJ ^ ^ii*i rLT; <1*^ o^ J • * • ,»|J..1J (V) 
' • fc " • I 

. eUwiasfl ^ '•^* • joJii '" J A^**a«13 ' • jiSri'in*! *• i;^ 

? ,^1—1b*3 * J 'J* <!£*L*3 jjc> ,jf>u — v 

cl .nlH •'••• * iialB (Ja3u*11 <JKijlA j^ jl ( * ) 

- jV* ^^L-fll3 uU*-J JsjAM. ^ 

.4j.^<,»ll Ailjaila Jaju <'kjaV1 ^ (jSt-l<* 1.^^ (^) 

. i i I \ 2aS)i J 4jl^)%il ^liujl [J? I • "^ '"• - OGmofl ;_^JU 

i,J<ajuai) ji .Ai^ ...^V ijC' ^ ^ ' ftjUaJl <^H2ll ^ jLxH .^jj^ ~ A 

. v^ 
. * ^ j * *• '•• 'J "* j -' *- *• i.rfiljfc eLeliuD |kl ^ i ^ 

. 1.^ ^ <jju^ wluilS (v-*) 

. (JSLimaB (Ja-1 Au^aall cj—•*] ij^jt! (jl£ 

i^iljj ^^LedOlB (^^AjuhB Jo^ '*7* (jt^^kVV U^ ^ JJA ~ ^ 

. *-'^ •CmoaO ^JiSl CA^Lxj JLuAjj ^ i ^ 

^J—Q 1J—^ >.' Jji jaj ^.lo'l ^jici jl^ ̂  I ritil J*» •H (jXlo) (yj) 

. ^jV» 

. (3'uujl el^ (J- i ^j.Ai« <1*1 i3..>^ C^ *^*' '* (^) 
4 J.*!]) 
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^ ^ i 1^3 I . * •! ^ •I»''. 

• Jj (JrfiC Ajij^ AIJ1^ r^ '*^ 

: ^jJ ̂  ̂ uUjVl 

.<4*i«o ~ • - —*• '*•* ^J.' s^.>^ J* (ji 

i y j|<| (jiij;n jUi n ^ ^ i nhj jLL^ 

> ,j aiil Afcji^ jU (jr^ ^3^^^ ^ j * - * 

n ^ W.^ i< j>int i iVijl^n 1^ • '2 '—*• ;jl 

^jlD j<ii nil ' * i• hi I 4 ViK n j^Ti n't «.. rl'fc H j ,jr> nil j 

(J—^1 4JUSJ ) O aj^ £ • • 4^^ ^j_>tB jji . >.^I,j*»*n ^^InnB <Jai^ ^ 

. ;j •> nH ^A-J jSIJJ (j-^ • n li;K tl i U->^ (Ji^ J JJ 

- ijjifl ^ hj r • CJ^paH h 

S-P^ a_j*T% ajlr^ <IaS ^•^>J L* <JS s,1jJ^ 1 jj — ^ • 

? t_ f ( J - aC-V^ (j* iJ^ • 

. ^r-klnll 1^ Aj^C ^Ljai ^ ^ ^ 

• * • • tX^ U->^ {-"i) 
•  ^ ' n j ; f l  , j ^ o j j  ^ ( ^ j  

* f ^.V *-. ( -) 

? ^JL^VVJ ^1^*3 'iafcr * S-9^ «.U*1V1 ajA ;^i ^ ^ 

. -*^' ^ i j 

^ ^JalsLlU ;jJaLj ^ ('^) 

. 4iii r. '^>* (^) 
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W uj^ ^ jL^ iJ jjij jL siiijj ji (w) J (*) J^ j^ • ^Uii*j 

I.J <*•>n Iia ''^ Ij) LaC AdSJuLe Jo^ I j*"> i e_;U*JI 

^Vil .i^ii fr/ij '•^' .Iri^ 1 jl LaC uals JImI ^ V f»i ^ 

. i^iHl i tjl arfTW {^4i ( ^ ) • <3^ 

.  f r i ^  ^ j - T "  4 ^ - l a J  ^  

. tji H <•*!]'"! i J (JS j 

^ ' 9 jUfciJ (ji (j* ^ jl^ iJ^J ' (^} • iTlI) ^IAV' 

jlSl (j> H JUj&VI j (jl I iTt * ^^U5<n tjli . a 

•  { ^ )  J  ( M ̂  ^  ^ w .  

jjî  ̂I * I k ilatrî ^An ,ĵ  .>'̂  V-V  ̂ ~  ̂  ̂

*  * ' ^ * * ^ '  — ^  lS,J^ 

^ji3L >^.'..il ^ (vi) 

^ilatr —ill j.« <.^__^llL ,J^j 

. >—Ifr jU ili i 

i' •'-^ cM ft'—inc.! j* . <LJI jjji ^ -r^V J-iil (^ ) ~ '^ "^ 

« r. V aiat •> , ̂ _all el—liafrl J * i v '4 > 'rpV J inM ^n J (̂ ) 

• Jj  ̂̂  J— 

.' • Jlj '— •jij*2 J- n« • ij-J J-oji • *i-JI • V 4 >T^V ^'uk (^) 

. ^ ̂iS J.>^ 

 ̂;-ii j>i  ̂̂ vjViJ. SI.UJ  ̂<-i3 j>i jvjVi ̂  (I) - > t 
. '.lil ji* ^li tJ^V •* wLUlJl 

s-'jl iimLj a^AMj ».'.iL';'ll J el—;j« 4_i«li -i jlcl 

, ^'li^jl •iVjV^ >Sa»-* jU lU 

.«'fl'rrff ^li J^af jVjVI < )jU ij] i.LUyi ij* J-J^^ 4^^ (c) 

4.jn*n ^ 
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r« 11 « >*I V liUjl , ^jUJl i.r>j n ^ Vj n  ( '  )  ~  ^  °  

• *jUJl 

* •  S  j j a i <  ^ ' u i i j i  i  ^ ^  * 1  S j raij . ^^^UJl (jjT'^'i n 

!« I V t'l .iUjl '• a i^-SaJ • Ji^ • 0^^^ (^i.''-n ^ ;jn«.-ll 

• £ ^  

(j^jl JjiB (jU i ^irfiTwfl ftlSjj j!.^ ftlSj u* (^ ) " ^ ^ 

. 4^11 J3h.j.fftH ;jU (iil^ ^Lfclall 

I, r. Uĵ   ̂J_Jt—IaD ĵojukj (J^JUaS lc-l£{j>iw I 

,Jl—*a» - -_j ^ . *:lJ - ^Li_^ ajL» - • --j2 t3-A^ ^ lj| ^ ~ ^ V 

* .>^ SuL« 

(J • WJI^msU^ ^ ('^) 

. Jjlj«ouj3 ^ '•; ^j0^ aJU 

4—^li I—-J ••^LyJaUjil aULt gpi ^L>'J1 ;JIa& jlJ! j 

* *'^.' '*W._>^ auL* ^_ya ^i«>-'n 

4 jH'H ^T * ji"? 



IAJLAIJ jjf^ /i ^ Ijl (JamaVI VUaiuB <^«L* t.r^ c3' - ^*'1 -^t-'. 

. <l*C. -* (JALSRJ <LUU ^Jtl*< I4 ^ 

^ J <1*^ 13 ftlS^ jj& ^ ^^«ibB (JtlaJl (Jj*> : iJHA 

? AjjJl J - I jl 

* aIoaj ^Vl J o* pJ ^ : *^-'•-*• - (J__yl^ 

- jB Jj^ ^ frlSfB Ajsjj <5"  T  

• jli JS tj3J ;jjii u^ 

? ' j' - -" ^ L«^ lafcl g* Sji^iu '—• ^ i^jA ' ̂ A 

(^^yi '^jj^ 

? <.iLaia.< |J iJSl laiatil "-**''• ;JA ~ ^ ^ 
(^UVi ^JJ ^) 

U4 (JS 
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i.'J *JI« il ^ j3 . jj* 

*•* ••• ̂  i IaI . AI'imVI ;^%a fcJ^VI *v'.lrfjInJ L*ri 

.  S i u ^ U l  1  

J a-fc t Joi^ji »• "ij^ rtjil j,*^ (»—J ^'«• I : ^'.-1 

•^Vl C •' H ;jl£^yv 

•aUJ^I tji^ siHS^c. 

• ij^ Vijl 5-iaiJ ^jia-> * •,•> ( ^ ) 

AOjetiw* 1 A&J.»Ti * ^ '-- • ( * ) 

- i' .•- 1 3 « 

.5^ ^u*a 

o o i^\ _i_a 

. 4^1 .*<iMa s^»i i ^lleul 

* J * CiU il JC. J. 'lil iJSm^I\ (jMft I^t ; Jll,* 

) (^) O O" 
(') 

Ck 
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^ J *JJ^^ J#»f JS-^ stJ jj* ji;^ 
• J>J ^ 

a—• » ju^ » •'' -l< - t . 

( ^ )  
£^L»i » jjAj . sUii -

COO 
Ic) 

(OO) GOO 
( a )  ( C )  ( - )  ( I )  _  

• J>— JS ^ ij«-*3 J** J5'.'3 jlaJ 

. MjJm (JS ;,^ <*£*3 J—*- - r • 

( • ' )  

o o 

® (®-
( - )  

,/?® 

( c )  
(-) 

fc.** 

•  ( ' )  

lO (G) ( - )  { • )  

**ia ^ Jil3 
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. •* * J AJUIASD F '. WIJUULU 

-aVlj i v''lL^ •jjl*n i-lAjl ^trJI V • • CJ' 

[J * 7-j' . *j*J '* ̂ 1^ Ijl ^1 (jJajiu ^jaUj^j 

^ ^ ̂ •'•11J i ^jSHJ • ^ ^ '• * <,ZjL^ja^II ij*7- ] 

J* wUI j^ll ^HaJ *j' j'l „^Ia^ (jli. *"'^ (jriUS ^ ij J . 

ijjll •• .iais ^Uljj^il l|*;;^ j) iji>i '*^- tj^-l ;j.« 

^ "Ij'ii U ;ir- ^jl.rt-fc i 4^l£j2fl JjHSVI iJjjJL ;• nH u' 

•^i^Vj - t-liUjjaJl >1^ (JIi^IMH J.2& SuLJ^ ijJl^ 

^ CiUl JO^ ^J^jiua Cul£ Ajijjfc*fl fj_^>Lfcfl (J^IMAQ {ji 

sli\ ^Jj.* ^ L«£ . dijj ^ 

\ I g. j*"' (.^ ^ 1*'^ J"^ ^jl*^ {33'^'^ AuLaa^lSj 

U'"* ".'^J ^ JJ J*'^ ^ '—ij^'ifl Iaj_j 1t<i i,1JU1 joaJI ^jiarn^ , ̂ ^iJ.\»iJ ^t.Ail J A^JIMH 

. ^ J»i ^Uuu2 V jiVl 

? el_ji i,Z^_jLyuB ;^i ' ̂ i 

^ * ^ulju^jl '—JSJ ;j) *. ••> J V V^s*^ -.LiUlj^aJI J ^ i ^ 

.  ̂ J - * -  ̂* "  ^ _ j a ^ ^ a  

lj» .n V^ijil VuaJI )JS»^j l^»nTl (**r>) 

. ^ «^U1 j^ahJl J A ^ S-P^ 

.  A j - f c f l  S ^ i  V i \ S J I  e l ^  : - j j  ^  9 « L J  

. auaJl ^ *1* iojlai ^ 

.^1 ^ C, ,T! ^ a^jL^lil ;_$i^ 'j- AljliU J^LjlJI .ir '' ' T d 

? ^ulj^^jl jkllAi ^,'ijj 0-J^ 

. j,j^ i,J^ ;j«* lLjUIjo^JI ^iT* ill In• <i_i ^ 

• i-IJU joaJI aL^ J.1& ^ tuU^ (*^) 

. (j-Ufl fA jji—jjjll jj«fiJl (^) 

(jiut 
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JD* ^ o—^ ^^ IfJ (^jin'iiit OJ^ O* • 

• laiU jH IKJ) ji 4 ^1 < • ^ui ijjy- t ^ 

a^tJaii* : i«Ju[3 -1 *-i.'-J . IjA ^ (jl£^yUj 

:  O C L i V *  ^  ^ 5 ^  ; >  J S  

4j,*ij ^Ift . jj ^ • 'l^ t ^ T* 

^ j j  ̂  ̂ uj 

Jj«il ''*V^«"-*-l ^Is . ^ J^jlB OVUuaJ ^j^irfiskj ~ TV 

^JJ ^. '^0 

(;^uvi ' * S j j ^  

<  > — " * • *  ̂ l i  .  < — i u _ _ ^ a J l  _ ^ -  - * *  _ ^ L «  « J i ^ j u  V  ; j ^ ^ - X l  ̂ ;  - " ^  •  "  ^  ̂  

(^uyi Ujj ^ ̂ uj ̂  ) 

^ w ^ J ^ ^ ''^ I ) ^ -^j-"^ n—IS^^AII ^^JlA *.—rtjiA tJSl I ''•! •• •'**• 

> (j:_^ V ^ J aajL^ QjSa ^ -..iT-^l 

.^lii iH ;3^UAil a *j.^n »•*•»: ,Jll-« 

* ^ UJ^ u^ JJ.J*^ O*) ^ "* ( * ) 

.( 43 ^ UJ^ ^ J 

^.jJli'fc]! ^ 1 iirtH JaIJI 



( ^ i J 

( ^jj Ls^ ''•''^) (v) 

•J^ UJ^ 

(^yi ^ j j  ̂  < i £ l i U i  ( i )  

( ; ^ u > y i  A i j j  ̂  ̂ u j  ̂ )  { ^ )  

AjltTJ 4Jsl3 
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ij - ^ • i^J*|% I (JS j'-'Vj : ' * I <.j't't 

ujVi >> j-J . £jja jjVi jŝ  c® JjLs. J* V:JI: jii 

js-ia liA ^ ̂ijU rfjs csua ̂  js-ia 
• JjVi 

o O  
: Jl. 

A  ( o  •  ( c )  (') 

5  j r f i — •  j f f S B  ' < S l c .  *  (  ^  )  

X'-' ( G )  »  ( - )  

(O 

-  rr  

( G )  ( ^  ( ~ )  (  ( • - )  



t I 

5P Ti 

rrT P) !fT ̂  fCi *r>r tsiT 'v rrr • 

lA"^^ ir:r (!) *^ (!) rrr «^i"t jg^ -o ^rf urn*'t • 

ET ' '••v r' r=!r ttt: i/.ttT inrt ir/' P ̂  
TTt IATTT • ir'"'=^rr s?' ''"; 

I - i/' -? ir^'crrr ^ -SIT. ^ tr j 

O  
IT '  

V V 
•vT: 

^«Sr *0 *"7* li-**- i'P ' ̂  1 1 ^ •  r yiPiii 1 f " 

^. ir^ r;yrr 1/^75^ W:' \fCp ^ jprfP jj;^ 

li:'!''!'.' : -T«T^ irsif. TTTi Tl r<* • 23*^ 'T* I^^TTT '•'^rr 

wO i^mCr^ • 

T* if:*i'' r.-' <" nri T'l r^*' JTi iiii'i'''*'!-.' '"•• .• 

rT̂  pT,̂  »ri  ̂ ipeT, - gT, ni..ir.|i.. Tl jOĴ  5P "-r̂ v ̂  ' 

onrr 
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. ajO IHJ AJUI ije V. 

: US cS^ 6* JliilV' *L«L. jj 

A' V"V"'A' 
. jjj ji jjiViin ''-r^ tj-« jsis J «i i  i ll iH  ' ' I  

? ^JJSI JJwTl v'4 '"fc _«JI "~ T* i 

jjî  UJJ JiS ijj—" ja" - iJ^Vl *L-L- - ra 

J S '.1 OJ  ̂u' ^^  ̂ jiiJ (« u- J ' *JJ-̂  

A 
»  \ — /  ( - )  i ^ \ ( i )  

4.jily^ •« > imil jjJ Ji'iH 



: jiiiVi y-i-i iSj ji>j oc ^ 

: jl-J Cf-J C- i 

J ̂ -t. n'lil >' ;-h Ji" J u'̂ yW <J—U OI '•-> j 

UJ J jisi 3 JJ-^ Jr" l/' J JIS-T/I «1. .'| I .jjj ^ — r 

LiJ JS^ ujSj J ijtll JlS^Vl 6- jiiJ 

<JU3 •>%!' r1 ^ JLu! 
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i j S J j  I  ^  t i l j L l o f r J  ^  f c  > i * 1 ^ 5 f c * t > i i  , ^ i j  \  r * r t  Z  * • ' i l  

C \ j-^l*-^*. iiiljLe^LueJI JIAj| jj (,J4 . A^aa«* t^j£j L« LoHfc OLa^WiaH a^ 

* *j . -'•* ' * i*!^i*tJ J9j *J^ <li^ 

<^1^ Um •'•''••P j- —* ^J * ^Ti*^n '* t ^ - > L »  i j £  i j c  U k  

1_jjj ̂  * *j^*. t•*•••.!< A^ts ;J^aV1 fci*J • ^jjlB 

^J_J1 t' il ^ >' i.'flj jA JU jij . j:^ <£aL** jL-ia ^ 1 j 'SIj _>i.-al 

. .liXJi jvu ;iL-. ̂  

: S^l^JU ijj-*-- _jl5 LT^ t^LiCleti A^m C^^LxJl ;^i ~ ^V 

. ^15 J^\ ; j S i  ^  ( i )  

• C/JH (»i>» jS; jj (sr) 

. Uiirf k^l£ l-fjV jeO* ;j^ ^ (^) 
« 

. <!£»1*D ^ Js.L^ a^l&i SjaJ J V J ( •!) 

I AllaL  ̂ inH ~ T" A 

. »i UM i rfit Ciul^ ( ' ] 

. J* CiiL3 frLfcj^ ^''ilS ('^) 

. '̂I't-H Û  j« I nl eL*̂  •ZijtS (̂ ) 

< A j m  ̂ J l ^  



* A t ^1 ^ i AJJ^B a^l^JtO 4juaft ^ ' I w ~  

*•"•' iV.>^ ^ ^atU'-H tjVil latl Ija^ LtLi^l vJaC- • 

t if A -^i^^yi T <H %T9 Ls i^jSj J#^ <J^ c/^ ^^'.'h 4^Sj_^Vi ' *--^'-H 

( j j i i m  L A  4 ^ ^ ^ m a I I  ^ « * * ^ A f l  ^ l — J w r f l l  .  ( ^ y j _ j ^ * l l  

.<j>*aa2U1 _;J J SJ^Vl J '. 'i^n Jc ^jji V ••> J Jl j*V* W^3* 

jji J jc-li* 3eJ^J J' AallSIl j* JS .u*2AB s^ij^ JUc-i ^5-^J 

- I •'T^^an ^ tjSl<Jl*-2Jj jsljaB ..>*^j ^-J_;jil 

^ ;j-« ^ .ajUafcli t.'tjl ? tJJ.lA»lAli ^ 

j i  i a _ — — ! j .  r f T h ' t  J j  « - •  C ^ J <i— ^ V J M ^ UjS ^ jUci ^ jl /.e^ viiafl 

jA ^ C^ .H ^ <jli . ari*^II OJ^^.  i i r .yi (jyjB_) 

ot ;'til ^ T ,S\ 4^_JjLaM« jl Aj ^ j-> • n ,j& jjjr*? Ai_^^]aD TairT^H 

^ J * ^1—A> ^,lah2-J I 1a»2AJI iwujti-^ll J_^I:ki) JUC J 

*^7 ' J*^ ^jS—IL <.l;^dAlI ^i-l^-hjl ji J-1AB j'j^ ^ja> ftUiajj ^^£.Lu3J 

^ -*V^ •* ^•'*J - -' -dlLiAj » ^ "• • -* Jj^ 

. lAiti^Ail -

?  ^  •  -  * ' -  A ^ l L J l  t a U ^ L ^ x J l  ^ J « «  f^\ — 

> V J ^ ^ .'^ ^^caci ^ i ^ 

. j-J 

^ * jt --^ j --' <4^®^ J .J^U*^_S1AJ JLftA> ;jC' U^U Iajt'IAB ;j_yS.y 

. ^ljn\ •••H tjiMJ Vij_ja-l3 AJU3 •' «.'" ( ^) 

^ * '-»»*-n - ^ *^>aV^ a '.a*4li <^UV^ ( ^ ) 

• J ^  ̂  

AuiUB ^ Ji^ 



? w^ iAoll \m i"r>'ii i*^utV <J13 wlJ jU&n ^^\ 

— '—J <jl3 Jiu '•Tjiinl itiill ^L^uft -*• - - I j| ^ 1^ 

(JHjm i^il^ gJil • ^a^JI Lft 1^ (M) 

> ^ ifll fj t' amT; tJI 

OJ j-IaB ij-^ •'; 11 nr (^) 

* ija-l* Ul^ .'itT«'<Jl ^juj-iall 

ila 1*11 ^li _)is^ vJj^Gle. CuS-iL« Ijl ^ 

? _^Sl L>^* "* 

, jL^'v^ ^1 *4T'^n jj^ i3 (i) 

1 <-11 _ja^ <jL^jj (jfr «^!IjJ ieujjai^ ^1* ^('^) 
. Lm' -It ,j,jaj} 

• AiImI 

.  ( ^ )  j (  i  ) ' _ ^ ' 2 l £ (  j )  

? ^—*• wj_j^i3 ^'i -^ Uki^a^Ls iji Au^ii -jjS^ <ijJt2ji nil^ 

. wjUjjJ ajin'^T ^ ^ ^ 

•_j-^''^ ,^j (j'ljail ;JK^ 4j'A.,»« >.l;lJeil.tj ^^LJLAB {^) 

. ;JlAil it ^1 {^) 

• (-P^^ eel—AB AM^^AB t_5-y*I ajUyi ( *) 

4  j t t ' t f l  4  ̂  | i  f l H  J i l S  
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* 4jitlfl Ol^iiB ^1^1^ A4>C *-

jc. jj ̂ 3 Jji-JI -^j . JJiJs^ jj tj»AjjJ-« ti-lij i 3 j«s 

ijL-Sj . ^•'jlj • .iil'^il vjA l^jti rfiaj Ijjti n jmmS^ • ̂ ^IaB 

•Uuj . jUaiB lj« ;j <u.ulL • * ^a'> • (JA WJilti US j 

. t-jj_^^IL—J Ulltil ^'''- .IIA J a^^AUjKJl QM 

J u. I si J v'iH'fci ^.3^ Vi. "fcl 

.  J  S y i  JjIaH ^  ̂̂j w H  4 j u a  *  " i i  n ' l  i J j a u  ^ j S j  ̂  U * i * ^  ^jIa \ a'> 

• jliaftB iJ^^Aji •i!Li ;jJ 

i <• ifc^Kj ^amoaS ^X*I1 lLlsIj a^jis 

k UiV f^lLl ' "•*J9_5 > L *.1 ^!<tl J ^ X- .yi 

I^_| J ID dlU^ . jfi Oil aK Uill 

I jj*'';''*^^ t^jL*ftLu-ill ^ j 

ijl <s$ja,A I^jSJj a^LAJ (j^ dlljSj . <ju_^iB 

_ I ^ "'t- «-*^ ^ ^ ijiijSj I^Iaj ^IOA]! (jtSj 

,,jSij ^ aV^iU ^ 

• <—I J—i_A J^ »J^- -^3! J 

•  ^ ^ i ^ A  < i L ^ * 3  a ^ L A s j '  • ^ j '  

C y — •  — J J — J J r ^  J i f —  < i s ^  J i * - a  ( / - ^ J  ^  S j i s  
. jLiaiB ;jfr JjuIU 'Si < ^•>a jilL Uil j |J3^^ 

^ jV ^ 4}j.*-A31 J ^^iLxiU ^'-aTtA*. J ^J 

. i-jjjii ;j-« uiii3 o^iij •lu (j^j ,>^ 

sl^,ii.Ij ' * * '""• J • "*^j^ _' <jjXtJl (^UJ J 

I — I A Jol ^ '.t*''.! ^AJljl /jM i^elLuB 

»1 aiall J <^LA_^ iUL»B 4,i«-a_jl ^jS<Jj-̂  I^^IA »r^ Jkl 

Jj—Mj > i —i (jllj*il uSj (J . JjID j^j ̂ Ujfl ftlijjfl 

. <u.1aJ1 ^ ̂ jJLwJt 

4,j3L<^ SULAO 

^ IaIS J . 1^'" *-- ^ S—ji> .n a^jftiH ^^piaiu ^ *• "VJ <jLf iJjV^ lit* j ~ tv 

? a^S ̂ li • tjI iri^i ajmi ••*;%;• at LaIS 

(O (c) (^) (') 

^ 11- Js23 
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. 4^x2 JJ a^^iH r jjSj ^ ' . T> J H jS^JLi ~ 1 1 

? jCLLi 

(O (c) {^) (') 

^^gl& Jats »4j^ *jfilH ;jU ^*'11*;!) uijju " io 

<-»j U^Li^ ^ Lw ^j-i -^-*-yi J Liiijl Iji'iS <'i LtfJ J La 0** LL*2lc.l 

? jCij <—ij.^ 9 jis 

( ^ )  ( c )  ( ^ )  ( ' )  
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iji (Jj)^ Ajlllll AJImVI (jc <j{.ah^ : ^*tI ajU't 

. '^.••*7^; <ji^yi MJJ ^ ̂ 1 jcB ^ i'*^'ii•>) •- . iiiojLAB 

A^AI -'• -;^ A^ j . JA J ' J FRL« : <I <^VL (J W»; AJ* . ^ 
? *'•* -J _jA U* . ^l.i. ill J {J*il njB J a jjB : <I 

VJ • Jt j;'*-^jj wuIa-Oj ••LJI . jM* (J&il 

<_^llS ;jl—^ ^ 1'^ r -I <21JA ^1 .'"'^ J jfi ~ <jjO ^ja-> •!! 

"7 V uiv ^ 

aj^ J . rj J jJI .Vtj J • rt I : 4—1 4 riaV) • JA . jSil Ul — i " 

r -J ^ ' '*-*->^J i i j j j  (jj"*' ^  ^ <*'• M 

( ••*^';* T^j t.-tiS I 

^u --iiiili Jjfrj i/i >ii 

jA L» . ^ 1 • • 'J »V^ - <i A^u ^''• •;1 »jA_j . J s j  

^ <i-aj J_jl-^ 

( vUV* ^JJ ^ ) 

: <1 <LAU '• J' 9^ J . AliaVl (j-a*j a^ . — 1A 

? AAai^j jA La . jA^j ij_'^ 

(^ JJ >-*^1»•>) ^ 

•j_*J . —ii.j —^Jj 2—D : <—S * LiVl i_K«j • j* . i f ^  jSil - s ^ 

JjL—aJ (^.1—H 6^^—^ J—A . ;^ii I «. J*Jbj OO^J ^ 

? <1^0^ 

( V^vi ^JJ ^ ^ ) 

4,jm <AJU^ ^ J213 



(jSiAj ^ ( ^ ) ' V^ ^ >ia aJC - -'r^ 

1*^ "TII f a ^JaB ( ^ ) (-93*^ U^ OLt^^ylabs ••> 1 

A—ti ilafl aU-^ U^""^ ' * '^ IULaI J VUuSl j2SLj O^J^ 

• jiSa ,">i«'il 1*11 (jjiJI (^ih't* j<i (JiJoal ^jL« r"i i»fl ' ih'n jL JjL (j3.cV ~ ° • 

i"i.1^ • AjjiaJL Ijl L« 4ij*-« jlS«YU >-ij£ . jj-J 

• |jjja.V' tjiih'ijl jj* Ji iiil 

•N^V (i) 

( i i j j  . i C ^  ̂  1  

( <,L».V1 ^) - T 

( <.la.V' iiJJ ^ 

? I ju ? ^ j-oj:ii j-irfi . jA (vj) 

( VA^VI ^JJ ^ vitaUl ^ ) 

J ^ b l  < 3 j c .  j ^ « ' " >  < i 1  e l — j  j -  J J C .  ^  _ s J J ^  w h ^  c l j a a i  _>. j-iaa -J-l ~ = ^ 

^^ ; 'I • • -' '-'' J JJ^) lj.'"''"> 3**^ <—oj4 

Jjji j ^ 'H LJ-^-J t>» '•*'">* if "* *^ J*-^ 

»l iac-! ii_>^ u& J t^'j £i>^ 

: Ji j-j:m j> (i) 

( v^V ^j j  ^ ^ ' ^ . l l  • > )  > .  I ' ^ i )  —  ^  

( '•*t'ljl "ij *. rSl ) ^ 

( vuyi ^jj ̂  ^ ^ 

? I jLj ? u? J—ail (jjioD aj* (^i (v) 

(  ̂JJ '•*t"i ll •>! > . ''S  ̂  ̂
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• •-•Jl ^ ^ J"* O*^ ^ (jj »U_^U {^uaj& ^13 «.1A^ iklu) jl '"' ^ T 

Ji (ja^au J '-• tj^'i j ̂ j^'i'^'ilr- *.'ir.l U*. J 

4—^13 ^ tj ^ 4^1 •Jnj (j<t ''^ "-^jS . j^ 

Uupl 

' t3.j^ ^ i ^ 

( •'*t'i»>} <-ti9 ) '~ ^ 

( vuyt Aijj ^uj ) - T 

( ' • * ^ . i ' ' > j  * .  ' S I )  "  ^  

? (jLfcl ? <^y* J J^jiil ct-ial tJjiaD sJA (i^) 

( ^JJ ^ '-'t'l l^^i i—uSl j 

Ua uii JJ 

Test/l.g. 
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The SEA Test (FonnY) 
Answer Sheet Jijj 

: ^Vl 

I 4^J 3 all 

; jUja»V^ iG 4 j ajU'-H 

:JjVI cJsJ 

;J1-

o  •  o  o  

O O O O - >. 

u  ̂  ̂ i 

O  O  O  O  - r  
J 2  ̂ i 

O O O O -r 

^ C - ! 

O O O O - i 

•» c - ' 

O O O O -a 
J  ̂  ̂ i 

o  o  o  -  -
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APPENDIX E 

MODEL IMPLEMENTATION LOG 
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Model Implementation Log 

Teacher: 

School: 

Date Class Period Strategy Topic 

i 

i 

i 1 

i 



APPENDIX F 

EVALUATION OF CLASS DISCUSSION FORMS 



FIGURE 7-2 Discussion Leader Profile—Concept Development 

Leader 
Grade & Topic 
Tiyoul Number 
Number ol Students 

Key 
—when you did 

X —when you should have but did not 
0 —when you did but should not have 

DISCUSSION LEADER BEHAVIOR 

LISTING 

1 
GROUPING 

2 5 
LABELING 

3 5 
SUBSUMING 

4 5 

1. Asks focus or relocus question 1 1 1 1 
2. Asks (or reasons 1 1 1 

3. Seeks variety 1 1 1 
4. Seeks clarlllcatlon or extension 1 1 1 1 
5. Asks closed or rhetorical question t 1 1 
6. Gives opinion or value judgment 1 1 1 
7. Does task students were asked to do 1 1 1 
8. Edits or changes a student's idea ! 1 1 

9. Rejects, ignores, or cuts off student 
response 

1 1 i i 
10. Repeats student response 1 1 



FIQUBE 7-3 Discussion Leader Protile—Interpretation of Data 

Leader 
Grade & Topic 
Tiyoul Number 
Number of Students 

Key • 
 ̂ —when you did 

X —when you should have but dM not 
0 —when you did but should not have 

DISCUSSION LEADER BEHAVIOR 

STEP 1 

Da(a 

STEP 2 

Causes or Effects 

STEP 3 

Prior Subsequent 
Causes Effects 

STEP 4 

Condusfons 

STEPS 

QenerallzaHons 

1. Aslo focus or refocus question 

2. Asks for reasons 

3. Seeks variety 

4. Seeks clarincatlon or extension 

5. Asks dosed or rhetorical question | 

6. Gives opinkm or value judgment | 

7. Does task students were asked to do | 

8. Edits or changes a student's idea | 

9. Rejects, Ignores, or cuts off student I 
response I 

10. Repeats student response | 



FIGURE 7—4 Discussion Leader Profile—Appllcallon of Generalizations 

Leader Key 
Grade & Topic —when you did 
TiyoHl Number X—when you should have but did not 
Number of Students 0—when you did but should not have 

DISCUSSION LEADER 
BEHAVIOR 

STEP 1 

Predictions Reasons 

STEP 2 

Conditions 
STEP 3 

Consequences Reasons Conditions 
STEP 4 

Conclusions 
STEPS 

Qenerallzalkms 
1. Asks focus or refocus 

question 

2. Asks tor reasons 1 1 1 
3. Seeks variety 1 I 1 
4. Seeks clarlllcation or 

extension 

5. Asks closed or ihetoiteal 
question 1 

6. Gives opinion or value 
judgment I 

7. Does task students were 
asked to do 

' 

8. Edits or changes a 
student's idea 1 

9. Rejects, Ignores, or cuts 
off student response I 

10. Repeals sludeni 
response  ̂

1 
1 



FIGURE 7-S Discussion Leader Prollle—Resolution ol Conlllct 

Key 
—when you (lid 

X —when you should have but did not 
0 —when you did but should not have 

DISCUSSION LEADER BEHAVIOR 

DATA 

1 

REASONS & 
FEELINGS 

2 

POSSIBLE 
SOLUTIONS 

3a 
REACTIONS 

3b 

SELECTED 
SOLUTIONS 

4a 

SHORTS 
LONQRANQE 

CONSEQUENCES 
(Ao-Ae) 

1. Asks locus or relocus question 

2. Asks lor reasons 

3. Seeks variety 1 

4. Seeks clarilication or extension 

5. Asks closed or ihetorical question 

6. Gives opinion or value judgment 

7. Does task students were asked to 
do 

8. Edits or changes a student's Idea 

9. Re|ecls, Ignores, or cuts oil 
student response 

10. Repeats student response 

Leader 

Grade & Topic 
Tryoul Number 
Number ol Students 

to 
ui 
a\ 



\ 

(FIGURE 7-5-Contlnued) 

DISCUSSION LEADER BEHAVIOR 

DATA 
5 

REASONS & 
FEELINGS 

6 

EVALUATION OF 
SOLUTION 

7 

ALTERNATIVE 1 
SOLUTIONS 

8 

GENERAL 
STATEMENTS 

9 

1. Asks focus or relocus question 

2. Asks for reasons 

3. Seeks variety 

4. Seeks clarification or extension 1 

5. Asks closed or rhetorical question 

6. Gives opinion or value judgment 

7. Does task students were asked to do 

8. Edits or changes a student's Idea 

9. Rejects, Ignores, or cuts off student response 

10. Repeats student response 
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APPENDIX G 

EVALUATION OF TAPES FORM 
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EVALUATION OF TAPES FORM 

Name 

Strategy 

CRITERIA/COMMENT 

1. Sequencing 

2. Appropriateness of focusing questions 

3- Clarity of focusing questions 

Asking for reasons 

5- Asking for variety 

6.  Avoidance of negative acts 

7- Pacing 

8.  Amount of teaciier talk or intervention 

9.  General cl imate/interest 

RAT ING 

2 3 ^ 5  

2  3 ^ 5  

2  3 ^ 5  

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 
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APPENDIX H 

LETTER FOR AN OFFICIAL PERMISSION 

TO CONDUCT THE STUDY IN SCHOOLS 



J Jj_j 

^ J J k i l  U f  j  JUMIVI 0 j l j U a  

jijitHlj wLaJiJI JPLUM]! 

i • % • JuljJ 

^  c j j . ' ^ 1 ^ * 1  V i r  I I I  < 1 9 1  jdt UUa 0JA ••i_^ 

AJJ__MJL  ̂̂ JLT^U Î UJJ UUA T'LLJ'V MI JIMII J!>L  ̂ Q* ULAJI JJ£L2L! CIL JL  ̂

aJ_A S2 • 4—^j^Uall <JaJuVtj ("ll.n a^ljU A inl>ll An! i^'VI ^ml % ^.a^ali 

. ̂ ^la-ll OljJS jxuxuj AILi^V c'll jli-;. OUai^l j2*iiV 1 

' JxaCJl .Ijc ^i^lLoll AOAU (^jVl 1 (_3_>ja2jJ 

'"'•' •^j Ijl uLjL^VI t.'IiiiiVl eUacI aJc i^iau 1 ^t• ̂ jj ^^LLoJI 

AjSi^ljiL—uiVl aJ—* c CjLttjW.iJl ^l!ill nl jluiVlj < eilljl 

,^_—III <11—uiSfl J) ^1 _^l (,5^ (illjj A HT <1 ^\jia jIjI JI il ml JxoJ^I (JxtiJ 

(j——jiJaj A^lVtll 4ul jiLmVI Lsl • 1A Ji. }̂   ̂ jl t_il iiiiVU '"̂ 1 (_jlJa2j 

e_ybl—la '"• *•'-• 3I LajS <*Mtjiii Lu 4uaal1j*niVI aJA -ijijj ' ("lliajn*"]!! 

tj • ijjA ' _'I; •! &l hr.l ^ O^J _jl 1 rtt'iiiil ijM hnl^li • <jax^ 

( ^Ij—wall (J=k 4^ak^l jliyil ajja.Vl 4 j'jj1l_jlmVl Lalj • Ij araw'j ajl^V 4 1 |^1 

(y» ^1 (J-laJl <LIS ULjaS ji 4ji in^ 4_!•% nlj^Vl a^ 

IjJaaj Aj-oill '''I*- jA»m jSjjJ Aoa^ljlui'yi <jl.^ ^ (j<islij (^jll ^ 

JJ JJ—JJ 4—L)J—la (jJl  ̂ * 4â l̂ l 4jjl̂ j 4j\j3LJ 
I 

% • 

> Oi ^jT. ^J<il11l ;J' —Laljaj • IJ ^1 >•^'•••1 

AL/res-Lori2.doc 
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i j j  [J- J <-f^ t'llj^nljlmVl aJA (jjJajjui 

^jjijj I j^l ^ohj-Iaj JU j ̂  (J&l^l ^duijJ^j <LaIui 

(jiujjjl ^JJI mi (^jHuU (^ tiilljliSbU AĴ (J ^yulj^ (J^ 

t"!!*!] iiin - ^'»'' tJA • •• La£ ( (_jj_jJj11j t*!^!jII ^jtjinj • Olja>^l__pjjiVI aJA 

^—S CiLajjl JO—uiVl aj—A -I >•!-" • ••! 5_^LS1 q^jjc.j LUa t'llj'̂ jiljluil -I >•;•*...1 OU^aJjj 

(^L_511 J JjVl t-ijL^l (j<» UUaj (jH Vi A • ajjjII liljUu {jt ^joLJl (j<»j • jj-

<1UI1) 0jlaj ^ aj^l^Vl ^ U^ C5^ ' j 

^ llVllI ^ (—iJMiJ ;3j9 Laj %^ * (j' t.tUhli JAiSi ^JjLallj • ^Jjl^IaII 

ajlil ^ iiiiillj Laij * <ili3 ^ • 1^ 't«i (JS ^ i rn '"'I'-j-"^ - (jLu 

Cy*J ' t t»<1 iJ A&Lmi a-XoJ ui'^ (J 

JSj • <dyijjAll ^ 4.aLuJ La] ^1 Jjl ajj* <-ii ^ nl hkiII ajjill ^ 0iaLj_^1 

^ ^ 4ijAtl*jll U—l^jS-L^li 4jliail 4j^^^ybuj a_jlsjl a^A 

jl (_g—Ic (*% (_jj^ n (jc Lalj • (*I'^U11 J (jjduijJ^I .-»iri<J 

l_g ^ «i (_^L-j$lj • Ijj^Uuaj I <lj jJa jjji'i <^1.1^1 <aMij.Lftll ^aLLoJI J ' 

^ II Ajilall -""j-" '*"1^ 4 jIhil UlsJI 

(juULall jl^I^) ^ ^j • <jIixJI ^1^1 JJS Jjl LS-^ .J^^J 

( ^  ̂ A >  ̂  y j j  >Tj Collahan (JJS O* jwaj-a ^^ill SEA {>»l^ j^j ' <iUall j^Ic (j.iVijui tajll 

• Bloom lolaJI (*1^^*11 ObjIiiKill frijj (__>uLli11 I^A jfc-i-iaj .^j 

•iSbll l^l_^L (.ti^ljJI ^^1 jJ ^ 

t*n'̂  .̂eja-iJl ̂  4aliall njl»lll LUa ̂  jjAj a l̂s (Jm 

<jyil_j^l a^A _jjuu (Jj^Loll all IjA ^1 

• <*^1^1 4^j^l ^jjJu M I rt'i'^ all i^l^joll {^^1 
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jjaJ cj5j Al«Ly«j <^^lj Ailjytjlt (JA (jjSj (jl ji 

^CiJJali XduLe — J 4Jj4ja5 (j' 4al& (Jjirt^li Li 

• F'n laall (JIIJIAAJ 

jtilallj 1*11 (JjjlJ Ijli ht' 
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APPENDIX I 

LETTER FROM HUMAN SUBJECTS COMMITTEE 
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PO Box 245137 

HEALTH SQENCES CENTER Tucson. Anzons 657 
(320) 626-6721 

14 October 1997 

Ali Abdulrahman Lcri, Ph.D. Candidate 
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Department of Special Education/Rehabilitation 
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PO BOX 210069 
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Dear Mr. Lori: 
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